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STOOP SI S

Previous work on the Strontian complex has been substanleted 

by the present Investigation, and the knowledge of the structures 

In the rooks of the complex, end in the adjoining tfolne schists 

and gneisses has been considerably augmented* It has been shown 

that a planar structure occurs throughout two of the three main 

units of the complex • the tonallte and the prophyrltlo grano* 

dlorlte* A linear struoture also occurs in these rooks in a 

restricted area in the north* These structures largely conform 

to a simple pattern common to both tonallte and granodlorlte* In 

the northern pert ef the complex, the granitic veins and the 

joints both appear te possess distinctive patterns of orientation, 

which prevail throughout thia northern region* These patterns 

show little similarity to each other, and appear to be largely 

unrelated to the orientation of the foliation and llneation la the 

tonallte and granodlorlte In this area* The formation of the 

complex appears to have been attended by considerable shearing and 

folding In the tfolne country rocks which lie within half a mile 

of the oomplex* The overall pattern of the structures within the 

complex and the adjoining areas of country rock* appears to be 

distinctive, and does not closely resemble the structural pattern 

within and around other granltlo complexes*

It Is suggested that the two main unite of the complex with 

a common Internal structural pattern have been formed by the more 

or leas simultaneous Intrusion of two magmas* and that these magmas 

were probably emplaced by a process which Irvolved forcible Intrusion* 

and may have been under the control of forces associated with the 

Caledonian orogeny*
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PREFACE#

The study of the structurea in granitic complexes has received 

less attention than the study of the petrology ef these rooks# and 

Is still at a comparatively elementary stage# In certain com

plexes# notably in Germany and the United States# the structures 

have been studied in considerable detail# field research being

backed by experimental work in the laboratory# but many problems
$

remain to be resolved# In several complexes the presence of the 

same simple structural pattern has been established# but many others 

shew a marked structural individuality# and only limited genersli- 

cations san yet be made about the structures in granitic complexes 

as a whole# In consequence# the examination of the structures of 

granltlo complexes would appear to offer ample scope for research#
' ' I

An additional factor considerably influenced the decision to 

undertake the present investigation# Mot only are the structures 

of granitic complexes imperfectly understood# but in many areas 

they have been virtually Ignored# and are largely unrecorded#

Thia is particularly the case in the British Isles# The desire 

to acquire knowledge in a virtually unexplored field of British 

geology# was# therefore# an additional stimulus to commence 

research#

A granitic complex was sought in whleh ne aspect had been 

fully investigated# whloh was of reasonable slse# and whloh had 

obvious structures suggesting that detailed investigation would be 

rewarding# After a little consideration# it was decided to 

commence work on the Strontlan oomplex# as# of all alternatives# it 

seemed to conform most closely to these requirements#
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I. lATKODOCTIOK

(1) Sarller Work on the Strontlan Complex*

The complex of granitic rocks at Strontlan lies te the 

west of Looh Llnnhe, the sea looh which forms the southwestern 

continuation of the Talley of the Great Glen* In the north, the 

outcrops are roughly five miles distant from the shores of the
r • ’loch. In the south, part of the complex actually forms the 

western shore line (Fig*l)* The complex Is markedly elongated 

from north to south and Is exposed over an area of eighty square 

miles* It is considered to be Caledonian In age*

The most northerly outcrops occur three miles north of the 

Tillage of Strontlan at the head of Loch hunart, and from there, 

exposure! extend sixteen miles southward to the southwestern tip 

of orven* The width of the complex Is five to six miles In the 

north, Increasing to a maximum of seven to eight miles in central 

Morven* The Tlslble width decreases in the south, owing to the 

truncation of outcrops by the western shore of Looh Llnnhe*

All the Information, which has been given above, was available 

before the present enquiry was commenced, mainly having been 

obtained by the Geological Survey In 1931-32, during work on 

Sheet 52 of the one-lnoh geological map cf Great Britain* Sarller 

work included that of Scott In 1928, and the Geological Survey 

Investigations described by Bailey and Maufe (1916) and by Lee 

(1925)* The later work of the Geological Survey Is of particular 

Importance, for, as a result of this investigation, the nature, 

extent, and relations of the rocks of the complex, were described 

dearly for the first time* The preliminary results of the 

Geological Survey Investigation were published In the Summary of



Map showing the extent wad relations of the main rooks 
In ths Strontian complex. Ths mean trend of ths planar and 
linear structures in the tonallte and granodlorlte Is also 
shown. This nap is a slightly modified reproduction of the 
map published In the Regional Memoir of the Geological Surrey 
"The Northern Highlands”. The dotted lines Indicate faults*

___________________
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Progress for 1931 (MacGregor end Kennedy, 1932), An Incomplete 

map so ompanled this report. This map was completed In the 

following year, and was published In the Handbook of Regional Geology, 

"The Northern Highlands1* (Phemlster, 1948,p,6C). This map has 

formed the basis of all the maps produced In the present investi

gation, and no major alterations have been made to the boundaries 

It deplete (Flg,l), The one-inch geological map of the entire 

area (sheet 52) has not yet been published.

The work of the officers of the Geological Survey shows that 

three types of rock, together, form the greater part of the 

Strontlan complex - tonallte, perphyrltlm grandiorite and blotIto 

granite, in the north, these rocks occur In a roughly concen

tric arrangement, tonallte forming an outer rim enclosing the 

grandlorlto, whleh In turn largely encloses the outcrops of blotIto 

granite. The blotlto granite shows a marked tendency to transgreat 

the oontaota between the ether rocks, however, and In part extends 

Into the eountry rook, these northern outcrops of the blotlto 

granite are of a complex discontinuous nature. To the south, 

outcrops of blotlto granite occupy the greater part of the exposed 

area of the complex. In this area the blotlto granite occurs as 

a large coherent siess, which transgresses the other rook boundar

ies, and abuts against &olne country rock In the extreme south.

As Indicated earlier, exposurest are incomplete here, being truncat

ed by the shoreline of Loeh Linnhe, The concentric arrangement of 

different types of rook la now no longer apparent.

The of fleers ef the Geological Survey also established the 

sequenee In whloh the different rocks ef the oomplex had formed.
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This sequence la, In order of age, (1) tonallte, (2) porphyrltio 

frandiorite, and (3) blotlto granite. At the contacts between 

the different rook®, It was found that blotlto granite everywhere 

la sharply bounded against all other rock types, The junction 

between tonallte and country rook Is also sharply defined, but the 

junction between tonallte and grandlorlte varies and Is sharp In 

come loo a lit lea, gradational In others. All of those junctions 

are nearly vertical, except for the gradational tonslite»granodior 

Ito contact, which seems to bo gently inclined.

The Geological Survey report includes descriptions of certain 

structures within the rooks of the complex, These were of 

particular Interest when a preliminary revlewwas made of the 

granitic complexes In the Scottish Highlands In which It seemed a 

detailed structural Investigation would bo rewarding. In 

certain granitic complexes elsewhere study of the structures 

defined by oriented crystals, and of the relations between these 

structures and the orientation of voln«fllled fractures, has shown 

that all of the structures conform to an overall pattern. In the 

case of the Strontlan complex the descriptions by MacGregor and 

Kennedy of a planar structure, defined by oriented erystals and 

ineluelone In the outer regions of the tonallte, and of the 

occurrence of a network of acid veins In the same areas appeared 

to be particularly significant.

In addition to describing the granite rocks, MacGregor and 

Kennedy give some Indication of the nature of the country rocks 

and the structures they contain. These rocks are Holno Schists, 

Including psawait io, semUpelltlc and politic types, all of which
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hsvs been altered by regional Injection processes to some extent, 

and locally. injection gneisses and augcm gneisses occur. The 

available evidence suggests that there Is no relation between the 

processes by whioh these Injected rocks were formed, and the pro* 

cesses by which the granitic rooks of the strontian complex were 

formed. The grade of regional met amor phlsm appears to be low, and 

In addition, no marked thermal aureole Is visible near the oomplex.

As stated earlier, the contact between the Molne country rocks 

end the rooks of the complex Is sharp and relatively regular. In 

the vicinity of this contact It was found that the regional north* 

south strike of the foliation in the koine schists and gneisses is 

deflected, so that the foliation in these rooks trends parallel 

to the contact. There la an overall tendency for the margin of 

the complex to be parallel to the regional strike of the <olletlon 

in the country rooks, but the defonastlon of the latter becomes 

particularly apparent et any irregularity in the contact, or when 

the boundary of the complex transgresses the regional structural 

trend In the country rocks. It was noted that certain distinctive 

beds can be tre«ed into the vloinity of the oomplex where they 

appear to be transgressed, and that In these oontaot areas the 

country rocks appear to nave been strongly sheared. The dip of the 

contact was found to be steep on the whole, the direction of inclin

ation being towards the oomplex. The foliation in the country 

rooks in the areas adjoining the complex was always found to dip 

steeply.

These descriptions of deformation In the country rocks

adjoining the oomplex are also of particular Interest to the present 
Investigation, as are the descriptions of masses of country rock



whloh lie wholly nolosod within tonallte, or appear to be partially 

separated from their original surroundSago by tongues of tonallte* 

Indue lone of country rook were found to be abundant near the 

tonallte Molne country rook eontaot, but occur throughout the 

oomplex*

(11) Objects and >eop» o the Present Investigation

The work of the o'fleers ef the Geological urvey has been 

described in cone detail, in order to indicate the full extent 

of the information which was available before the present lnveeti* 

gation was oomsneed* Sone Indication of the reesone for under* 

taking this investigation have been given already, but the min 

considerations which governed the research can new be wore 

clearly defined*

The primary object of the present Investigation ms to mke 

a detailed study ef the structures within the complex and the 

surrounding areas, which appeared to be contemporary In origin 

with the complex Itself*

It ms hoped that, from the data obtained in this study, 

it would be possible to deduce hoar these structures had been 

formed* If this object could be achieved, then it would be 

possible to assess the conditions under which the complex of 

granitic rocka had been formed to some extent, and information ef 

particular significance to the study of the genesis of these reeks 

would have been obtained*

Apart rom these considerations, It was felt that the Investi*

7*

gation would be a useful contribution to the knowledge of the
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geology of the Scottish Highland® a® a whole, and, In particular, 

might produce evidence which supported the suggestion that the 

Strontlan and Foyers complexes were originally united (Kennedy, 

1946), This evidence would be of slgnlfleanoe if any further 

attempts were made te deduoe the extent and direction of movement 

on the Great Glen fault*

The emphasis in the present investigation was almost wholly 

on field observations, and although all the field characters of 

the rooks were examined in detail, particular attention was given 

to a study of the str ctures, ether aspects, such as the petro

graphy of the roeka, were considered only as ancillary te the main 

of enquiry. A comprehensive study of all the characters of the 

rocks of the complex would, of course, enable the data obtained in 

this investigation to be Interpreted much more satisfactorily. As 

a complete study was beyond the scope of single-handed investi

gation, however, it was decided to concentrate attention almost 

entirely on the structures of the rocks, A further factor was the 

knowledge that although the officers of the Geological Survey were 

no longer actively engaged on the preparation of the one-inch map 

of the area, they did intend to complete thio map, and to accompany 

it by a report which would include details of the petrology of the 

rocks of the complex.

Within the complex, attention was devoted mainly to a study 

of the structures defined by the oriented orystals and inclusions, 

and to an examination of the fracture systems. Fracture* with 

a vein-filling received particular attention. In the Foine 

country rocks, the deformation in the areas adjoining the complex
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was studied In detail* Structurea which can be grouped In these 

three categories were the main structures which appeared to have 

been formed more or less contemporaneously with the rooks of the 

oc«pl«x.

Before these structures can be Interpreted satisfactorily.

It Is necessary to know how the rocks of the oomplex hare been 

formed* This* In turn* Implies that the study of the structures* 

while It may supplement a petrological study* and facilitate the 

comprehension of the full nature ef the rock»formlng process* Is 

not In Itself sufficient to establish how the grsnltlo rocks have 

been formed* As the present Investigation la essentially a field 

study* the contaet relations between the rocks of different type are 

of partleular importance In the Interpretation of the structures* for 

only at these contacts Is the field evidence ef such a kind that It 

Indicates the probable nature of the roc k»fo rain g process* The 

relations at the tcnallte-tfolne country rock contaet are of 

greatest significance* The contacts between the rocks ef different 

types were also the subject of a detailed study* therefore* In 

addition to the study of the struetures*

The original approach to the problem was much Influenced by 

the work of H* Cloos and his assoelates In Germany and the Inlted 

states* which* to dste* forms the most Important contribution whioh 

has bean made to the knowledge of the structures of granitic complexes 

(see Balk*1948)* The dlseovery of a simple relation between 

crystal orientation and all other struetures* particularly the 

fracture systems* has been the outstanding result of this work*

In the Strontian oomplex* the original Intention was to complete

I
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• structural study of the entire complex, based on a search for 

the relationships described by Clooe*

It was soon found that there was ne simple relation between 

the different structures, and the basis on whioh the investigation 

was being conducted had to be revised* It wee ne longer assumed 

that certain relatione would be likely to ooour, and the etructures 

were examined without any direct reference to any previous work in 

this field* This reeultod in a general slowing in the pace of 

the enquiry, and the original object of examining the whole complex 

was no longer attainable* Only the northern portion of the 

oomplex was examined in detail and attention wee confined almost 

solely to the tonallte end granedlorlte* The area of the oomplex 

north of Looh 3unart was examined In greatest detail* The area 

of the complex south of Looh Sunart, which is shown In Fig* 9, was 

examined rather less Intensively, but with sufficient thoroughness 

to establish clearly the pattern of the etructures, end the extent 

end relatione of the rooks* South of this area only reconnaissance 

mapping was conducted. In no more detail then was necessary to 

indicate the outline of the structural pattern, and the nature of

the rooks* Country rocks were only examined In detail in the
*

areas north of Looh Sunart whioh are also shown in Fig* 9* Xn ell, 

about a fifth of the complex was subjected to e detailed study*

it Is obvious that the requirements of the present lnvesti- 

gat ion would e satisfied more eff actively by means of a study of 

thestruetures throughout the entire area of the oomplex, then by 

the incomplete study, the seeps of which has been outlined above*

owever, there were two reason^ why the investigation was terminated*
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Firstly, It was apparent that a structural study of the entire 

complex would ba a wary considerable task - a task of far greater 

magnitude than was originally envisaged* Secondly, it was felt 

that sufficient information had been obtained to indloate in how

far the fundamental objectives of the investigation eould be

attained by the specialised approach which had been adopted*

The investigation described in the following page, is, 

therefore, eeeentislly an incomplete study of the structures in 

two of the main unite of the Strontlan complex • the tonallte 

and the porphyrltlc granodlorlte*
a

(ill) Methods Employed

Field Methods* Mapping of the northern areas of the complex

was carried out on a aeale of six inohes to the mile* A one-inoh 

map was used in the southern areas* The approximate geological 

boundaries of the oomplex were obtained from the Geological Survey 

map* These boundaries were checked in the field, and modified 

where neoessary* Ho information was available on the boundaries 

in the country rook*

In the oomplex, all the contacts were examined throughout 

their length in the northern areas| in the south, relations at 

these contacts were checked at several paints* In areas of 

uniform rook, observations were made at evenly distributed points • 

at about two hundred yards Interval in the areas north of Loch Sunart, 

at about quarter-mile intervale in the area immediately south of 

this looh*

In the country rooks north of Loch sunart, the areas closely
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ad Joining tha complex were examined in detail throughout. From 

these contaet areas traverses were made outwards into the 

country rooks. Where distinctive beds or horisons eould be 

recognised they were followed. South of Loch S unart, only a few 

contact areas were examined.

In the field, attention was devoted largely to recording the 

relations between the different rook types, the variation within 

these rook types in appearanoe, texture, etc., and the orientation 

and nature of any structures. As will be apparent, only samples 

of the structures were obtained, but it was hoped that sufficient 

obeervetions had been made to ensure that these samples would be 

representative. This supposition was later checked in the 

laboratory to some extent.

Laboratory Methods. These were restricted to the techniques used 

in the analysis of orientation data. The main technique employed 

involved the plotting of the data on an equal-area projection, and 

then the analysis of the scatter diagram so produced by means of a 

one percent counter, end contouring. Kinerel orientation was

recorded directly on the field maps. A certain number ef
petrofabrio analyaas ware carried out, mainly In apeolaana o' rocks

of the complex, end in addition, a restrloted miorosooplo exaraln*
r ■ ■ ’*•

ation of the petrography of the granitic rocks was undertaken.

Notetlent In order to describe the orientation of the struetures 

concisely, an abbreviated notation is used throughout. The 

direction of strike of the structure is given first, by means of 

the compass bearing in degrees, followed by the angle of dip in 

degrees and the direction of dip. Thus, the orientation of a
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structure whleh strikes north-west - south-east and dip* at

forty degrees to the north-east, Is represented by 318*/* 40 NE,
(Or alternatively by 136®/40° TIE,),

(iv) Petrography and General Relations,

The previous knowledge of the extent and relations of the 

naln units of the complex has already been described, and It has 

been found necessary to modify this description only In detail as 

a result of the observations made In the course of the present 

enquiry, < In the present section, s brief description of the 

petrography and relations cf the rooks of the complex le given, 

whloh serves to augment the earlier description, and provides s 

background for the min part of this research. Detailed des

cription of the oontaet relations of the tonallte end granodlorlte 

Is held over until a later section. In view of the structural 

significance of the phenomena displayed at these contacts.

The petrographic study ef the rocks was undertaken solely 

to assist the structural analysis, and to augment field observations. 

The min objects of the microscopic examination of the rooks wars 

to confirm the field Identification of minerals, to correlate 

microscopic texture with the relations visible In the field, and 

to check that uniformity In appearance Indicated uniformity In 

rock type. In addition, certain rocks, notably the granitic veins, 

were examined microscopically In an attempt to clarify field 

relations.

Only the tonallte, the porphyrltlc granodlorlte and the 

granitic veins were examined In any detail, and then only In the 

northern areas. The blotlto granite, as It lay outwlth the ares
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of thorough investigation, vat subjected only to a prefunctory

examination, The information obtained In this examination 

supplements and corroborates that obtained by the offloors of the 

Geological Survey, The nomenclature used for the rooks types Is 

that employed in the Geological Survey report (UaoGregor and 

Kennedy, 1932) and is not based on any additional work In the 

course of this research,

Tonallte,

Petrography of the Senna 1 nock. The tonallte Is typically medium 

to coarse In grain and grey In colour. The main constituents 

visible In hand specimen are blotlto, hornblende, feldspar and 

quarts. The feldspar occurs, In part, as subidiamorphlo orystals, 

and the hornblende also tends to develop crystal boundaries. The 

ferromagnesian minerals normally occur In roughly equal amounts, 

and taken together, are less abundant than the light-coloured 

minerals. The constituent orystals of the tonallte are oriented, 

particularly the erystals or feldspar and hornblende. This 

orientation Is developed with varying degrees of Intensity,

(Plates 8, 9, 10,12 and IS),

Mloroseopie examination oonflrme these observations. The 

rook can be seen to have a hypldlomorphie granular texture, with 

hornblende and soned ollgoolaee developing crystal margins against 

blctlte, quarts, and orthoolaso. The latter mineral occurs In 

only minor amount.

Variation In Rock Type, The tonallte shows only alight variation 

throughout Ita outorop, the main modification being found In a
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marginal tone adjoining the oontaot with tha Koine country rookie 

The rook is finer in grain in thia icne, the feldspars, in parti

cular, showing a reduction in else, and is frequently enriehed in 

ferromagnesian minerals. Blotlte is particularly abundant, olfcen 

to the exclusion of hornblende* Miorosooplo examination shows 

that a colourless olinopyroxene is also present in this rook*

This mineral is largely replaced by blotlte and hornblende, and 

muoh of the hornblende in the marginal rooks would appear to hare 

been derived by replacement of pyroxene*

This tone of modified rook may be as muoh as half a mile in 

width, but is normally approximately one hundred and fifty yarde 

wide* Locally it is virtually looking, and normal tonallte may 

than occur in oloso vloinity to the outer oontaet*

Throughout the tonallte, gradationally-bounded fine-drained 

areas ooour, resembling a still finer-grained modification of 

tonallte than the rook just described* These areas are small, 

and era often accompanied by Irregular blotltlo and quartsose 

streaks* They are particularly common in the oontaot regions 

where the country rook is semi-politic schist, and similar rook 

is found as tongues cutting inclusions of Molne schists and 

gneisses* Small, gradationally-bounded, areas of coarse-grained 

tonallte also ooour, mainly in the inner regions of the oomplex*

Aggregates of the ferromagnesian constituents of the tonallte 

are found, normally consisting largely of hornblende, but in the 

outer oontaot regions, blotlte often predominates in these 

•ggr«£*tes* These eohlleren ere distinctly defined* They are 

laminar in shape, are no more than a few inches thlok, and are
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usually only a few yards in length* They are oriented parallel 

to the planar structure in the surrounding rook* (Plate 9)*

Prcphyrltlc Grenodiorlte*

Petrography of the Normal Hook* The prophyritic granodlorlte 

contains large pink phenoorysts of orthoelase, whleh provide the 

easiest means of distinguishing between this rook and tonallte in 

hand specimen* The other main constituents of the granodlorlte 

whleh are recognisable In hand specimen, are, as in the tonallte, 

plagloelase, hornblende, blotlto and quarts* The granodlorlte 

is eoarser in grain than the tonallte on the whole, and has a 

lower content of ferromagnesian minerals* Hornblende is more 

abundant than blotlto in this r&ek* As in the tonallte, the 

hornblende and plagloelase tend to occur as ldlemorphle orystals, 

and, in addition, the orthoelase phenoorysts appear to be idle* 

merphle In hand specimen* The crystals of these three minerals 

are always oriented to some extent*

Uleroseopleally, the margins of the orthoelase phenoorysts 

can be seen to be lntergrown with the other minerals, and some 

interstitial orthoelase is also visible. Otherwise, the mineral 

relations are as noted in hand specimen* Additional differences 

between tonallte and granodlorlte which are apparent in thin* 

section are, the higher orthoelase content (now approximately equal 

to the plagloelase content) the higher content of quarts, and the 

more albltlo nature of the plagloelase in the granodlorlte* 

Variation in Hook Type* Much of the granodlorlte Is of uniform 

appearance, although in the areas south of Looh Sunart, thia rock 

la slightly coarser in grain than In the areas to the north*
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Adjoining the tonsilte»granedlorite contaot the granodlorlto la 

modified, however, and throughout much of the contaot region between 

tonallte and granodlorlto, there appears to be a complete gradation 

from one rook to the other. Xn progressing from normal grano* 

dlorlte to tonallte In these regions, the orthoolaso phenocrysts 

become smaller and less numerous, the graln-slso of the rook as 

a whole decreases, and the rook comes more and more to resemble 

tonallte, Microscopically, no conspicuous features are associated 

with this contact rock, which appears to be intermediate In com* 

position between tonallte and granodlorlto. Inthe restricted area

where the tonslito-granodlorIto contact appears to be sharp, the 

granedlorlte Is only slightly modified In the vicinity of the 

tonallte, becoming slightly finer In grain, and containing rather 

fewer orthoclose phenocrysts.

The granedlorlte in the vicinity of Inclusions of rock of 

all types, or In the veins whioh cut these Inclusions,, is modified 

locally. Normally the pink orthooleae phenocrysts disappear from 

the rock within a few feet of an Inclusion, and this contact rock 

then resembles tonallte in oppoorance, a considerable variation

In rock type may be visible, however, and the granodlorlto may be 

locally coarser or finer In grain, or locally enrlohed In ferro- 

magneeian or feldspathlc constituents. In some eases, the veins 

which cut the Inclusions vary along their length, normal granodlor- 

Ito occurring In the vein at the margin of the Inclusion, coarse* 

grained pegmatite at the centre of the Inclusion.

Small fine-grained and coarse-grained areas, with gradational 

margins, ooour In the granedlorlte, as in the tonallte. The



Plate 1. Hcrnblendlc Bchliere In the prophyrltlo granodlorlte 
near illean afMhuirich. In the surrounding rook there is a hori
zontal linear structure parallel to the shaft of the hamraer, and a 
planar struoture which dips gently to the left*

Plate 2. A portion of a coarse-grained, feldspathlc sohllere near 
iSllean aH'hulrioh. Normal granodlorlte occurs towards the left 
margin of the Illustration, a sone of fine-grained granodlorlte 
towards the right margin.
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The former ere less abundant than In the tonallte, particularly In 

the areas south of Loeh Sunart. The latter may be as much as 

ten feet In diameter.

Sehlieren ooour as in the tonallte. Usually they eonsist of 

*&gr«g*tes of the ferromagnesian minerals, particularly hornblende 

(plates 1 and 14), but feldspathlo sehlieren also occur.(plate 2). 

The latter are thicker, and shorter, than the sehlieren of feme* 

magnesian minerals, and are usually gradatlonally bounded. A 

few sehlieren ere composite In nature, consisting of alternate 

bands cf feldspathlo and ferromagnesian constituents.

Blotlto Granite.

As described earlier, the blotlte granite displays sharp, 

transgressive contacts against tonallte and granodlorlte. This 

rook was net examined closely either In the field or In the 

laboratory. It Is t'lner»gralned than the two rooks just dee* 

orIbed. Is pale pink in colour, and contains pink feldspar 

phenoorysts set In a ground-mass consisting largely of bietite, 

quarts and feldspar. The content of ferromagnesian minerals Is 

low * bltote being the only dark coloured mineral visible In the 

field. The blotlte granite has a higher content of quarts and 

potash feldspar than the other two rooks. Ko variation In rock 

type or texture, was seen In the areas examined. The feldspar 

phenoorysts and the blotlte crystals, may be slightly oriented, 

but this structure could not be recognised with certainty In the 

field.

Granitic Veins.
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Granitic Veins*

Assoolated with the main rocks of the complex, le a suite of 

granltlo veins whioh are largely concentrated In the outer areas 

of tonallte (plate 14), but are also found cutting all the main 

units of the complex* These veins vary both In texture and In 

composition* They were subjected to a detailed field and petro

graphical study In the hope that seme correlation between vein 

type and vein trend could be established*

Prolonged examination merely showed that it was impossible 

to recognise distinctive textural and oomposltlonal types of vein 

in the field* Texturally, the veins vary from fine-grained 

aplltos to coarse-grained pegmatites* These textural variations 

may ooour In a single vein, and frequently bands of different 

grain else occur parallel to the margins of the veins* Miners- 

logically, the main constituents recognisable In hand specimen 

are blotlto, quarts and feldspar, and variation In blotlto oontent 

Is the most obvious sign of compositional variation in the field* 

Marked fluctuations In the oontent of particular minerals can 

often be seen In Individual veins* Moreover, no satisfactory 

correlation can be made between texture and composition, though 

blotlte-rioh veins are often fine-grained* Two extreme types of 

vein are commonly found together - one, coarse-grained and quartso- 

feldspathle, the other, fine-grained and rioh in blotite, with no 

vlelble quarts* Between these two extremes, it is possible to 

find veins whioh seem to represent every possible gradation In 

grain-site and composition*
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Miorosooplo examination also failed to establish distinctive 

types of vein* This examination showed that no distinctive 

minerals or textures* which would have served to Identify a parti* 

oular set of veins* are recognisable* The veins were found to 

consist essentially of four minerals • blotlte* quarts* ollgoolase 

and microsline-microperthite* The relative amount of these

minerals was found to vary from vein to vein* and there appears 

to be a complete gradation from veins* rich In quarts and micro* 

ollne and poor in ollgoclase and blotlte* to veins which show 

a reversal of this miners logical predominance* The veins* 

therefore* range In composition from granite to granodlorlte*

The only vein whioh was found to have a distinctive miners* 

logy and texture was a single vein cutting the granodlorlte* This 

vein Is lamprophyrle In eharacter* with abundant blotlte and 

hornblende set In an aoid groundmass*
I..I / .
Cranodlorlto Porphyry*

This rook usually occurs as large* sheet or slll»llke masses* 

cutting the tonallte and the granodlorlte* It Is considered 

apart from the veins* ss It is of distinctive appearemoe In the 

field* is of a uniform nature* and tends to form bodies of rock 

muoh greater In slse than the majority of the veins* Some of 

the veins cut the granodlorlte porphry sheets* others are out by 

the bodies of this rook*

Megaseopleally* it.Is a fine-grained rock with large feldspar 

phenoorysts* These phenoorysts measure up to three Inches In 

length* and are considerably larger than those found In the 

porphyrltlc granodlorlte* or the blotlte granite* The
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The groundmaaa le much finer-grained than either the tonallte or 

the porphyrltlc granodlorlte*

Mineralogically* this rook resembles the porphyrltlc grano

dlorlte* the phcnooryats being of orthoelase* but It la richer In 

quarts and orthoclaae than the latter*

Associated with the granodlorlte porphyry are Irregular 

masses of a fine-grained basic rock which wao not examined 

microscopically*

Inclusions.

Under thia heading are described a variety of rocka which 

occur as small masses enclosed In the main rooks of the complex*
■ I

no genetic significance Is Implied In the use of this term*

Basic Lenses* Small* lens-shaped Inclusions of basic composition
1

are commonly found throughout the tonallte and granodlorlte* and 

they also occur* though less abundantly* In the blotlte granite* 

These lenses generally have dimensions of the order of one Id two 

feet* but In some oases are many yard a In length and breadth* They 

are of particular Interest as they have a similar orientation to 

the crystals In the enclosing rook* (Pistes 5* 8*10*11*12* 13 and 

15).

The lenses show some variation In rock type* this variation 

being visible within a single inclusion on occasions* The most 

abundant type Is a basic* fine-grained* rook with feldspar pheno

orysts* but more feldspathlo types* resembling tonallte* and more 

basis types* resembling basic applnlte also occur* Frequently* 

the margins of an inclusion can be seen to be more feldspathlo than
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the core* The inclusions are particularly abundant near

ap pin it a masses, but even in these areas* specimens resembling 

appinite are rare* Boundaries with the enclosing rock may be 

sharp or gradational, and large feldspar phenocrysts may extend 

across the Junotion*

A specimen of the most abundant type was examined mlori- 

sooploally* Zoned andesice* in part as phenocrysts, can be seen 

to form approximately half the rock, the remainder consisting of

roughly equal amounts of blotite and hornblende*
• '» 4

Appinite Masses* These masses occur in all the mein rocks of 

the oomplex, usually as large bodies with dimensions of up to 

hslf-a-mile. They are usually of irregular shape, and may show 

sharp or gradational boundaries against the enclosing rook* They 

may contain blocks of schist* The largest masses of appinite 

ooour within the grenodlorlte immediately south of Looh Sunart* 

(Plate 6 and Flg*9*)

The epplnlte varies considerably in nature, but the most 

common and widespread type, is a rock, finer in groin than tonallte, 

with feldspar, blotite and hornblende as the most conspicuous 

constituents* These minerals occur, mainly, as abundant phenooysts 

in a fine-grained groundmass* The variation in appearance of the 

appinite is usually due to an increase in the feldspar content, 

the rook then resembling basic, fine-grained tonallte*

Microscopically, it con be seen that blotite le more abundant 

than hornblende, end that these minerals are inter grown with soned 

andesine* which forma roughly half the rook* A few crystals of 

quarts and orthoolaso occur interetitlally*
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The difference in appearance between typical applnlte, and 

the rook found most commonly as basic lenses, is due mainly te the 

occurrence of an abundant, fine-grained, blotitle groundmase in 

the latter.

Other Basic Inclusions. In the tonallte, masses of a dark, fine

grained rock oc« ur, which usually show a sharp planar contact with 

the enclosing rock. These inclusions often resemble sills, but 

close examination shows that they terminate abruptly, and they 

often appear to be nearly rectangular in shape. They are not of 

widespread occurrence, and are normally only a few yards In 

dimensions, A coarse, pegmatltlo layer may ooour at the contact 

with tonallte.

In the field, these inclusions were seen to be of a uniform,
.*v

fine-grained nature, and to contain roughly equal amounts of light 

and dark constituents. Microscopically, the texture suggests that 

recrystalligation has ocourred, and the constituent minerals can be 

seen to Include orange brown mica, diopsldlo pyroxene, plegioolaee 

and a green mineral (probably a chlorite).

Inclusions of Molne Country took, Inolusicns of every type ef 

rook seen in the area adjoining the oomplex ere visible in the 

tonallte and granodlorlte. They are particularly abundant in the 

outer areas of tonallte (Plate 7 and Flg,9), and in the complex ee 

a whole they appear to be more abundant in the northern areas, 

Quartsltlc and psammltlo types occur most frequently, but politic 

gneisses are particularly abundant in the north-western areas ef 

granodlorlte. The inclusions range in slse from small blocks, 

a few Inohes in length and breadth, to large masses, which may
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dimensions of as much as three hundred yards* The smaller 

inclusions, like the basic lenses, are usually oriented parallel

to the orystals in the erelosing rook, but larger masses do net
<•

appear to be oriented* The inclusions vary greatly in shape, 

largely as the result of marginal velnlng by the enclosing rook*

i4olne Country Kook*✓ -
No detailed petrographleal examination waa made of these 

rooks as it was felt that suoh an examination would be of no great 

assistanee to the main trend of the investigation* Thin sections 

were out solely for the purpose of making petrofabrlo analyses*

Suoh petrographic details as are recorded here, come from a 

megascopic examination of the country rooks in the areee north of 

Looh Sunart*

As described earlier, the country rock consists of Molne 

Schists, mainly psassnltlc, quart sltio and serai-pel it io types, whleh 

locally have been converted into injection gneisses* Relatively 

unlnjected rooks show a foliation parallel to the original bedding, 

and the grade of regional metamorphism is not high, as only small 

garnets ere visible in rooks of a politic nature, and original 

bedding structures have survived unaltered*

All rooks show signs of fcnjeotien to a greater or lees extent, 

due to the introduction of quartse»feldspathic material along the 

foliation planes* The degree of injection varies within the area 

and also with the roek type* Semi-pelitlo and politic rocks 

seem to be particularly susceptible to injection* With intense 

injection the rocks are altered to Injection gneisses^ with the



destruction of the original oharootora of the rook* In these 

rooks, quartso-faIdapathio matarial occurs not only as stringers, 

but also saans to pamoate the rook as a whole, this process being 

accompanied by reorystallisation. Locally, augen gneisses with

large lena-like feldspar crystals are found.

________ ___________
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II. THE COKTACT RELATIONS AND STHUCTOHES OF THE OHAKITIC

R22LS-
A. corner helhTiohs.

The significance of the contact relations of the granitic 

rooks in the Interpretation of the structures has already been 

Indicated* These contacts *re also of direct structural 

significance* as the actual contact surfaces may be regarded 

simply as structures in themselves.

The present chapter consists essentially of a description of 

the phenomena displayed at two contacts - the tonallte-Moine 

country rock contact, and the tonallte-granodiorite contact*

In addition, the characters of the contact between the tonallte 

and granodlorlte and the included masses of varying type are 

deeorl>ed*

Tonalite-Moine Country Hook Contact Areas*

The contact between the tonallte and the Molne country

rocks is nearly always clearly defined. Much of it is 

Irregular ever distances of a few Inches, or a few feet, but, 

when considered on the scale of a six-inch map, the boundary of 

the complex tends to be smooth and regular. Larger irregul- 

larities, extending over several yards, do occur, however, and 

the occurrence of these irregularities seems to be related to 

the nature of the country rock* When quartzitio and psammitic 

rooks occur at the contact, large irregularities are common $ 

when the contact rocks are of a politic nature, the contact

tends to be smooth in outline*

Examination of these large irregularities shows that in
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many areas they are due to the occurrence of tongues of tonality 

which extend into the Moine country rocks. Frequently these 

apophyses appear to follow planes of weakness in the country 

rocks* and in some cases, large masses of country rock appear to 

have been partially sundered from their original surroundings 

by these tongues (Plate 4) • In the areas where these marginal 

apophyses of tonallte are visible, large masses of country rock, 

which are wholly included within the tonallte, are common 

(Plate 7)*

Beyond the main contact between country rocks and tonallte, 

small outlying areas of tonallte, of up to a hundred yards in 

length, are often present. These areas tend to be elongated 

parallel to the prevailing direction of strike of the country 

rock - and to the nearest contact with the tonallte. Within

them, the tonallte is crowded with abundant small schist 

inclusions. The boundaries of these areas are very irregular.

The outlying tonallte areas, and the large, partially or 

wholly detaohed, country rock masses, are absent in the areas 

where politic rocks adjoin the contact with tonallte.

Irregular contacts, and abundant country rock inclusions, 

are particularly conspicuous in the northern and north-eastern 

parts of the complex (Fig,9). In theee areas, the inclusions 

may be of considerable size - in one instance occurring as a 

strip of rook, approximately fifty yards in width, extending 

for over a mile parallel to the contact.

The contact dips steeply throughout, the direction uf dip

always being towards the centre of the complex, and never
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outwards, although vertical contacts may occur* South-east 

of the Camoch River the angle of dip of the contact is much 

less * roughly forty five degrees, as against the normal 

eighty degrees.

The structure of the country rock is modified considerably 

near the outer contact of the tonalite - these modifications 

are discussed in a later chapter*

When the contact between country rock and tonalite is 

studied closely, it is found that almost invariably, a thin 

band of very fine-grained rock occurs as a marginal modification 

of the tonalite (Plate 3). This rock is full of small 

fragments of country rock. It normally ranges in thickness 

from a few inches to a few feet* It is narrower against 

psammitic or quarts!tic rooks, broader against pelitic or smmi- 

pelitic rooks* Against the latter, it may be as much as three 

or four yards in thickness, with an apparent gradation from 

tonalite into country rock across its width. Apparent 

gradation Into psammitic schists or other rock types may also 

occur, but the gradation then appears to occur over a distance 

of only a few inches. formally the exact point of contact can 

be located to within half an inoh* At the contact with large 

inclusions of country rock, both in the outer contact areas, 

and elsewhere in the complex, a similar fine-grained modification 

of the tonalite occurs.

At its inner margin, this fine-grained, contact rock, 

normally grades into the main contact modification of the 

tonalite, which was described in the previous chapter* The



A oontaet between tonallte and psaauaitlc schist at the east 
margin of the complex, one mile south of the Strontlan River. 
The tonallte is appreciably finer-grained than normal for a 
few inches next to the contact. A straight, parallel-sided, 
granitic vein transgresses the contact without deviation in
trend.

1 1 /{;•
Marginal stoping of quartzite (Qtz) by tongues of tonallte 

(T) at the outer contact of the complex, a quarter of a mile 
south of the locality of the previous illustration.
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latter is a much coarser-grained rock, and is of much more 

widespread occurrence than the rock which has just been 

described* In a few places this coarser rock can be seen in 

direct contact with the Moine country rocks, however, flanked by 

areas where the normal fine-grained contact rock is present*

In the vicinity of these abnormal areas, sharp contacts between 

coarser and finer rook are locally visible. At these sharp 

contacts, small fragments of the finer rock can sometimes be 

seen lying in the coarser rook*

It is apparent from the Geological Surrey map (Fig.l), that 

an eastern extension of the complex, which occurs near Loch 

Llnnhe, consists of granodlorlte* In this area, granodlorlte 

is in oontaot with Koine country rock. This contact was not 

examined, but is apparently faulted in part. Throughout the 

northern areas, the outer contact of the granodiorite is against

tonallte,

Granodiorite-Tonallte Contact Areas*

This contact is rather poorly exposed, and frequently its 

nature is obscure. Howhere were normal granodiorite and

tonallte seen in actual contact with each other* In the area 

examined in detail, this contact was usually quite clearly of a 

gradational nature, but in some places the evidence, whilst 

rather inconclusive, did suggest that a sharp contact might 

exist* The contact surface appears to be flat-lying in the 

east and north, steeply dipping in the west* South of Loch 

Sunart, the eastern tonallte-granodiorite contact is drawn 

further to the east than it appears on the Geological Survey
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map (Figs• 1 and 9)•

For a distance of a mile and a half north of Loch Sunart

the field relatione suggest that the western tonalite-

granodiorite contact may be sharply defined. In this area, 

tonalite, and relatively unmodified granodiorite, can be seen 

in close proximity to each other (see Fig.9). Unfortunately,

in this rather exceptional area, exposures are particularly poor, 

owing to the near coincidence of lines of faulting with the 

contact. Weathering is rapid on these fault lines, and the 

feldspars in the adjoining tonalite and granodiorite become 

reddened. Thio reddening obscures the only reliable means of 

distinguishing tonalite from granodiorite in the field - the 

presence or absence of the pink orthoclase phenocrysts. The 

other field characters which distinguish these rocks - the 

slightly coarser grain, and smaller biotite content of the 

granodiorite, are by themselves, rather unreliable Indicators 

of rock type. This combination of poor exposures and 

obliteration of diagnostic features obscures the exact nature of 

the contact between the two rocks. Tonalite and granodiorite 

can be seen outcropping within a few yards of each other in 

some areas, and consequently, if the contact is gradational, 

then the gradation must occur over this short distance.

North-east of the Allt nan Callleach (Fig.9), the contact 

becomes quite clearly gradational, and the extent of the

gradational contact sone Increases to the east, until it is over
/ >

a mile wide. In this zone, the rock is intermediate in 

character between tonalite and granodiorite, and is character-



tieed in the field by the presence of only small, scattered, 

pink phenoorysts of orthoclase. In the east, small outlying 

areas of this rock occur, isolated in tonallte. These areas 

are not clearly defined, and are of approximately fifty yards 

radius*

South of Loch Sunart the contact between granodiorite and 

tonallte was found to be gradational at every point at which it 

was examined, including the outcrops examined in the

reconnaissance of the most southerly areas. In the south-east, 

the gradational zone is extensive, being over a mile wide. In 

the south-west, it is narrow, with a width of the order of one 

hundred yards* Within the broad eastern contact zone, small 

areas occur which are devoid of the pink orthoclase crystals - 

which, in other words, are indistinguishable from tonallte in

the field*

Near the tonallte-granodiorite contact, applnlte masses are 

particularly common. They usually lie wholly within the 

tonalite, but may occur at the actual contact (Fig.9)*

Contacts between Inclusions and the Tonallte and Granodiorite.

As at the main contacts, which have just been described, 

certain phenomena displayed at the contacts of tonallte and 

granodiorite with the various included masses, are of particular 

interest to the present study.

These phenomena are best displayed at the contacts of 

tonallte and granodiorite with the Included masses of Molne 

country rooks* The inclusions of sohist and gneiss vary 

greatly in shape. Part of this variation is due to the

51.
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marginal f agment&tlon and veining of the inclusion, and in 

extrema cases these processes seem to have acted throughout 

the whole mass of rock. in aggregate of closely packed, 

small, or medium sized, inclusions then occurs, separated by 

Irregular thin tongues of tonalite or granodiorite. Some 

masses are coherent and undivided, but in general, most 

inclusions of country rock are much veined by a network of 

tongues of the surrounding rock. Planes of weakness in the 

inclusion, such as bedding, foliation or shear planes, are 

usually exploited by these veins (Plate 22).

Similar phenomena are displayed at the contacts of 

tonalite and granodiorite with the lene-like basic inclusions 

and applnlte masses, though on a more restricted soale. In 

some cases, large basic lenses appear to have been penetrated 

by tongues of tonalite and granodiorite, and are now 

represented by olose packed clusters of small, rounded 

Inclusions, separated by thin veins of granitic rock (Plate 5)• 

hen the contact between the applnlte masses and the enclosing 

rook is sharply defined, marginal fragmentation, and veining, is 

of comaon occurrence, and is partly responsible for the 

irr gular shape of these masses (Plate 6). then the ooutact 

between applnlte and the enclosing rock is gradational in 

nature, the boundaries of the applnlte tend to be smooth and 

curving. Some of the veins of tonalite and granodiorite which 

aut the applnlte lncluelone, have straight, parallel margins 

(Plate 6).



Plate 5.
A close-packed cluster of small basic inclusions, separated 

by thin tongues cf granodlorlte. This aggregate appears to 
represent a large basic inclusion whioh has disintegrated and 
occurs in tne porphyrltlc granodlorlte on the south shore of 
Loch Sunart, one mile west from the head of the loch.

The margin of a mass of appinite which occurs in the 
porphyritio granodicrite on the south shore of Loch Sunart, 
two miles west from the head of the loch.
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B* STRUCTURES*

1. 0RMTAT10B OF CRYSTALS A^D INCLUSIPRS*

Oriented elements are found mainly In the tonallte and 

granodlorlte* but they also occur* although less abundantly* In 

the other rocks of the complex* Examination of orientation was 

confined almost entirely to the tonallte and granodlorlte*

(a) HMCOWfl OIMWATIOBB.

(i) General Kemarke.

As has been indicated* both tonallte and porphyrltlc 

granodiorite possess a structure* due to the orientation of 

certain of the constituent crystals of the rocks. Small 

inclusions are also oriented parallel to the crystals* and the 

small* basic* lens-like inclusions,in particular, often serve to 

make the crystal orientation more apparent* Both field and 

microscopic examination are in accord in showing that there are 

larger* subldiomorphic crystals in the tonallte and granodiorite* 

which are set in a finer groundmaes. In the tonallte these 

crystals are of plagioclase feldspar and hornblende; in the 

granodiorite, of orthoclase* plagioclase and hornblende* 

Invariably it is these larger crystals which are oriented* In 

addition* blotlte crystals are oriented in the tonallte in certah 

areas* The orientation of the crystals of all minerals is 

always imperfect, and may be very slight*

The oriented crystals and inclusions define both planar and 

linear structures, the latter always lying witnin the former 

(Plate 12)* The planar structure - here called the foliation* 

is most evident when there is an abundance of oriented crystals



Plate 7,
An inclusion of psammitic schist in the tonal its mar the 

eastern margin of the complex, half a mile north of the Hirer 
Camoch. The inclusion ie aligned parallel to the foliation in 
the tonalite* This structure is also shown to some extent by 
the growth of black lichen on rock rich in ferromagnesian 
minerals (schlieren)• Note the granitic vein on the left.

Plate g.
Well oriented crystals in the tonalite, a quarter of a mile 

from the northern margin of the complex. Irregular granitic 
veins are also visible and a well-flattened basic lens can be 
seen above the head of the hammer.
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of platy habit - for example in the areas of tonallte containing 

oriented biotite. Normally it is only shown rather imperfectly 

by the other minerals as they have a tabular or acicular habit* 

The small basic lenses are usually flattened parallel to the 

foliation plane, the degree of flattening depending on the 

intensity of development of the struoture. When a planar 

structure is well developed, these inclusions become laminar 

(Plates 8 and 10), when weakly developed, the inclusions may be 

almost circular in section (Plate 11). The basic lenses are 

the best indicators of the trend of the foliation in the inner

regions of the complex, where this structure is rather weakly 

developed.

The lineation may be shown by any of the large, elongated 

crystaiu in the tonallte and granodlorlte. Hornblende crystals 

show this struoture particularly well, having an acicular habit, 

but the plagloelase laths, and the elongated phenoorysts of 

orthoelase in the granodlorlte, may also have a linear

orientation* The long axis of elongated inclusions is aligned 

parallel to the linear structure defined by the crystals 

(Plate 15) • The basic lenses are markedly elongated when the 

lineation is well developed, and then resemble rather flattened 

spindles in shape. When the lineation is poorly developed, 

these Inclusions show no sign of elongation in any direction*

Large sehlieren, and small aggregates consisting of only 

a few crystals, are normally aligned parallel to the planar 

structure defined by the orientation of individual crystals 

(Plates 9 and 1<)*



Similar to plate 8, and obtained in approximately 
locality, Mote the blotitic schliere dipping to the 
above the head of the hammer.

the same 
left

Prato .10,
A horizontal surface in well-foliated tonallte, a quarter of 

a mile from the north-western margin of the complex. The 
foliation le defined by well-flattened basic lenses and by 
blotlte and feldspar crystals oriented parallel to the pencil.
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When both a linear and a planar structure are developed* 

all the oriented elements show both structures to some extent* 

the shape of these elements determining which structure they 

show most clearly.

The recording of the mineral orientation was a task which 

required considerable familiarity with the rocks. Often* the 

exact nature and attitude of the structures was very obscure* 

owing to the imperfect orientation of the crystals and 

inclusions* and to the poor exposures. Mapping was slow* 

repeated examination of the same outcrops often being necessary.

Whenever possible, an estimate was made of the attitude of 

the structures defined by the oriented elements and these 

measurements were recorded on the field maps. Some of the 

field observations are reproduced in Figs. 2,5 and 4.

Often* only an approximation to the true attitude of the 

structures could be obtained* but some value was always assigned 

to the various measureable factors - strike and dip angles* etc. 

These values are shown on the maps* but being only approximate* 

some of the variation in the trend of the structures may be 

more apparent than real. These maps are reproduced* however* 

to show the type of evidence obtained in the study of the 

oriented elements in the complex* and to show that the main 

trend of the structures is clearly apparent. They also serve 

to indicate the frequency with which observations were made.

Throughout both tonalite and granodiorite the intensity of 

development of the lineatlon and foliation is rarely uniform* 

particularly in the inner regions. One outcrop may show a \



strong llneatlon and a weak foliation, and adjacent outcrop may 

possibly show a reversal of these relations, or both structures 

may be strong or weak. The foliation is lacking locally. The 

llneatlon Is lacking over large areas, and even In areas of 

well-linoated rock, outcrops can be found where no linear 

structure Is apparent. Nowhere were the constituent crystals 

of the tonallte and granodlorlte found to be entirely unorlented

In broad outline, the structures shown by the tonallte and 

granodlorlte can be treated as a single unit. The foliation 

forms three sides of a trough-shaped struoture in the northern 

areas, having steep Inward dips at the outer contacts, and being 

flat-lying In the Inner regions. This pattern is still evident 

In the central regions of the oomplex in the Morven. South of 

these areas, most of the exposures are of biotite granite, but 

in the considerable areas of tonallte and granodlorlte in the 

south- est, a new structural pattern is visible. The dip of 

the foliation is still Inwards, but is now unifozmly steep, even 

in areas remote from the contact with the country rocks (see 

Pig.X).

The lineation is only locally developed in the complex, and 

seems to be confined to the northern areas (Pig.9)• Here it 

shows a marked tendency to have a nearly constant south-south

west strike, independent of the attitude of the foliation. It 

plunges gently south, or Is horizontal, in the inner regions.

The llneatlon extends to the northern tonalite-country rock 

contact, and then usually plunges parallel to the dip of the 

foliation - i.e. with increasing steepness of plunge with
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approach to this contact, but still in a southerly direction*

It io not widely developed in any of the other areas of tonallte 

adjoining the country rock* There are variations of thio 

general pattern which are discussed below.

(ii) Tonallte.

The tonallte almost invariably oontains crystals and 

inclusions which show a planar orientation with, in addition, a
I

linear orientation in some areas north of Loch Sunart.

At the contact with Moine country rooks, the foliation is 

well developed, and the tonallte is sometimes almost gneissose 

in appearance. The foliation decreases in intensity of 

development with Increasing distance from this contact, and 

generally is rather weakly developed in the inner areas of 

tonallte (Plate ll). The llneation is as strongly developed as 

the foliation in the northern contact areas, and although this 

structure decreases in intensity within the complex, it is 

usually moie clearly defined than the fdiation in the inner

areas of tonallte.

These relations may be due in part to the relative abund- 

tanoe of elements of shape suitable to define tho different
l

structures. Thus, the area with good foliation corresponds to 

some extent with the area where the tonallte is enriched in 

blotlte. A general tendency for the planar structure to be 

more evident in the outer areas of tonallte is apparent, 

however, and the areas of well-foliated rock do not correspond 

exactly with the areas of blotlte-rich rock.

In the outer contact areas, the oriented elements include
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crystals of biotite and small aggregates of hornblende and 

biotite crystals in addition to the oriented elements seen 

elsewhere* The degree of orientation of the biotite decreases 

with increasing distance from the outer contact, but rock
‘ - i

containing oriented biotite may be found as much as two thirds

of a mile from this contact* Biotite is never oriented else

where as individual crystals, although some of the small 

aggregates of biotite crystals in the inner tonalite may be 

oriented* Biotite serves mainly to show the foliation, 

feldspar the linestion, in the contact areas of tonalite*

The very fine-grained modification of the tonalite in 

actual contact with the Modne country rock, is usually devoid 

of structure, except when the contact is gradational* When 

this is the case, the foliation in the tonalite is invariably 

parallel to the foliation in the country rock over the 

gradational sone* The foliation, and, where developed, the 

lineatlon, may persist to within a few inches of the outer 

contact, without decrease in intensity of development*

Locally, there are areas of weakly foliated rock in the 

main contact sone* In these areas, the orientation of all 

minerals is more imperfect than normal, the biotite in 

particular being poorly oriented. The trend of the foliation 

in these areas is often abnormal. Petr©graphically they have

no distinctive features, and structurally, they are indefinitely 

bounded* In the gradationally-bounded, coarser and finer

grained areas of small size, the crystal orientation is the same 

as in the normal adjoining rock*



Basic lenses of rather insgular shape defining the foliation 
(parallel to the shaft of the hammer) in the tonallte, near the 
western tonalite-granodiorite contact, on the north shore of 
Loch Sunart. The foliation is not a strongly developed 
struoture in this area. P

Plate 12.
A vertical surface in 

the tonallte near the 
northern margin of the 
complex. A basic lens 
lies parallel to the 
exposed surface and has 
been largely weathered 
away. The orientation of 
this Inclusion indicates 
the orientation of the 
foliation in the tonallte. 
A faint linear struoture, 
defined by the feldspar, 
crystals, can be detected 
in the foliation plane, 
parallel to the pencil.
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The foliation almost invariably is parallel to the general 

trend of the outer contact, the effect of minor Irregularities 

in this contact being confined to a zone a few feet in width. 

Within this narrow zone, the foliation is parallel to the actual 

shape of the contact, but is often rather weakly developed.

The large inclusions of country rock appear to affect the 

structures in the adjoining areas of tonallte to only a slight 

extent. The llneation may appear to be slightly intensified 

in the vicinity of these Inclusions, and in the northern areas, 

the dip of the foliation seems to be modified locally.

In the veins of tonallte which cut these Inclusions, a 

crystal orientation is often apparent. It is usually very 

imperfect, and always seems to be controlled by the walls of

the vein,

pattern of Crystal Orientation in the Tonallte.

The outline of this pattern has already been given, but

the details and modifications visible in the tonallte are 

described below (Figs.l and 9)•

Foliation. The attitude of the foliation in the outer contact 

zone of the tonallte seems to be determined by the attitude of 

the nearest contact with the country rock. Both strike and 

dip are influenced. The angle of dip of the foliation is 

eteep throughout most of the rock adjoining this contact - 

usually being 75-85°. and the direction of dip is always inward. 

South of Loch Sunart, where the eastern contact between 

tonallte and country rock dips inward at a muoh smaller angle 

than normal, the dip of the foliation in the tonallte is also
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less than normal - averaging 45-60° to the west.

The only other locality in the outer contact zone 

characterised by a gently dipping foliation occurs at the 

northern margin of the complex where schist inclusions are 

abundant. In the vicinity of these inclusions' the foliation 

dips at approximately 50° to the south. The usual direction of 

strike is unaltered.

With increasing distance from the outer contact, the 

tendenoy for the strike of the foliation to be parallel to the 

general trend of the contact becomes less perfect. Over large 

areas the strike of the foliation tends to be constant, and it 

then changes abruptly, often with alternations between one trend 

and another in adjaoent outcrops, before a particular direction 

becomes prevalent. In the north, the strike of the foliation 

is often at right angles to the trend of the regional lineatlon 

(115° and 205° respectively) (flg.2).

The angle of dip of the foliation shows, on the whole, a 

general gradual decrease with increasing distance from the 

outer contact. normally the dip is approximately 45° within a 

mile of the outer contact, but there are exceptions to this 

generalisation, and areas with a steeply dipping foliation occur. 

The comparatively narrow strip of tonalite which occurs in the 

western part of the complex, has a steep dip (60-70®), throughout 

its outcrop. The foliation in the tonalite thus defines three

sides of a trough-shaped structure. An area where a horizontal
*

foliation prevails, defines the central part of the "trough”, 

but lies mainly within the granodiorite.



An Interesting area occura In the north*seat, Here the

foliation atrlicet at right angle* to the trend of the llneatlon, 

and fluctuates In dip, so as to define a small anticlinal and 

syne1Inal struoture, whloh extends for approximately one 

hundred yards, (Fig,2), The surrounding rook appears to hare 

a relatively uniform structural trend,

Llneatlon, Near the western contact between tonallte and 

country rook a linear struoture occurs sporadically north of 

Looh Sunart, but, at best. Is only a weakly developed struoture 

In this erea, Where It Is developed in this area, the 

llneatlon follows the direction of dip of the foliation, A 

linear struoture oan never be Identified with certainty In any 

of the exposures of tonallte adjoining the western eontaot with 

the Molne country rooks, south of Looh Sunart, although the 

evidence In several outorops suggests that suoh a structure may 

ba developed parallel to the dip of the foliation. The 

exposures of tonallte adjoining the entire eastern contact with 

the country rooks also seem to be devoid of a olearly defined 

linear structure.

Lines ted tonallte occurs at the northern tonallte^olne

Schist contact. In an area whloh extends two miles westward from 

the Strontlan Rives, Southwards, there extends a broad belt of 

llneeted rook. The western margin of this belt runs roughly 

due south to the tonallte*granodlorlte oontaet near the Allt nan

Callleaoh, The eastern limite of this area of llneeted rock 

extends south-eastward at a distance of approximately quarter of 

a mile to half a mile west of the outer contact (Fig,2,), Xn
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the south, the width of the belt of unlineated tonalite west of 

the contact with the Molne Schiste increases to over a mile, 

and lineated tonalite ie virtually looking south of the River

Cam ooh •

Throughout the area of lineated tonalite which occurs to 

the north of the granodiorite, the llneation follows the 

direction of dip of the foliation - i.e. plunges roughly 

southwards at an angle of approximately 60-70 near the outer 

contact, 50-40° near the granodiorite. As the trend of the 

foliation changes, so does that of the llneation. Thus, in 

the west, where the foliation locally strikes north or north

east, the llneation still conforms to the direction of dip of 

the foliation, plunging east at an angle of approximately 

50-40°. In this area the llneation is sometimes a very 

strongly developed struoture (Plate 15 and Flg.5)«

The llneation also tends to follow the direction bf dip of 

the foliation at the eastern, and north-eastern margins of the 

lineated area, but with Increasing distance from the outer 

oontaet, a new trend becomes apparent which characterises all 

the inner regions of the tonalite, east of the Strontian River.

In these areas, the llneation tends to strike 205°* independently 

of the strike of the foliation.

Rear the eastern margin of the lineated rook, there are

areas where the trend of the llneation is rather confused - one 

outcrop may show a llneation striking 205°, and an adjacent 

outcrop a llneation following the direction of dip of the 

foliation (i.e. the linear structures In adjacent outcrops may
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be at tight angles to each other in this area* in view of the 

prevailing north-south strike of the foliation) . In the inner 

regions of the tonalite* as the foliation tends to strike 

north* or north-west* with a westerly dip* and as the 

lineatlon lies within the foliation plane* the plunge of the 

linear structure is usually gently south* The angle of plunge 

ie normally about 30 * but it can vary from 70 to the south* 

through the horizontal* to a northerly plunge* Occurrences 

of the latter trend are rare* but in the area where the 

foliation defines an anticlinal structure* the strike of the 

lineatlon is constant* and in consequence* locally plunges 

north (Fig.2).

In these inner regione* fluctuations in the Intensity of 

the development of the structures* and apparent minor
» f

deviations in their trend* are particularly common. Generally* 

the plunge of the lineatlon* and its intensity of development 

become less in the area near the River Camoch. Both 

foliation and lineatlon often have a common 205° strike in 

this area* the lineatlon then lying horizontally in the 

foliation plane.



Reproduction of a portion of a field map showing the 
orientation of the foliation and the llneation in the 
tonalite and granodiorite near the gradational north
eastern contact between the two rocks.



Reproduction of a portion of a field map showing the 
orientation of the foliation and lineation in the tonallte 
and granodlorlte near the sharply defined north-western 
contact between the two rooks*

Explanation as in Fig«2*
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(ill) Porphyritic Granodiorite*

In g@neral9 in the northern areas of granodiorite which 

adjoin Loch Sunart, both a planar and a linear orientation of 

crystals and inclusions is visible* though the linaation is 

lacking in some areas. To the south only a foliation is 

consistently developed.

In Intensity of development the structures correspond to 

those in the inner regions of the tonalite. The foliation 

tends to be the more strongly developed structure, the 

lineatlon usually being vexy weak or absent. South of the 

areas which were examined In detail, the intensity of 

development of the foliation increases, and It Is always a 

well-marked structure in the south.

The contact with the tonalite Is, on the whole, not a line 

of structural discontinuity, this being In accord with the 

petrographic evidence suggesting that much of this contact is 

gradational. Only in the north and north-west does there 

appear to be a marked structural break at this contact.

The structures are shown by the same elements as in the 

tonalite, with the addition of the large phenooryets of 

crthoolase. The schlieren, generally, follow the trend of 

the crystal orientation, but a few ferromagnesian schlieren 

appear to have an independent orientation. These schlieren 

are still of a laminar shape. They have no clearly defined 

orientation pattern, but in the west, many dip steeply east) 

in the east, many dip steeply west. In one case, an originally 

straight, parallel-sided, ferromagnesian schliere appears to



Plate 13♦
Exposure in the tonallte, near the Allt nan Cailleach, and 

half a mile from the western margin of the complex. Flattened, 
deeply weathered, basic lenses Indicate the orientation of the 
foliation and dip away from the observer. A lineation also 
occurs parallel to the direction of dip of the foliation and is 
Indicated by the elongation of the lenses. This elongation is 
made apparent in the photograph by the depth of the weathering 
of the lenses at right angles to the rock surface.

Plate 14.
Large hornblendic schliere in the porphritic granodlorlte 

near Eilean a’Mhuirich. Note the thin layers of granodicrite 
between the layers rich in crystals of the ferromagneeian 
minerals. The outline of the schliere indicates the horizontal 
attitude of the foliation in the granodicrite in this area.
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have disintegrated, the fragments, while now lying with a 

different orientation to that of the original coherent mass,
i

still indicate that earlier orientation by their distribution*

As in the tonalite, the crystals in the small areas of

fine-grained and coarse-grained rock have a common pattern of 

orientation with the crystals in the surrounding rook. Large 

inclusions of applnlte and Molne country rock appear to affect 

the trend of the orientation structures to only a slight extent. 

Minor deflections in trend may occur in the vloinity of these 

Inclusions, and a linear structure may be present to the

exclusion of a planAr structure. There is no intensification
*

of the structures - the reverse being the case, and for several 

yarde in the vicinity of a large inclusion, ths crystal 

orientation in the granodiorite is usually very slight. In 

the veine cutting inclusions, the crystals may be elightly 

oriented parallel to the walls of the vein.

.Pattern, of Crystal Orientation in the Porphyrltlc Granodiorite.

Central Areas. The structural pattern in the unmotified 

granodiorite within the contact sone adjoining the tonalite is 

considered first.

Foliation. In the north, in the area of detailed

examination, the foliation outlines much of the central part of 
the trough-shaped structure, the sides of which were indicated 

by the foliation pattern in the tonalite. In the eastern part
v: < •
of this area, the foliation tends to strike 205°* and to dip at 

15-25° to the west. Muoh of the central regions is



characterised by a horizontal foliation (Plate 14)f further 

west a gentle easterly dip of 20-30° prevails, Increasing in 

magnitude towards the western contact with tonalite. The 

strike in the western areas changes through due north, to 

become north-west in the vicinity of the tonalite - i.e. the 

foliation strikes at an oblique angle to the western tcnallte- 

granodlorlte contact. When the direction of dip is changing 

through the horizontal from east to west, alternations between 

opposing dip directions occur in some areas, before a particular 

direction becomes prevalent. The area, where the foliation ie 

horizontal, lies rather further to the west in the regions 

north of Loch Sunart, than in the regions to the south. There 

are a few minor deviations from the trends outlined above, but 

on the whole, the main trends are remarkably persistent.

To the south, the incomplete examination lndioated that, 

in the central part of the complet, the granodiorite ie well 

foliated throughout. The general trough-shaped section is 

still suggested to the south for as far as the northern contact 

of the main mass of biotite granite (Pig.l). Dip angles are 

generally much steeper there (60-70°), and the central area 

with horizontal foliation can only be of limited extent. The 

foliation strikes approximately north-south in the west, in the 

east it tends to strike between north-west and almost due west.

Further south exposures of granodiorite are confined to 

areas west of the main mass of biotite granite. The foliation

in this region strikes approximately nort>-south and has a



Fig»4«
Reproduction of a portion of a field map shoving the 

orientation of the foliation and llneation in the granodiorite 
near Rilean a’Mhuirich. The extent of a sone of fine-grained 
granodiorite la also indicated.
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steep easterly dip (70° or more), which does not decrease in 

magnitude in the inner regions. This region is characterised 

by a strong foliation with a very uniform intensity of 

development•

Lineation. In the east and centre of the area of

granodlorlte adjoining Loch Sunart, a horizontal linear structure 

is visible. This lineation follows a remarkably constant 

trend (205°) which corresponds with the prevailing strike of 

the foliation in the east, and persists in the areas where the 

foliation is horizontal. Xn the west, the lineation is also 

horizontal, but the trend of the structure changes to conform 

with the more westerly strike of the foliation. The 

lineation becomes vexy indistinct within a mile of the western 

tonalite-granodiorite contact. It also becomes very indistinct 

south of the areas mapped in detail, extending furthest south 

in the most central regions.

Local modifications to the general pattern of the foliation 

and lineation ocour in the granodlorlte, as in the tonallte.

A small area of coarse-grained rook, five yards in diameter, 

occurs a mile north of Loch Sunart, and immediately west of the 

Strontlan River. In this area, the foliation strikes north- 

south, and dips at 70° to the west. A faint linear structure 

following the direction of dip of the foliation is suggested.

In contrast, in the surrounding rook the foliation and 

lineation are nearly horizontal and strike 205°.

A further area of interest adjoins a zone of fine-grained 

granodicrite with abundant sehlieren, near Eilean a’lihuirich cn
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the north shore of Loch Sunart (Fig*4)* This area lies near 

the region where the dip of the foliation changes from gently 

vest to horizontal* The prevailing trend of the structures 

in this area is - foliation 20^/10°W ; lineation - horizontal 

in the foliation plane* For a quarter of a mile north of the 

island, the foliation sporadically strikes at right angles to 

its normal trend (l*e. now strikes 115°), and has a gentle 

northward dip. When this occurs, the strike of the lineation 

is unaltered and, in consequence, this structure now plunges 

gently northwards parallel to the dip of the foliation* These 

deviations from the normal trend occur within areas which are 

approximately fifty yards in diameter, but which have no 

distinctive lithological characters*

Contact Areas* The main structural puttern in the porphyritic 

granodiorite has been outlined and the modification of this

pattern in the contact zone adjoining the tonalite can now be
*

considered. The outer limit of this zone tends to be parallel 

to the trend of the structures in the tonalite - and thus to 

roughly parallel to the tonalite-country rock contact*

Zn the east, south of Loch Sunart, there is complete 

conformity of structure across the gradational zone - the 

foliation tending to strike 205 • to dip gently west, and to 

contain a horizontal lineation,' as in the adjoining tonalite 

and granodiorite* Korth of Looh Sunart, the eastern 

gradational zone is transitional in structure between the 

tonalite and granodiorite, though here the structures in these 

two rocks are not markedly dissimilar. The outlying areas of
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rocky which resemble the rock in the contact zone, have a common 

structure with the surrounding tonalite (Pig.2).

To the west, from just east of the Strontian River to the 

Allt nan Cailleach, the gradational zone becomes much narrower 

and eventually appears to banish* In this area* there is some 

structural discontinuity in the contact zone* In the tonallte 

and granodiorite on either side of this zone* the linear 

structure has roughly the same trend * strike approximately 

north-south* plunge southerly* This structure persists 

virtually unchanged in trend throughout the oontaet sone*

Ignoring any variations in the trend of the foliation although 

still lying within the foliation plane (Fig*9)» The llneation 

varies in intensity of development* however* and may be wholly 

lacking, or be a very strongly marked struoture* The planar 

structure* on the other hand* differs in trend on either side of 

the contact* In the tonalite* It strikes east-west* dipping 

southwards. In the granodlorlte* it strikes roughly north- 

south and dips west* The latter trend prevsdLs in muoh of the 

contact zone* the former only in the vicinity of the tonalite*

The change in trend of the foliation often appears to take 

place across a zone in which a plafcur structure is lacking* It 

is noteworthy that the strike of the foliation in the 

granodiorite, and in much of the contact zone* is nearly at right 

angles to the horizontal trace of the contact*

At the western contact between tonalite and granodiorite*

In the area north cf Loch Sunart* it was noted that relations
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between the two rocks differed from those found elsewhere 

(page 30). This is also a region where there is a marked 

structural discontinuity at the contact (Fig.3). The trend

of this contact is approximately parallel to the trend of the 

foliation in the adjoining tonallte, but close examination
1

discloses that the structure in the tonallte is transgressed by 

the contact* The contact is also transgressive to the general 

structural pattern in the granodlorlte in this area. This 

pattern consists of a foliation with a north-west, or north- 

north-west strike, usually at a considerable angle to the 

contact, with a dip of approximately 20-30° to the east.

No lineation is visible.

On the shores of Loch Sunart, and for a short distance to 

the north the contact trends roughly north-west. In this area 

the foliation in the granodlorlte is slightly intensified near 

the contact. The strike of the foliation is also slightly 

deflected, so as to become more nearly conformable to the 

contact, and the angle of dip is Increased (Fig.9). A 

quarter of a mile north of Loch Sunart, the trend of the 

contact changes quite abruptly to north-easterly, and this 

trend continues almost without deviation, to near the Allt nan 

Cailleach. Associated with this change in the trend of the 

contact, there appears to be a change in the structural pattern 

in the adjoining granodlorlte.

This structural change is evident in a zone of granodlorlte 

which adjoins the contact, and ranges from ten to fifty yards 

in thickness. In this zone, the foliation of the granodlorlte
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is usually somewhat intensified, and the strike of this structure 

is deflected into parallelism with the trend of the contact. 

Frequently the change in trend occurs abruptly within a few 

feet* The dip of the foliation is 40-50° to the east, near 

the contact, and in some areas a lineation parallel to the 

direction of dip is discernible. These relations are 

particularly well exposed at the lilt nan Cailleach.

The exposures of the western tonalite-granodiorite contact, 

which lie south of Looh Sunart, remain to be considered (Fig«9). 

In the areas immediately south of the looh, while the junction 

is clearly gradational over a narrow zone, a change in 

structural trend is apparent at the contact. The contact, as 

usual, approximately follows the trend of the foliation in the 

tonalite, as does the foliation in the rock in the contact 

zone. The foliation in the adjoining granodiorite is, however, 

at quite a considerable angle to the contact, and seems to be 

deflected into parallelism only in the immediate vicinity of 

the tonalite. This deflection is particularly evident in the 

more northerly exposures. No lineation is recognisable in any 

of the rocks in this area.

Further south, complete conformity of structure appears to 

prevail on either side of the contact.

(iv) Other Rooks.

Qranodiorits Porphyry> The phenooryets and fragments of 

basic fine-grained rock, which are visible in the sheets of 

granodiorite porphyry, occasionally appear to be slightly 

oriented in parallelism to the walls of the sheets.
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Granitic Veins, In many of the fine-grained, blotlte rich 

veins the crystals of blotlte are oriented* These oriented 

crystals define a planar structure which is invariably parallel 

to the walls of the vein, and usually transgresses the trend of 

the structures in the surrounding rook.

Inclusions*

Basic Inclusions* Basic inclusions of all types are usually 

structureless. In a few instances, a faint foliation, 

parallel to the plane of flattening, can be discerned in the 

lens-shaped inclusions. The applnlte masses may also be 

slightly foliated near a gradational contact with tonalite or 

granodiorite.

Country Rook Inclusions. The structure in the inclusions of 

Moine schist and gneiss is due to the persistence of bedding 

and foliation. Shear planes and small scale folds similar to 

the structures found in the country rocks adjoining the complex 

are also of common occurrence. Usually these inclusions show 

little uniformity of structure, though uniformly foliated 

quartaite may occur. Normally the structures defined by the 

foliation are very confused, there being no constant direction 

of dip or strike, and no constancy in the direction of plunge 

of the fold axes. Neither the orientation of the shear planes 

nor tho direction of the movements on these structures appears 

to conform to a clearly defined pattern (Plate 22). The only 

exceptions to these statements occur in the northern oontaot 

areas of tonalite, where the structures in the inclusions tend 

to be oriented parallel to the adjoining tonalite-country rock
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Occasionally when an inclusion is uniformly foliated* it 

may contain structures which are parallel to the structures in 

the enclosing tonallte and granodlorlte* Normally this 

correspondence is lacking* Not only are the bulk of the 

inclusions clearly distinguishable from the enclosing rock 

beoause of their distinctive lithology, but they are also 

structurally distinct.

(b) MICROSCOPIC 0B3ERTATI0H1.

Microscopic examination of crystal orientation wae carried 

out by means of petrofabrlo analysis, using the standard 

technique outlined below* Oriented thin-sections were out 

from hand specimens whioh had been oriented in the field*

Using a four-axis Universal Stage, the orientation of 

recognisable crystallographic directions in certain minerals 

was recorded* These observations were then plotted on an 

equal-area projection, and finally, using a one-per-cent counter 

to plot densities, the grouping of the observations was 

determined by contouring*

Petrofabrlo analyses were made for three main reasons* 

Firstly, it was hoped that the data obtained from a microscopic 

examination of crystal orientation in the tonallte and 

granodlorlte would augment field observations* This would be 

of most value in areas where the visible orientation wae very 

Imperfect, and where megascopic measurement of the attitude of 

the structures defined by the crystal orientation, was



Outline map shoving the localities from which hand 
specimens were obtained for petrofabric analysis (Fig* 6), and 
the localities in which readings were obtained for the 
preparation of the joint and vein orientation frequency 
diagrams. Only the sources of the observations for the 
diagrams which are reproduced in Figs. 7 and 8 are shown.

Hand Specimens (in Circles) 
T1-T4 Tonalite.
01. Granodiorite.
GV. Granitic Vein.
M1-M2 Felltic schist.
M.3-M.4 Psammitic schist.

Vein Diagrams (in Squares) 
Vl-Vll in Tonalite.
VM in Injection Gneiss.

Joint Piagrum_3.
J1-J8 in Tonalite and

Granodiorite. 
JM1-JM5 in Koine schist

and gneiss.
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difficult. Geoondly, it was hoped that some information would

be obtained on the orientation of minerals in the tonallte and

granodiorite* quartz and biotite in particular* which were not 

visibly orlonted in the field. Lastly* in order to make a 

comparison between the structural characters of the rooks of 

the complex and the surrounding country rocks* the orientation 

of certain minerals was examined in the country rocks. This 

examination of the country rocks* was also intended to 

supplement field observations.

Crystal orientation was also studied in a granitic vein* 

for the purpose of comparing this orientation with that of the 

surrounding tonalite* and in order to confirm megascopic

observations.

Within the complex* the orientation of the crystals of 

biotite* plagioclase feldspar and quartz was examined in four
I

specimens of tonalite* and in one of granodiorite. The 

orientation of the hornblende crystals was examined in the 

granodiorite specimen, and in one of the tonalite specimens.

In addition* the orientation of the quartz and biotite crystale 

in the granitic vein was examined.

In the Moine country rooks, the quartz and biotite 

orientation in three rocks, and the biotite orientation In a 

fourth* was investigated.

The localities from which these specimens were collected 

are indicated in Fig.5.

Tonalite and Qranodiorite.

Two major difficulties were encountered in these rocks.
_ a
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Firstly, they were so coarse-grained, that a single thin sectien 

contained insufficient crystals for the satisfactory analysis 

of crystal orientation. To overcome this difficulty, several 

sections, cut in three mutually perpendicular directions, were 

employed in each analysis. As many as six sections were used

in some instances.

The second, and mere serious difficulty, was encountered in 

the measurement of some of the crystallographic directions at 

high angles of tilt on the Universal Stage. This applied in 

particular to the study of the orientation of the hornblende and 

plagloelase feldspar crystals and to a lesser extent to that of 

the biotite crystals. It was hoped that the use of several 

thin-sections, cut mutually perpendicular to each other, would 

also overcome this difficulty. The results of the analysis 

indicate that this wae only achieved in part.

In none of the analysis, were crystals of different size

found to show a difference in orientation.

Quartz Orientation. The orientation of the optic axes was found 

in the quartz crystals. Between one hundred and fifty, and

three hundred measurements were made in each rock.

The four petrofabric diagrams for the tonallte specimens 

are alike in showing no apparent preferred orientation of the 

quartz cryetale. In none of these diagrams is there any 

apparent relation between the orientation of the quartz orystals 

and the megascopic determinations of crystal orientation.

Fig.6a from specimen T1 is a typical example of these diagrams.

The diagram prepared from the granodlorlte specimen
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suggests that the quartz crystals in this rock may have a 

preferred orientation. Xn this diagram the plot of the optic 

axes forms a girdle* the axis of which is nearly parallel to 

the direction of dip of the megasopic foliation (Fig•6b). As 

this girdle is diffuse and rather ill-defined the significance 

of this orientation pattern is dubious.

Biotite Orientation. The poles of the (001) cleavages of the 

biotite crystals wore plotted. In eaoh section the 

orientation of the cleavage in the vast majority of the crystals 

was recorded, although in every case a very small number of 

crystals were oriented with their cleavages so nearly parallel 

to the plane of the section that their orientation could not be 

measured. This difficulty was largely overcome by the use of 

several sections, cut in mutually perpendicular directions.

Xn eaoh rock the orientation of the cleavage planes of between 

two and three hundred crystals was recorded.

Xn two specimens from the outer contact zone of the 

tonalite (T1 and T2), the field observations of the biotite 

orientation are confirmed by the microscopic examination. In 

T1 the cleavage planes of most of the biotite crystals are 

oriented approximately parallel to the plane of the megascopic
jf.'. ■ ' .

foliation. Partial girdles are suggested in thb diagram, due 

to biotite crystals having a common direction, but not a common 

plane of orientation. These girdles are indistinct however, 

and again confirm megasopic observation, as no distinct 

llneation was visible In the field (Fig.6c).

In the other contact specimen - T2, the foliation observed
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in the field was leas intense than in the previous specimen, 

and thia is corroborated in the petrofabrio diagram, as fewer 

biotite crystals appear to be oriented with their cleavage 

parallel to the megascopic foliation in this rock. The 

megascopic line&tion in this rook is indicated in the petrofabrio 

diagram by a girdle, due to flakes of biotite oriented with a 

common linear direction - the axis of the girdle. The 

orientation of this axis corresponds with that of the megascopic 

llneation • parallel to the direction of dip of the foliation 

(Pig.6d).

The other tonallte specimen (TJ), and the speoiaen of 

granodlorlte, were collected from areas where the biotite was 

apparently unariented. The petrofabrio analyses also Indicate 

that the biotite crystals appear to have no preferred 

orientation in these rooke (Pig.6e)s

Plagioclase Feldspar Orientation. Crystals of this mineral seem 

invariably to be twinned. The composition plane, in the majority 

of cases, appears to be parallel to (010), though twinning occurs 

on more than one law. The poles of these (010) composition 

planes were plotted In the petrofabrio analyses, the nature of 

the composition plane being checked by the Rlttmann "sone method". 

In addition, the "a" axes of the crystals were plotted, being 

located by the intersection of ths (010) composition plans with 

the cleavage parallel to (001). In each specimen the poles of 

between one hundred and fifty, and two hundred composition 

planes were plotted. Approximately one hundred and twenty "a" 

axes were also plotted in the specimen of granodiorite, and in



three of the specimens of tonallte*

Xn Tl9 the orientation of the composition planes 

corresponds with the biotite orientation, defining only a planar 

structure with clarity* (Fig.6f). ”a" axes were not examined

in this rock* Xn T2, the orientation of the composition planes 

of the MAspar once more corresponds with the orientation of 

the biotite, and also with the megascopic observations, A 

planar structure is defined, though rather less clearly than in 

Tl, and a linear structure also, trending roughly parallel to 

the dip of this planar struoture (Fig*6g). The orientation of 

the "a” axes does not indicate that they tend to be aligned in 

any particular direction,

Xn the other rooks, both tonallte and granodlorlte, the 

difficulties arising at high angles of tilt on the Universal 

Stage were encountered, Xn these rooks, the orientation of the 

feldspar is less perfect than in the contact rooks, Xn the 

latter, by relating the direction in which the thin-sections 

were cut to the visible crystal orientation, the orientation of 

the bulk of the feldspar crystals could be determined* With 

less perfect orientation, this is no longer possible* Xt was 

found, that the concentrations in the petrofabrlo diagrams are 

clearly related to the orientation of the planes of the thin- 

sections - few composition planes being recognised at angles of 

tilt of more than 30-40°. The results of the study of the 

orientation of the plagloelase crystals in these rooks are felt 

to be quite untrustworthy• The concentrations show no marked 

correspondence to the orientation of the megascopic structures*

58.
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Hornblende Orientation* This mineral* being absent or scarce

in the outer contact zone of the tonalite* could not be

examined in the specimens collected from this zone* In the 

specimens of tonalite in which petrofabric analyses were made 

and in the granodiorite specimen* the poles of the (110) 

cleavages were plotted* The orientation of the "c" axis of 

the crystals was also recorded whenever possible* by plotting 

the intersection of the (110)cleavages*

As with the feldspars* it was found that the 

crystallographic directions which were being investigated* were 

not discernible at high angles of tilt on the Universal Stage* 

So marked resemblance to the megascopic orientation pattern was 

found* the concentrations in the diagrams being apparently 

related to the orientation of the planes of the thin-ssctions 

(Pig.6h).

Oranltlo Vein.

The vein chosen for petrofabrio analysis was fins-grained, 

with abundant biotite* visibly oriented parallel to the wall of 

the vein* The vein transgressed the foliation of the 

surrounding rock*

The poles of the (001) cleavage in two hundred and fifty 

crystals of biotite were plotted* The diagram produced shows 

a rather ragged girdle* with an axis roughly parallel to the 

dip of the vein. The main concentration in this girdle 

corresponds with the pole of the planar margin of the vein, 

while the girdle is thin at points ninety degrees removed from

this maximum The main maximum does not even correspond
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approximately with the plot of the pole of the foliation in the 

surrounding tonallte* (Fig*6j and Fig.6d show the approximate 

orientation of the biotite in the surrounding tonallte*)

The orientation of the optic axes of one hundred and sixty 

five quarts crystals was plotted* No very distinctive pattern 

of orientation is apparent, possibly because of the rather small 

number of readings* There are two large diffuse maxima, 

corresponding roughly with the Intersection of the strike line 

of the vein with the margin of the diagram (Fig*6i)*

Moto* Country Kook*. ,

The examination of the mineral orientation in the country 

rooks was undertaken, as has been stated* solely to provide a 

comparison with the mineral orientation in the rocks of the 

complex* No attempt was made to diecover the regional pattern 

of mineral orientation in the country rocks, and the specimens 

for the petrofabrlo analyses were chosen from rooks olosely 

adjoining the oontaet with the oomplex* The orientation of 

only two minerals was examined - one (quarts) was not visibly 

oriented in the field, the other (biotite) did show a 

megascopic orientation*

One specimen (Ml). was a politic sohlst collected fifteen 

yards from the tonalite-oountry rook contact* Another (M2) 

was oolleoted from outcrops of similar rock, half a mils north

west* The two other specimens (M3 and M<) came from different 

limbs of a small fold in psammitic schists, a quarter of a mile 

from the tonallte contact* Only one thin-section was used in 

the preparation of each petrofabrlo diagram*
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quartz Orientation* This was examined in Ml, MJ and M<. The 

orientation of between two hundred and fifty, and three hundred 

optic axes wasrecorded in each case. There is little 

resemblance between the three diagrams, and two (Ml and MJ) 

show no apparent preferred orientation (Pig.6k). In M4« there

appears to be a concentration, due to quartz crystals being 

oriented with their "c" axes roughly normal to the foliation 

plane in the parent rook * and also, in this festance, to the 

fold axial plane (Fig.6l). The concentration is somewhat 

diffuse, is of low density, and its centre does not exactly 

coincide with the poles of the foliation and fold axial planes. 

As the two s ecimens (MJ and M<) were collected no more than six 

feet apart, and as the quarts crystals in MJ show no distinct 

orientation, this apparent orientation must be treated with

some reserve.

biotite Orientation. The poles of two hundred basal cleavages 

of biotite orystals were plotted in each of the four diagrams.

A megascopic foliation due to oriented biotite crystals was 

visible in each case, but no linear struoture due to crystal 

orientation was apparent.

In Ml, the diagram shows a girdle with a single main 

concentration. This concentration corresponds with the pole of 

the megascopic foliation plane. The axle of the girdle 

corresponds roughly with the direction of dip of this structure 

(Pig.6m).

In the other three diagrams a girdle containing two or

more main maxima ie also present. The main concentrations
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coincide approximately with the pole of the megascopic

foliation plane In each diagram* The correspondence la not 

exact* however* and the main concentration may be displaced 

twenty to thirty degrees from the plot of the pole of the 

foliation plane. The axis of the girdle corresponds roughly 

with the direction of dip of the megascopic foliation in two 

cases (M3 and M<) (Fig.6o). In the other (M2) it lies 

approximately In the foliation plane* but at a considerable 

angle to the direction of dip of the foliation (Fig.6n). This 

girdle seems to be related to the orientation of the thin- 

sec tion used in the petrofabric analysis even although the 

orientation of every visible biotite crystal was recorded* 

except for a few which lay with their cleavages nearly parallel 

to the plane of the section. The concentrations in this 

girdle are* however* of low value.

In all four diagrams* there is a tendency for a 

concentration to occur in the north-west quadrant* despite the 

variable foliation in the four specimens. In the folded 

psammitic rocks* from which MJ and M< were collected* this 

concentration corresponds approximately with the pole of the 

fold axial plane. Mo correlation can be made between the 

positions of the ce&adntrations in these diagrams and the

attitude of the nearest contact with the tonalite.

There is no marked similarity between the quarts and 

biotite diagrams* either as a whole* or in the same rock.

In summary* it can be stated that the petrofabrio analyses

support the field observations of crystal orientation in all



Petrolabric Diagrams.

Looality.
The localities from whioh the specimens were 

obtained for the preparation of the diagrams are shown 
in Pig. 5.
Foliation and Lineation.

In Pigs. 6a-g the orient ion of the megasoopio 
foliation in the surrounding tonalite or granodiorite 
is shown, and where a lineation is visible, the 
orientation of this struoture is also indicated.

In Pig. 6k-o the orientation of the megasoopio 
foliation in the surrounding Moine schists and 
gneisses is indicated.

*e" axes plotted.Quartz Diagrams. 
Biotite Diagrams.__ Poles of (001) oleavages plotted.
Plagioolase Feldspar Diagrams. Poles of (010) 

twin planes plotted.
Hornblende Diagram. Poles of (110) cleavages 

plotted.
Contours.
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rooks, in as far as the deficiencies in the technique allow® 

Comparison of the orientation of quartz and biotite in the 

outer tonalite, and the orientation of the same minerals in 

the Moine country rooks, discloses no new features, quarts 

appearing to be unoriented in both types of rook, biotite 

being largely oriented parallel to the visible foliation 

planes®
2. «»ML gOWIAL gPOmM.

Certain structures in the tonalite and granodiorite are 

described separately, as they cannot be grouped satisfactorily 

with either the orientation structures, or the fracture systems® 

ISBftUtto Vein®.

These veins resemble biotite-rioh tonalite in appearance, 

but are much finer-grained than normal tonalite. They appear 

to have an even higher content of biotite than the biotite-rioh 

modification of tonalite frequently seen in the outer contact 

regions, the biotite occurring partly as large rounded olote 

and aggregates®

Tonalitio veins are restricted to the outer contact zone of 

the tonalite, and are never abundant. The biotite crystals 

always show a planar orientation parallel to the walls of the 

vein, and some of the veins contain inc lu si one, which appear to 

consist of disoriented blocks of the surrounding tonalite 

(Mate 15)* The foliation in these enclosed masses is nomally 

related neither to the foliation of the surrounding rook, nor 

to the foliation within the vein itself• The margins, and also

the foliation of the veins, may parallel the foliation in the
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surrounding rock, or transgress it* The margins of the veins 

are usually clean-cut, and are often irregular. In Bane 

cases, the margins are ill-defined, however, and the veins 

then appear to grade into the surrounding tonallte, or Into 

hiotitlc sehlieren oriented parallel to the foliation in the 

tonallte. The veins show no tendency to be oriented In any 

particular direction.

These veins are out by the normal granitic veins, which 

are so abundant In the outer regions of the tonallte.

Qr«nodiqrlt«.

In the granodiorite, zones of fine-grained rook occur, 

which resemble elongated strips of fine-grained granodiorite, 

though in some cases, no pink orthoelase crystals are visible 

in these zones. The zones may be sharply or gradationally 

bounded, and the opposite margins of the same zone may differ 

in nature. The width of the zones is normally no more than 

a few feet, although they may be as much as fifty yards wide. 

They appear to be impersistent parallel to their length. In 

many oases, it is difficult to estimate the width and extent 

of a zone of fine-grained rook, however, as it may grade into 

the surrounding rock over a distance cf several yards.

Normally the zone of fine-grained rock is foliated 

parallel to its length, and this structure may conform to that 

in the surrounding rock, or transgress it.

Near Eilean a’Mhuirich, a zone of fine-grained granodiorite 

occurs whloh strikes at right angles to the prevailing trend of 

the foliation and lineation in the normal granodiorite in this
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earea - 2C5 (Fig*<). This tone can ba traced for nearly three

hundred yards, bat appears to ba lmperslatent* It varies in 

width. In soma plaoes Is no more then a few fast wide, In others 

is fully thirty yards wide* Tha northern margin of this tone is 

sharply defined, tha southern margin Is gradational over many 

yards* Both within tha fine-grained rook, and in tha adjoining 

granodiorite, sehlleren of all types appear to ba more abundant 

than normal (Plata 2).

Tha rook in tha fine-grained sone la foliated, this 

struoture striking 105°, parallel to tha length of tha sone* Tha 

dip of tha foliation varlaa from the vartloal to gently north*

A linear struoture parallel to tha direction of dip of tha 

foliation can ba discerned in soma outerops. Tha struetures in

tha normal granodiorite immediately adjoining tha sone of fine

grained rook are parallel to tha struetures within this sone, and>
do not eonform to the normal trend of tha struetures in this area* 

Tha orientation of tha etruetures in tha normal granodiorite 

changes gradually over a few yards in ths vloinity of the fine

grained rook, from the prevailing trend (foliation 206° / 30° W| 

llneation-horizontal), to the trend seen within the fine-grained 

roek (foliation - 106° ^0-30° Ng llneation - parallel to the 

dip at the foliation)* It is noteworthy that elsewhere in this 

area, local fluctuations in gtruetural trend occur (see page 48 ),

Structures Resembling Shear Planes*

In both tonallte and rranodiorlte structures consisting of
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bends of fine-grained rook, between a quarter and half an inch in 

width, occur. These atruetares may extend over distances of 

several yards. They usually appear to be impersistent. and 

sometimes een be seen to grade into the surrounding rook. The 

margins of these bends are ill-defined and may be straight or 

sinuous. The fine-grained rook in these bends, minerslogically, 

resembles the surrounding tonalite or granodiorite, and is usually 

^©listed parallel to the margins of the bend. This foliation 

transgresses the structures in the surrounding rock. At 

opposite margins of the bends, the structures of the surrounding 

rock can sometimes be seen to be deflected in opposite directions.

These structures are most abundant in the outer areas of 

tonalite and occur sparsely throughout the granodiorite. In one 

Instance, near the tonalite-oountry rock contact, e smell arcs of 

tonalite Is bounded by these structures. The foliation in this 

block of tonalite, was seen to differ in trend from that 

prevailing in the surrounding rock. Insufficient numbers of 

these structures are exposed to indicate whether they fellow any 

particular trend.

3. PFMPag SYSTttig.

(i) G<1>ral >>-mprks.

The object o<* the study of the fracture systems was te 

discover the general characters end orientation pattern of the 

fractures which had been formed during the period of genesis of the 

complex itself. As e preliminary step, it was necessary to 

establish which of the many fractures in the rocks of the complex 

were contemporary in origin with these rooks.
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A tonal it to vein la the tonallte near the northern margin of 

the oomplex. The vein branches near the hammer and contains small 
blooka of disoriented tonallte (e*g* Immediately to the left of the 
hammer). The surrounding tonallte is foliated parallel to the 
r ok face (note the flat basic lens), and llneeted parallel to the 
shaft of the hammer (oriented blotlte and feldspar orystals 
defining this struoture can just be detected)*

Plate 16,
An exposure^ near the River Caro ooh, half a mile from the 

eastern margin of tha oomplex, showing the many cross-cutting 
granltlo veins typical of the outer regions of the tonallte*
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It seemed apparent that the fracture* with a granitic rein-* 

filling had formed shortly after the rooks they out, presumably as 

a phase of the same process, but there wore name reus other 

fractures, whioh were devoid of this filling, and which showed no 

sign of being related In any way to the format Un of the oomplex* 

The dlffloulty experienced In determining which of these barren 

fractures (the joints) were of genetio significance, wee one of 

the major problems encountered In the study of the fracture system. 

The characters of the vein-filled fractures were studied first, in 

view of the obvious significance of these etruetures* The 

Information obtained in thia study provided a basis for the 

consideration of the joints*

In the study of both joints and veins, an attempt w*s made to 

disoover If there was any relation between the orientation of these 

features, and the orientation of the foliation and llneation in 

the rock which they cut* As described earlier, the search for 

this relationship dominated the early stages of tho investigation. 

In view of the work of the Cloos school* As no obvious 

relationship oould be discovered, however, later work on the 

fracture systems treated these structures es a aeparate problem, 

without direct reference to the crystal orientation structures*

Attention was largely confined to a study of the fractures in 

the tonalite and granodiorite In the portion of the complex north 

of Loch Sunart* Restricted examination of the fractures in the 

Molne c<untry rocks adjoining the northern areas was also carried 

out* For convenience, the fracture systems In the grsnltlo rooke 

and the country rocks are described together.
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Methods* In the field, the dip, strike, regularity and 

persistence of both joints and veins were noted* In the case 

of the veins, the nature of the vein-filling, and its thickness 

were also recorded* As the veins cut each other, and are not 

all of the same age, it is possible to distinguish the trend of 

earlier and later fractures, and also the amount and direction 

of movement on the fractures, at any of the vein intersections*

The study of both veins and joints Ultimately resolved 

itself into a study of the orientation of these fractures* The 

technique employed was similar to that used in petrofabric 

analysis - the pole of the fracture plane was plotted on an 

equal area net, and the frequency with which the fractures had 

a particular orientation was determined by use of a one-per-cent 

counter and contouring* Large numbers of readings were needed 

for the preparation of these orientation-frequency diagrams*

In any exposure of tonalite, granodiorite, or Moine country 

rock, numerous joints, and frequently many veins also, are 

visible (e.g. Joints - Plates 4 and 1), Veins - Plate 16)*

Veins are never as numerous as joints, and are only abundant in 

the areas of tonalite adjoining the country rock* Some of the 

exposures in the inner parts of the complex are devoid of veins*

In view of the number of joints and veins, it was obviously 

impossible to record the characters of every fracture in large 

areas of rook and a sampling technique had to be employed* 

Originally, sampling was at random, a selection of the joints

and veins in a small area being examined* Normally, these 

areas were approximately one hundred yards in diameter, and the
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character© of thirty to forty joints, and fifteen to twenty 

veins were noted in each area. The areas lay on traverses 

across the complex, and in the contact areas. The outer 

regions of the tonalite received particular attention.

Considerable difficulty was experienced in interpreting 

the observations from each area, and in an attempt to overcome 

this obstacle, the observations from several adjaoent areas 

were combined in order to provide a larger sample for 

consideration. Approximately two hundred and fifty joint 

observations, and one hundred and fifty vein observations were 

considered in each case. The average dimensions of the total 

area, from which these readings were derived, measured eight 

hundred by two hundred yards in the case of the joints, twelve 

hundred by two hundred yards in the case of the veins. Large 

samples of vein readings could only be obtained from the outer

contact regions of the tonallte./ ■
Despite the use of these larger samples, difficulty was 

still experienced in interpreting and correlating the 

observations. Additional observations, based on a more 

rigorous sampling teahnlque, were made, therefore, in order to 

oheok and augment the earlier measurements, and to Berve as 

standards for comparison. Within small areas, which were under 

a hundred yards in diameter, the characters of every joint and 

vein were recorded. On an average, observations of the 

characters of over one hundred and fifty joints were made in 

each area, and in some cases, as many as one hundred readings

I

of the characters of veins. These areas were scattered
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throughout the part of the complex already examined, and in 

addition a certain number lay on traverses in the country 

rocks, extending for over a mile from the complex. The 

characters of the fractures in the country rock were not 

studied by any other method, unlike the fractures in the rooks 

of the complex.

The distribution of the areas from which some of the

observations were derived is shown in Pig.5*

Owing to the absence of large quarries in the Strontian

district, it was Impossible to determine whether the rocks 

possessed "rift", "grain** and "hardway** planes (Balk, 1948>p*54)-

(ii) Vein-filled Fractures.

The objects of the field examination were to determine ifJr* ' * \
any of the veins were of a distinctive type, and to discover if 

there was any relation between vein type and vein orientation. 

The characters by which it was sought to distinguish different 

types of vein were the width, regularity and persistence of the♦ I
veins, and also the nature of the rook forming the vein.

The width of the veins ranges from three or four feet to

a fraction of an inch. Such a variation can occur in a single 

vein. Frequently the veins show abrupt changes in the direction 

of 8trike, and in the angle of dip, or are very sinuous and 

irregular - often branching and anastomosing. Many veins are 

short and impersistent (Plate 16). A few veins are straight, 

parallel-sided, of uniform thickness and persistent over long 

distances. Such veins are relatively more abundant in the

inner regions of the tonallte and granodiorite.
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The failure of the attempt to distinguish veins of 

different pantographio type has already been described* and the 

attempt to distinguish different t pea of vein by means of the 

other characters proved no more successful. Variation in any

one character of the veins could never be correlated with

variation in another* and veins with a particular orientation 

appear to have no other outstanding characteristic.

Study of the contacts at vein intersections* indicates that 

in some areas* as many as four or five successive periods of 

vein formation have ocourred (Plate 17)• The contacts between 

one vein and another are usually sharply transgressive* but in 

some Instances no distinct boundary is visible* and the veins 

appear to be contemporary. It proved to be impossible to

correlate the relative age of the veins with any other

character.

At the vein intersections* it Is often apparent that 

movements have taken place* the earlier of the two veins being 

displaced at the margins of the later. An attempt was made to 

correlate the amount and direction of movement* with the other 

characters of the veins. An attempt was also made to correlate 

all the movements in different parts of the complex* as it was 

felt that they might show a certain uniformity over large areas 

of the complex. Once more no recognisable pattern could be 

established* although the movements at several hundred vein

intersections were considered.

With the failure of all other lines of investigation* the 

study of the veins resolved itself into a study of the
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orientation of the fracture® which had been filled by vein

forming material.

Study of the Orientation of the Fractures with a Vein-Filling.

The vein® are only abundant in the outer region® of the 

tonalite, and in oonsequenoe, orientation frequency diagrams 

oould only be prepared from the observations in these areas, 

as nowhere elee were sufficient readings available.

Tonalite and Granodiorite.

It became evident, in the early stages of the Investigation, 

that the orientation of the veins conformed to no clear pattern, 

although certain trends were common in certain areas. It was 

not until the observations from several areas had been combined, 

in the form of an orientation-frequency diagram, that a certain 

underlying pattern in the orientation of these fraotures became 

apparent. Eight diagrams were prepared initially by combining 

the readings from many small areas. Three further diagrams 

were produced from the readings in the areas where the 

orientation of every fracture was recorded.

The areas, from whioh the observations were derived for 

the eight original diagrams, are so distributed that a complete
I

coverage was achieved in the outer regions of tonalite, and in 

a traverse from the eastern tonalite-granodiorlte contact to 

the eastern tonalite-country rock contact (Fig»5). The three 

later diagrams were produced from observations which had been 

made in areas which lie In the northern, eastern and western 

portions of the outer contact sone of the tonalite.

Examination of the diagrams (Fig.7a-k) shows that in each
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several maxima are visible* These maxima may be due to 

concentrations of as high a value as 25%, and frequently one* 

or even two* maxima of 10% or more* are visible* At least one 

concentration with a value of 5*7% is present in every diagram* 

The veine* therefore* show a pronounced tendency to be oriented 

in certain directions* Other lesser maxima are also present* 

Frequently two or three concentrations of 5-4% a*® visible* and 

when lower concentrations are considered as many as six maxima 

may be identified* The significance of these lower 

concentrations is questionable*

Comparison of the eight diagrams derived from the large 

areas (Figs.7b,c,d,f,g,i*j*k) shows that the strongest maxima 

tend to lie on the periphery of the diagrams* except in the 

north-west. It is perhaps worthy of note* that in the two 

areas where the main concentration is not peripheral* it is of 

less than 10% (Figs*7o-d)* In the east and south-east* the 

different diagrams show a marked similarity which is apparent 

both in the diagrams from the contact areas* and in those from 

areas well within the tonalite* In these eastern areas* many 

vertical fractures with a west-north-west strike occur* and 

there is a partial girdle in the south-east portion of the 

diagram, due to the occurrence of veins with a north-east strike* 

and low to moderate dip to the north-west (Flgs*7g»l»j and k)*

In the northern areas the girdle tends to lie in the 

eastern part of the diagram* and the peripheral concentration is

due to vertical veins with an east-west strike* The resemblance

to the eastern diagrams is less in the north-east than in the
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north-west (Figs.7d and f). In the west, the diagrams once 

more resemble those from the eastern areas. The peripheral

concentration is now due to vertical veins with a north-east

strike, however, and is more diffuse, suggesting the partial 

development of a horisontal girdle. A partial girdle once 

more lies in the south-east portion of the diagrams (Figs.7 

b and c}.

The three diagrams derived from the compact areas 

(Flgs*7 a»c and h) are considered separately, partly because 

they were based on a different approach from that employed in 

the pmmparation of the other diagrams, and partly because they 

were intended to augment the earlier observations. When they 

are compared with the earlier diagrams, no strong anomalies are 

apparent, and there is always considerable similarity between 

the diagrams of different type, which have been derived from 

more or less the same area. Variations in the intensity and 

in the positions of the maximum concentrations ure evident, but 

there seems to be an underlying similarity in the distribution 

of the observations in both types of diagram.

These features of the later diagrams, and the overall 

similarity in the eight earlier diagrams, suggest that the vein 

orientation conforms to a broad overall pattern. Were this the 

case, local fluctuations and concentrations would be expected to 

be of importance in studies of small areas, but when larger 

areas were considered, the diagrams would be expected to show 

greater uniformity.

The validity of the comparisons, which have been made above,
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could be questioned on the grounds that the diagrams are not 

strictly comparable* In addition, the sampling methods 

employed have not been rigorously tested, in order to ensure 

that a truly representative sample was being considered. The 

similarity in the diagrams, and the strong concentrations they 

display, suggests however, that a correct representation of the 

more important trends has been obtained. The outline of the 

pattern seems to be distinct, although the true concentrations 

may differ in value.

The regional pattern of the vein orientation is probably 

suggested more strongly in the "master" diagram, in which the 

positions of the fifty two maximum concentrations, from the 

eleven orientation diagrams, are plotted (Pig.7m). Distinction

was made between the maxima of different value and the maxima

from different localities in plotting this diagram. No 

concentration of maxima from a particular area is apparent. 

Whilst distorting the pattern of orientation, by focussing 

attention on maximum, rather than on overall distribution, this 

diagram clearly illustrates the tendency for the main maxima to 

occur on the periphery, and for the other maxima to lie in a 

girdle in the south-east portion of the diagram.

Tho orientation of the vein-filled fractures in only a 

portion of the tonalite has been considered, and the orientation 

of these fractures in the remainder of the northern exposures of 

the tonalite and granodiorite has not been discussed. Examln- 

iation of the orientation of these fractures oould only be by 

study of individual readings, no satisfactory method of group



Fig. 7. Vein Orientation Frequency Diagrams

Locality.
The local!ti03 from which, the readings were obtained 

for the preparation of Pigs. 7a-l are shown in Pig. 5»
Large area diagrams are based on the readings from random 
sampling in a large area, small area diagrams are based on 
the readings made in small areas where the orientation of 
every fracture was recorded.
Maxima.

’ With Pigs. 7®-l the strike and dip of the granitio 
veins whioh are sufficiently numerous to define maxima 
of over 4% in the diagram is indicated.
Foliation and Llneation. •

In Pigs. 7a-l the mean orientation of the foliation
in the rooks in the area from which the readings were 
obtained is indicated. The mean orientation of the 
llneation ie also shown where this struoture is developed. 
Contours.

i
i

0-1%

1-2%

2-4%

4-6%

6-10%
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analysis being possible, in view of the small number of

observations which were available. Xn both tonalite and

granodiorite, the vast majority of these veins were found to 

strike between 255° and 3^5° • The dip of these fractures 

ranges from 30° north, to JQ° south. Most dip at angles of 

greater than 60°. No other tendencies are visible.

Relation to the Crystal Orientation of the Tonalite and

Granodiorite.

The study of the relation between the orientation of the 

vein-filled fractures, and that of the constituent crystals in 

the enclosing rock, was given particular attention in the early 

stages of the present.investigation. The fractures with a 

particular relation to the crystal orientation which have been 

found elsewhere, and which it was sought to identify at Strontlan, 

are cross, longitudinal and diagonal joints - using the 

terminology of Clooe, quoted by Balk (1948, p»34)* 4. search was

also made for marginal fissures and thrusts, and for flat-lying 

fractures, which could have served as movement planes for normal

faults.

The orientation of more than fifteen hundred vein-filled

fractures was recorded in the course of the present investigation. 

Of these, the orientation of roughly three hundred was found to 

have a simple relation to the orientation of the structures in 

the enclosing rock. Forty (2-3$ the whole), could be 

considered as cross fractures; approximately one hundred 

(5-6$), could be considered as longitudinal fractures. Fractures 

corresponding in trend to diagonal joints, occurred sixty five
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times (4$) • About seventy five (5$) had the same strike as 

the foliation and a steep dip - a category not included by 

Cloos in his terminology. A margin of between five and ten 

degrees in the angles of dip and strike was allowed in 

considering whether a fracture could have a certain relationship

An examination of the flat-lying fractures discloses that 

none have slickensides parallel to the lineation - the criterion 

for the recognition of the distinctive type described by Cloos. 

Normally marginal fissures dip inwards when a contact dips 

steeply outward. In the Strontian complex, with the inward 

dip of the outer contact, an outward dip of these fissures 

might be expected. In the outer areas of tonalite, fractures 

were found which showed a tendency to strike parallel to the 

outer contact, and to dip outwards at less than 60°. This 

tendency is not consistently developed, and when a change in 

strike of the contact occurs, the trend of the fractures 

frequently is unaltered. Inward dipping fractures, with a 

vein-filling, seem just as abundant. Nowhere are signs of 

marginal thrusting on vein-filled fractures visible - either by 

visible displacement, or by slickensides. Similar flat-lying 

fractures, which conform to the trends seen in the contact areas 

are also found throughout the rocks of the complex, and are not 

confined to the contact areas of tonalite.

Comparison was also made between the pattern of fracture 

orientation, shown in the frequency diagrams, and the crystal 

orientation. The mean values of the angles defining the 

orientation of the lineation and foliation in the tonalite were

.___



taken in each case. In the diagrams from the compact areas, 

the orientation of the foliation and lineation actually 

visible in the outcrops could be used.

The positions of the maxima in the diagrams do not 

correspond with the positions where maxima should occur in the 

event of any of the fractures described by Cloos being 

abundant. No other simple relation of a type not described 

by Clooe can be discerned in the diagrams.

On five occasions in the eleven diagrams, a concentration 

of fractures with the same strike as the foliation, and with a 

steep dip occurs. The dip usually differs frcan that of the 

foliation plane. These maxima occur irregularly, and vary 

considerably in magnitude.

SSSE&SJL £°&.'

Granitic veins occur In the country rock, being common 

close to the contact with the tonalite, and decreasing in 

number with increasing distance from thie contact.

Petrographically these veins resemble the veins found in 

the rocks of the complex, and in many cases, veins can be eeen 

passing from tonalite into country rock, with no change in 

trend (Plate 5). There also appears to be a regional system of 

granitic veins, which occur throughout the Moine schists and 

gniesses and are not concentrated in the vicinity of the 

complex. These differ in appearance from the typical granitic 

veins of the complex, being richer in biotite and coarser in 

grain on the whole. Many quartz veins, and veins of coarse

grained quartz and feldspar, also occur throughout the country

______________________________________________________________________
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rocko.
The granitic veins, which resemble the veins in the complex 

often occur with straight, parallel sides - particularly in the 

eastern contact areas. Sometimes they can be seen to terminate 

in a network of anastomosing branches. They are never as 

abundant in the country rocks, as in the adjoining tonalite.

Few were recorded at distances of greater than half a mile from 

the margin of the complex.

When the orientation of these veins is compared with the 

orientation of the similar veins in the adjacent tonalite, a 

marked correspondence is usually visible. Flat-lying veins 

with an outward dip, in particular, tend to be parallel in both 

country rock and tonalite. These veins are most common in the 

western contact areas. Many of the vertical veins in the 

country rock differ in trend from the similar veins in the 

tonalite, but thia is partly due to the tendency of the 

granitic veins to follow the foliation planes in the country 

rook. In the east, vertical veins, which have a similar 

orientation to the veins in the tonalite, are common in the 

country rock. With increasing distance from the tonalite 

contact, the degree of correspondence in the orientation of the

veins decreases.

The quartzo-feldspathic and quartz veins, which do not 

appear to be related to the complex tend to follow the 

foliation planes in the country rocks, and also tend to be 

oriented parallel to the axial planes of large folds. They

are particularly common in the augen gneiss to the north of the
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complex, and a sufficient number of observations of the

orientation of these veins were made in this area to permit the 

production of an orientation-frequency diagram. This 

diagram does not resemble closely any of the vein orientation 

diagrams produced from the observations in the tonalite 

(Fig.7X).

Oranodiorite Porphyry Sheets. The reasons for considering 

the bodies of this rock separately from the granitic veins have 

been stated already (pages 20-21). Oranodiorite porphyry 

occurs largely as gently inclined sheets, which may be as much 

as fifty feet thick, and which usually oan be traced with 

little deviation in trend for several miles. The margins of 

the sheets are normally sharp, clean-cut surfaces - usually of a 

planar nature. Abrupt changes in the width of the sheets may

occur.

Sheets of granodiorite porphyry are never abundant, and 

are most common in the north-eastern parts of the complex.

They may extend into the country rock. The main trend of the 

sheets is - north-east strike, dip at 45° to the north-west.

As has been noted already (Page 73), this is a trend followed 

by many of the flat-lying granitic veins. Other trends are

visible but are less common.

(iii) Joints in, the Tonalite ana Granodiorite.

As stated earlier, the difficulty experienced in 

determining whether any of the joints in the rocks of the 

complex were Mated to the formation of the complex constituted 

one of the major problems encountered in the present investigation.
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The most satisfactory method of overcoming this difficulty

would be by means of a comparison of the joints in the rocks 

of the complex with the joints in a large area of the surrounding 

country rock* By this method, it would be possible to

distinguish any peculiarities in the orientation pattern and 

general characters of the joints in the granitic rocks, which 

would serve to identify the joints contemporary in origin with 

the complex. Such a complete study would be a separate 

research problem, however, and could not be attempted without 

neglecting the study of the other structures.

In consequence, a less fundamental approach was adopted in 

the present research. The basis of this approach was a 

comparison between the orientation of the joints, and the 

orientation of the structures which appear, quite clearly, to 

have been formed in association with the complex. These 

structures are the vein systems, and the foliation and 

lineation in the tonalite and granodiorite.

As with the veins, the orientation, regularity and 

persistence of the joint surfaces were noted in the field.

An attempt was made to distinguish different types of joint by 

these characters, and to correlate the different characters off
the joints. This proved no more successful than in the case of 

the veins and the study of the joints - as with the veins - 

resolved itself into a study of the orientation of these

fractures.

Study of the Orientation of Individual Joint..

,P.f, /.Rial and.Vein.Trenda- The
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oboerva^ione of the orientation of joints and veins recorded in 

the initial survey of the northern part of the complex, were 

compared in the laboratory. Ko comparison wao made in the 

field as in the choice of a random sample from the visible joints 

and veins, it seemed probable that a sample of any joints and

veins with the same orientation would be included.

The entire northern part of the complex was subdivided into 

three regions for the purpose of this comparison - a northern,

an eastern and a western. The Strontlan ttiver divides the

eastern from the western region, and also the northern region 

from the eastern, and the Allt nan Cailleach divides the 

northern from the western region. Within these regions, the

observations made in each small area on the initial traverses

wore studied separately from tho observations made in the 

similar adjoining area. Individual co»aparison was therefore

restricted to observations which had been made within an area 

approximately one hundred yards in diameter (see page 68). A 

five degree variation in both strike and dip was allowed in 

considering whether a particular joint and vein were parallel. 

The orientation of all joints, approximately parallel to veins, 

within each of the three large areas, was then compounded by 

plotting the poles of these fracture surfaces on an equal-area 

not, and contouring, as before. In tho eastern and western 

areas, aj) roximately two hundred and fifty readings were 

plotted, in the northern area, about a hundred and thirty 

(Pig.8a-c)•

Each of these frequency diagrams sho.is considerable

__________________________________
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concentrations. In the diagram from the eastern areas* there 

ie a single main maximum of 28% (115°/9O°). In the diagrams 

from the north and west the main maximum ie of 16% (1OO°/8O°6 and 

115/90° respectively)* with a subsidiary maximum of 7-9% 

(020°/90° and O45°/90° respectively)* There is* therefore, a 

very marked tendency for the joints, which are parallel to 

veins, to have certain orientations. Mo tendency can be 

discerned for joints to have a preferred orientation in any small 

portion of one of the three large areas.

There is an overall tendency for these joints to reproduce 

the pattern of vein orientation. This tendency is mainly 

confined to the vertical joints but, in addition, there are, in 

some areas, many joints parallel to relatively few veins, and 

numerous veins to which relatively few joints are parallel.

The best correspondence is in the east, the least in the west.

The outstanding features of these diagrams are considered 

in more detail at the end of the present chapter.

Helation be_Crjstal Orientation and Individual Joint

Orientation.

The orientation of between four and five thousand joints in 

the complex was recorded. Of these, the number of possible 

cross joints is forty five (approximately 1%); of possible 

longitudinal joints - three hundred (approximately 7%)» of 

possible diagonal joints - five hundred (over . Steeply 

dipping joints with the same strike as the foliation number 

approximately three hundred and fifty (7%). A five to ten 

degree variation in the angles of strike and dip was allowed once
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more, in considering whether a joint conformed to a certain 

type. In all, approximately a quarter of the total joints 

appear to bear a simple relation to the structures in the 

tonalite and granodiorite.

The distribution of the joints with theee significant 

trends is very haphazard. Joints of a particular type may be 

abundant in one area, and almost lacking in a closely adjoining 

set of outcrops.

No recognisable marginal fissures were found, and none of 

the flat-lying joints show signs of having acted as movement 

surfaces. Plat-lying joints tend to be rather scarce, and 

although the orientation of these joints shows a certain 

uniformity throughout the complex, this cannot be related 

directly to the attitude of the contact with the country rocks. 

Joint Orientation Diagrams.

As with the veins, the pattern of the joint orientation 

in the complex was not apparent from a consideration of 

individual readings. In any one outcrop, the joints tend to 

occur in sets having a common orientation (Plates 4 and 13), 

but there is considerable variation between adjoining outorops.

Fourteen diagrams were produced by combining the 

observations from several adjacent areas on the original 

traverses. These provided a more or less complete coverage 

of the northern part of the complex. They were augmented by 

nine later diagrams, which were produced from observations in 

small compact areas, where the orientation of every joint was

recorded Seven of these small areas lie within the bouildaries
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of seven of the larger areas. The localities, from which the 

observations were obtained for the production of some of the 

diagrams, are shown in Fig.5*

The fourteen original diagrams Indicate clearly that 

vertical joints are abundant, the outstanding feature of these 

diagrams being a girdle with a vertical axis. Flat-lying 

joints are relatively scarce in these diagrams. On the girdle 

several maximum concentrations ocour, ranging up to 16% in value. 

Normally at least one maximum of 10% or more is visible, and 

there may be two such maxima. As many as seven maxima occur 

in some diagrams, but as many of these are of email value, they 

are of questionable significance (Figs.8c,g,h and j are 

representative)•

The nine later diagrams are generally similar to the earlier 

diagrams (Pigs.8d,f,i and k are representative), although flat- 

lying joints appear to be relatively more abundant in the former. 

Eight of the twenty three diagrams are reproduced as Figs.8d-k. 

These diagrams were first used for comparison with the vein 

orientation, and the orientation of the foliation and lineation 

in the tonalite and granodiorite.

SsasBlsaQ sLJslal sa& lals. Bia&asa..
Three of the joint diagrams are strictly comparable to the 

vein diagrams - being produced from observations mads in the 

same area in each case (Fig.8d with Fig.7aJ Fig.8i with Fig.7cj 

Pig.8k with Fig.7h). The basis for the comparison of the other 

diagrams is less precise, for although the areas of derivation

of the readings are generally similar in the two types of



diagram, they are not identical*

As might be expected from the study of the parallelism of 

individual joints and veins, there are some resemblances, and 

many dissimilarities between the joint and vein orientation 

diagrams*

Even in the diagrams produced from the same areas, there ie 

little similarity in appearance. There are usually some joints 

parallel to all the veins, as was noted before, but maxima may 

or may not coincide* Major vein maxima may coincide with minor 

joint maxima* Similarities are most marked in the eastern areas* 

g«BBag.te, .P£ Orientation .Diagrams ,

The compadson between the joint orientation diagrams and the

orientation of the foliation and lineation was made in a similar

manner to that carried out with the veins* Only occasionally 

does a maximum correspond in position with that required by a 

concentration of joints of a particular type* Diagonal joints 

apparently occur most frequently. These correspondences occur 

haphazardly, and are not uniformly distributed throughout the 

complex. Ko other simple relation of a type not described by 

Cloos, oould be discovered*

When the results of the study of individual joint trends 

are taken into consideration, several anomalous features emerge*

In many cases when individual joints with an apparently 

significant relation to the crystal orientation are abundant, no 

corresponding maximum appears on the joint orientation diagram.

The maximum occurs, but lies in a position somewhat removed from 

the required position.

86.
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ggfigffM ■^te.TOQf, Joint Orie.ntat.lqn.,. in the. TonMli_te..aad

Granodiorite.

So far, the discussion of the joint orientation appears 

to be inconclusive, and no simple relation between the 

orientation of the joints and the orientation of the other 

structures is visible. The reasons for the assumption that 

the true pattern of vein orientation was represented in the vein 

orientation diagrams, have been given earlier. So consideration 

has yet been given to the question of whether a correct 

representation of the pattern of joint orientation in the 

complex has been obtained. If the joint orientation diagrams 

give a distorted picture of this pattern, then this distortion 

might explain the failure to discover a relation between joint

orientation and the orientation of the other structures. The

discovery of the pattern of joint orientation in the complex, 

was never in itself, a primary object of the present 

investigation. At this stage of the investigation, however, it 

seemed that if some indication of this pattern could bs obtained, 

even although it were only an incomplete picture, the main 

purposes of the research would be furthered.

The approach to this problem was similar to that employed 

with the veins. The fourteen initial diagrams do not appear 

to Indicate any clear pattern. All are similar, in that the 

majority of the plotted points lie near the periphery of the 

diagrams, forming a girdle with a vertical axis. Maxima occur 

on thia girdle, but vary in position and value from diagram to 

diagram, in an apparently unsystematic fashion. Resemblances



do ocour in the size and position of maxima, but these, more 

often than not. are in diagrams from widely separated areas 

(e.g. Pig.8s and Pig.8j).

Tne nine later diagrams, like the similar vein orientation 

diagrams, were prepared in order to provide a means of checking 

the homogeniety of the pattern shown in the earlier diagrams. 

Comparing the later with the earlier diagrams, derived from 

approximately the same locality, in some cases there appears to 

be considerable resemblance (Pig.Sd and Pig.Se). In others, 

the resemblance is very slight (Pig.8h and Pig.8i). Maxima 

may be present in one diagram and absent in the diagram of the 

other type derived from roughly the same area. There is no 

strong resemblance between the nine later diagrams themselves.

There seem to be two possible ways of interpreting these 

relations. Either the original diagrams oversimplify the 

picture, and the true representation of the pattern of joint 

orientation is given in the diagrams based on the rigorous 

method of sampling, or alternatively, the latter are too much 

Influenced by local conditions, such as the presence of fault 

planes, and the true pattern is more akin to that shown in the 

earlier diagrams.

Every effort was made to choose areas remote from any 

visible faults when making the observations for the later 

diagrams, but the topography in some instances suggested that 

concealed faults might exist, and in several cases there appears 

to be a simple relation between the orientation of joints 

defining a maximum on the diagram and the orientation of a

88.
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probable fault plane. There is thus evidence which suggests 

that the second explanation advanced above, may be the correct 

one* If this is the case, however, it is still necessary to 

explain the distribution of the maxima in the early diagrams.

Preliminary examination of all twenty three drientation

diagrams suggested that certain directions correspond with 

maxima more frequently than others* The whole problem seemed 

to be olarified when, following thia suggestion of regional 

uniformity, the hundred and fourteen maxima from the individual 

diagrams, were plotted on a single '•master** orientation 

diagram* The usual procedure of using an equal-area net and 

contouring was followed. The value, and locality of occurrence, 

of the maximum concentrations, were distinguished in plotting*

Marked concentrations of the maxima are apparent (Fig.8q).

Five concentrations in all can be distinguished* though some

are rather diffuse. One, in particular, is very marked, being

due to the occurrence of twenty maxima in an area slightly

larger than that enclosed in a one-per-cent counter. In other

words, twenty out of the twenty three diagrams, show concentra-

itions of joints with this particular orientation. The

concentrations of maxima are due to joints with approximately

the following orientational- Strike/Dip (number of maxima in 1% 
area.)

O4O°/85°S (15)

U579O0 (12)

O15°/9O° (H)

15279O0 (14)

O9O°/0O°S ( 8)
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Further evidence of significance in the study of the 

orientation pattern of the joints, was acquired when a review 

was made of the regional distribution and trend of the main 

faults in the area of the complex. The three most prominent 

fault trend, are - U0°/90°, 055°/90°, and O0O°/9O°« The 

correspondence between the first two trends, and two of the 

main concentrations in the "master" joint diagrams, is notable, 

formally in each joint orientation diagram, sane relation can 

be found between the maxima and the faults which traverse the 

area from which the diagram is derived.

From this evidence, it is suggested that the orientation 

of the joints in the northern part of the complex conforms to 

a broad overall pattern and that the "master" joint orientation 

diagram gives at least an approximate outline of pattern of 

joint orientation in the northern part of the complex. The 

individual orientation diagrams suggest that the broad pattern 

is developed rather unevenly, the diagrams derived from large 

areas approximating more closely to the true pattern than the 

small area diagrams.

In the latter, local Influences would be expected to 

affect the pattern to a marked degree and the lack of 

similarity between all the diagrams could be explained as being 

due to the influence of faulting. The faults are not 

uniformly distributed,and where they are abundant it can 

often be seen that the main joint trends tend to be parallel 

to the local faults. This relation is most apparent in the 

small area diagrams, as already noted, but can also be seen
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in many of the large area diagrams*

The study of joint orientation was taken no further. The 

methods employed in this study have not been substantiated by a 

rigorous examination <fj the sampling technique* and in particular* 

the exact influence of faulting on the Joint orientation pattern 

requires further investigation. The pattern of orientation 

does seem to be apparent however* even although it may be 

distorted to some extent. This incomplete picture was felt to 

be sufficient for the general purposes of the present 

investigation.

The question of whether any of the trends* shown in the 

’’master” diagram, caii be related to the origin of the complex* 

remains to be considered. Hone appears to be capable of 

relation to the orientation of the foliation and lineation 

directly* although one of the Mmaster” trends (115°/9O°)* is 

perpendicular to the strike of the lineation in much of the 

inner tonalite and granodiorite (205°)• A comparison can be 

made with the vein orientation* utilising the diagrams which 

show the orientation of joints which are parallel to veins*

In the west* the predominant trends common to both joints and 

veins * 115°/9O° (16%) and O45°/9G° (9%)» coincide with two 

of the directions shown in the "master” joiiit diagram as being 

predominant trends* Xn the north* a subsidiary maximum*

155°/9O° (5*5%) • coincides with a "master” trend* and in the east* 

the single main maximum on the common orientation diagram* 

115°/9O° (26%), again coincides with a "master" trend.

--------------------------------- —

Comparing the "master" trends with individual maxima in



in the vein orientation diagrams, while every trend corresponds 

with at least one maximum, the only trend which ie commonly 

followed ie 115°/9OC» Five vein maxima coincide with this 

trend*

The evidence outlined above, suggests that at least one 

of the ’’master" joint trends - 115°/90°» may be related to the 

formation of the complex.

ia&2&L3£& S222*S±SE&
The large masses of appinite and of Moine country rock 

which occur as inclusions seem to have a distinctive joint 

pattern, but this was not confirmed by detailed examination.

In both types of rock, joints are more numerous than in the 

surrounding tonalite and granodiorite, and in Moine country 

rock inclusions, the joints are as numerous as in the rocks 

surrounding the complex.

(iv) Faults.

The probable importance of the faults which occur within 

the complex, in the interpretation of the joint orientation 

diagrams has been indicated. Actual fault planes are rarely 

visible in the field, but the presence of faults can be 

detected by means of lines of easy weathering, by the reddening 

of the joints, and by the occurrence of numerous close-spaced 

parallel joints. The majority of the fault planes appear to

be vertical.

None of the faults are obviously and simply related to the 

origin of the complex. Fault planes oriented 115°/9O° occur, 

as has been noted already, but are not confined solely to the
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vicinity of the complex, and there ie no evidence which 

suggests that the movement on these faults was directly 

related to the formation of the complex* The occurrence of 

faults at the western tonalite-granodiorite contact, north of 

Loch Sunart (page 30), does not appear to be of fundamental 

significance. A series of faults, which extend outside the 

area of the contact, occurs in this area) successive faults, 

in turn, nearly coinciding with the contact as it changes

trend.

(v) Jolata In th. Couatrr Rook.
The joints in the areas of country rock adjoining the 

northern portion of the complex, were subjected to an 

examination which was restricted in scope. The main purpose 

of this study was to obtain some indication of the pattern of 

orientation of the joints in the country rock in the vicinity 

of the complex, so that a comparison could be made with the 

orientation of the joints in the tonalite and granodiorite•

No attempt was made to establish the complete pattern of joint 

orientation in the country rocks.

The techniques employed were the same as those used in 

the tonalite and granodiorite, and in all, sixteen orientation- 

frequency diagrams were prepared. » As the observations which 

were incorporated in the diagrams were alwayB made in very 

small areas, where the trend of every fracture was noted, 

additional observations of the dominant trends of the joints 

were made in adjoining outcrops. These additional readings 

were intended to provide some indication of the extent to
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which the development of maxima in the diagrams is controlled by

local conditions.

The diagrams, like the similar diagrams from the complex, 

show a girdle with a vertical axis as the dominant feature 

(Figs.81-p are representative). This girdle contains maxima, 

and is usually incomplete. Frequently, indications of 

incomplete girdles, with a horizontal or subhorizontal axis, are

also visible. Maxima tend to be more numerous in these

diagrams than in the comparable diagrams produced from

observations within the complex.

The joint diagrams were first examined to discover if any 

of the maxima could be simply ralated to the structures of the 

country rocks. These structures were the foliation, with 

locally, a lineation in addition. Xn the diagrams derivedfrom 

the areas Immediately adjoining the contact with tonalite, the

attitude of the foliation and lineation in the tonalite was

also considered In relation to the maxima.

Ho significant relations are discernible. Neither can 

the maxima be simply related to the attitude of the contact with 

tonalite. Xn several areas, joints which are roughly 

psvpendicular to this contact are common, but these joints are 

not distributed uniformly.

In general appearance, diagrams from neighbouring areas 

are usually similar to some extent (Figs.81 and 8m). The 

trends, which occur as maxima in the diagrams, are invariably 

found to persist as the dominant trends in the adjoining

outcrops. When two diagrams differ in appearance, it is often
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found that the diagram derived from an intervening area 

resembles both to some extent. There is no outstanding 

peculiarity in the diagrams from the actual contact areas* and* 

in particular* the diagrams from these areas are not 

characterised by the strong development of flat-lying joints*

Hormally, the orientation diagrams for the joints in the 

country rock resemble to some extent the similar diagram^ 

derived from the adjoining areas of tonalite (Figs.8k and 8n) • 

The orientation of the joints in the country rocks shows few 

resemblances to the orientation of the veine in the complex*

The positions of the ninety-five maximum concentrations in 

the sixteen diagrams were plotted on an equal-area net as 

before* and thia scatter diagram wae contoured (Fig.8r). Ten 

concentrations of maxima appear on this diagram* but several of 

these are of low value. All the "master" joint trends visible 

in the complex correspond either with actual concentrations of 

maxima on this diagram* or with areas where* although no local 

concentration is defined, several maxima occur on the diagram. 

The important trends in the complex are of less importance in 

this diagram.

These features of this diagram suggest that the orientation 

of the joints in the Moine country rocks conforms to a broad 

overall pattern* which is similar in certain respects to the 

pattern of joint orientation in the northern areas of tonalite 

and grancdiorlte, although the pattern in the country rocks 

would appear to be more varied and elaborate than the pattern in 

the granitic rocks.



Fig. 8. Joint Orientation Frequency Diagrams.

MitiMJit1
For the preparation of Figs. 8a-c, the northern 

part of the complex was divided, into three regions, 
consisting of an eastern area, which lies to the east 
of the Strontian River, and a northern and a western 
area, which lie to the west of the Strontian River, and 
are divided by the Allt nan Cailleaoh. Within each 
area all eases of the parallelism of joints and veins 
were considered together, .

The localities from which the readings were 
obtained for the preparation of Figs. 8d-p are shown 
in Fig. Large area diagrams are based on the readings
obtained by random sampling in a large area, small area 
diagrams are based on the readings made in small areas 
where the orientation of every fracture was recorded. 
Maxima.

With Figs. 8a-p, the strike and dip of the joints 
which are sufficiently numerous to define maxima of 
over 5$ on the diagram is stated. With Figs. 8q and 8r, 
the joint orientations which occur most frequently 
as maxima on the other diagrams are indicated. Tie 
number of maxima which occur on the "master" diagram 
within the area of a one per cent counter is stated 
for each concentration.
Foliation and Lineation.

In Figs. 8d-p the mean orientation of the folia
tion in the rooks in the area from which the readings 
were obtained is indicated. The mean orientiation of the 
lineation is also shown where this structure is developed.
Contours.

Figs. 8a-p. Fig. 8r
0—1$ 0—1$

1-2# 1-2#

2-4# 2-3#

4—6$ 3-5#

6—10$ 5-7#

10# + 7# +
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These similarities would seem to be due to the occurrence

of seta of joints with certain orientations throughout the 

entire Strontlan region* The^e joints can only have formed 

during and after the period of formation of the complex*

___________



III. STHtJC TONES IN THE COUNTNY NOCKS

97s
(1) General Remarks*

The restricted area within which a detailed examination of 

the country rooks was carried out Is Indicated In Flg*9* The 

object of the study of the oountry rocks was to discover the 

manner In which these rooks had been deformed In the areas 

adjoining the complex. The methods employed In this study were 

designed to procure samples of this deformation, not to enable 

a complete geological map to be produced* Traverses were con

tinued Into the oountry rook until signs of deformation, which 

appeared to be related to the complex, were no longer visible*

The pelltlo, serai-politic, psammltlo and quartsItle Moine

Schists ooour as beds, which alternate with each other, and which
/

are seldom of more than a few feet In thlokness* In some areas. 

It Is apparent that a particular rock type Is dominanti In others 

rooks of all types appear to be equally abundant* Within the 

areas of Injeotlon gneiss, considerable uniformity prevails, 

although cv«n In these rooks, bends of rock of differing type

ooour*

All the oountry rooks are injected to a greater or less 

extent, the degree of Injeotlon varying with the rook types, and 

also varying within the area adjoining the complex* Serai-pelltie

or pelltlo rooks are usually considerably lnjeeted, and may be 

altered to blotItio Injection gneisses, when adjoining p Semitic 

rooks are largely unaffected* The main area of Injeotlon la 

to the north and north-cast of the complex, and In this region,
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rooks of all type* are altered to injection gneiss. Thia area 

la divided from relatively uninjeoted rocka by a gradational tone 

which la often only a few yards In width, though It way be much 

wider if the adjoining rooks are of variable nature. The 

margins of the Injection gneiss tend to ooeur near boundaries 

between psaaaltlo and pel it io rooks, but often transgress the 

structures In adjacent uninjeoted rooks.

A tone of relatively uninjeoted rooks, whleh is usually of 

a psammltlo or quart*Itio nature, normally Intervenes between the 

injection gneisses and the tonalite. In the north, this sone 

Is only s few yards in width, or way be laeklng. To the east.

It Increases in extent and becomes fully a mile wide. The 

width of this sone remains roughly constant throughout the area 

lying to the east of the complex, and to the north of the Elver 

Carnoch. The boundary of the lnjeetlon gneiss in this area, 

tends to follow a boundary between psammltlo and pelltle rooks, 

whloh is approximately parallel to the ea a t era-tone lit e*oo untry rook 

oontaot. The psammltlo rocte adjoin the complex, and are largely 

uninjeoted, the pelitlo rooks lie to the oast, and are largely 

altered to Injection gneiss. The Injeotlon gneiss extends 

eastwards from this boundary.

To the west of the complex, the rooks in Its vicinity are 

of rather varied nature north of Loch Sunart. No one type of 

rock predomlnatea over any large area, though quarttitle and 

seml-pelitle bands of considerable thickness occur. Within a 

mile of the weetern oontaot a large area of Injected politic 

schist a occurs, bounded ora either side by roeke whloh are mainly



17, An Intern action of graaltle veins to the taoallts, near 
the eastern Margin of tha nomplex. a cute B and C.B oat* C.
'!oto the movement whloh boa oaearred at the lone tian of B. »nd c. 
The surrounding tonalite la foliated parallel te tha pencil.

late 18. !trongly sheared and folded peeamltle and seed.-pa lit lo
eehlata, two hundred yards from tha northern Margin of tha complex. 
The neatest with tha tonalite lias to tha right and trends approx
imately parallel to tha shaft of tha haomar.
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of a psammltlo nature, and which, with the pelltlo rooks, are 

Involved In a large fold. To the north*esst of thia fold, the 

rooks adjoining the north-western oontaot with the tonalite tend 

to be of rather varied lithology until the weetern margin of the 

Injeotlon gneiss la reached. A number of bends, whloh are pre- 

dominat ly of one rook type, and are of considerable thioknees, 

occurs In this area.

(11) Tonalite * Country Rook Contaot.

The alteration In the rooks adjoining the complex appears

to be due largely to shearing and folding. Limited thermal and

metasomatle alteration Is confined to the Immediate vicinity of

the junotlon with the tonalite.% /
The tonal!te»oountry rook oontaot has already been desorlbed 

In part, but the characteristics of the oountry rook at this 

junction remain to be described.

The aotual rook In oontaot with the tonalite may be of any 

of the types seen In the areas of oountry rook adjoining the 

complex. The western contact rooks are frequently pelltlo or 

seml-pelltlo la mature, giving rise to a smooth boundary In the 

manner already described. In the north-east and east, the 

psammltlo and q^artsltle rooks whloh ooour In oontaot with the 

tonalite, give rise to an Irregular boundary. Part of the 

northern oontaot Is between tonalite and Injeotlon gneiss^ and In 

thle area, the junction also tends to be Irregular.

The effects of thermal metamorphism are not pronounced In the 

oontaot rooka, nor Is there any evidence of widespread metasomatle
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alteration* In soma oases, the country rooks appear to have been 

reorystalllsed for up to thirty or forty yards from the oontaot*

This Is particularly the ease when the country rooks are ef a 

pelitlo or seml-pelltie nature* Reerystalllsatlon Is suggested 

by a slight ooarsenlng In the grain of the rooks, and by the 

blurring of the outline of the structures* Blotlte and feldspar 

crystals. In particular, appear to have reorystalllsed* Compiles* 

ting factors In determining the amount of reerystalllsatlon are, 

however, the strong shearing to which the rocks have been subjected, 

and the almost invariable presence of a certain amount of Injected 

material whloh has been Introduced as part of the process of 

regional Injeotlon* It Is evident that any thermal metamorphism 

to whloh the rooks have been subjected osnnot have been of high 

grade* The alteration, whloh hae been described above, Is of 

restricted occurrence, being largely confined to the rooks of tho 

typos specified* Psammltlc end quartsItle rooks frequently show 

no signs of having bean altered In any way by the effects of 

thermal netsmorphlsm, even whan In actual oontaot with the tonalite*

There le evidence, locally, whleh suggests that metasomatle 

alteration has occurred on a limited scale, Quartsltle and 

psammltlo rooks appear to be most susceptible to alteration by 

this process* In these rooks, a certain amount of materiel, 

whleh has finally crystallised es blotlte end feldspar, appears 

to have been Introduced. This phenomenon occurs only sporadically 

at the tonalite contact, and never extends more than three or 

four yards Into the country roots* A few quartso»feldspathle 

stringers appear to bo unsbeared In the Immediate vicinity of the



tonalite, and these may also represent materiel whloh has migrated 

Into the country rook from the tonalite#

Another phenomenon occurs, which while giving no evidence of 

being due to metasomatism, does seam to be due to the introduction 

of granitic materiel from the complex Into the oountry rook# Fine' 

veins, usually no more than a quarter of an Inch thick, are common 

In the oountry rook near the tonalite, and deerease in number with 

increasing distance from the oontaot# These veins are granitic in 

nature, but are net associated with any alteration of the surround* 

Ing rook# The occurrence of these veins is controlled by the

structural discontinuities in the oountry rooks • they follow. ■
structures such ss shear planes, the margins of sheared masses, 

and bedding planes# (Pistes 20 and 21)#

When they smrrouad sheared masses, the granitio material 

seems to form a sparse matrix, containing fragments of sheared 

rook# Thloker, ooarse*grained velnlcts also ocour, which consist 

largely of quarts and feldspar. These ere of a very Irregular 

nature, and may inject the oountry rook, locally oauslng small 

scale fragmentation* These veins may transgress, or follow the 

structures in the country rook, and also form a matrix to sheared 

fragments of oountry rock in some areas# They differ in mode 

of occurrence and in appearance, from the quarto*feldspathlo 

stringers associated with the regional injection of the oountry 

rocks#

The material which forms both types of velnlet may be 

Identical with that forming the granitic veins, whloh are so 

abundant In the outer tonalite# It has been noted that many of
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the latter extend into the oountry rook* but these veins are never 

so numerous in the oountry rook as in the adjoining tonalite* and 

the majority obviously terminate in the oontaot sone* Some can 

be seen to divide into Irregular veinlets before they die outj 

many tend to follow the foliation planes in the oountry rook* It 

seems possible* therefore* that the enastomlslng veinlets whloh 

often permeate the structures in the oontaot sone of the oountry 

rooks* may represent the ultimate limits of many of the granitic 

veins in ths oomplex* Owing to incomplete exposures* this relation 

between the different veins could not be directly substantiated*

In the actual contact sone itself* and at greater distance 

from the oomplex* there is evidence of widespread deformation which 

is apparently due to forces associated with the origin of the 

complex* This deformation is considered as a separate study in the 

following chapters*

(ill) Shearing*

In the areas of country rook adjoining the oomplex* evidence 

that the rocks have been deformed by sheering forees is more wide

spread than elsewhere*

The oontaot with tonalite is often accompanied by a parallel 

sone in whloh the oountry rook has been deformed by strong sheering

> forces* This sone is not invariably developed* but may be up to 

one hundred yards wide in some areas* (Plats 18)*

Ths areas of strongest shearing tend to lie within a sone 

whloh adjoins the oomplex* and whloh is approximately hulf a mile 

to three quarters of a mile wide* Within this sone* there is a



Plate 19, Uniformly foliated psammltlo schists, three quarters of 
a mile from the western margin of the complex. Contrast with 
Plate 18,

Plate 20, sheared psanmltlo schist, fifty yards from the northern 
margin of the complex, The sohlst has been broken into rounded 
bloeks (Ps,) whloh are set in a granltio matrix (Gr,) The oontaot 
with the tonalite lies to the right and trends approximately at 
right angles to the shaft of the hammer.



general decrease In the occurrence of Cigna of shearing deformation 

with Increasing distance from tha contact with tonalIt•• (Plata 19)* 

Tha outer limit of this sone Is not sharply defined* Sheared 

rooks do 11a at greater distances from the oomplex* but are of 

▼ary localised occurrence* In some Instances* these outlying 

rooks appear to have bean deformed by forces unrelated to the 

complex*

Different rock types can be seen to have reacted to the 

shearing forces In different ways* Bands of hard rock have broken 

Into small fragments* which are aligned In the softer surrounding 

rooks* the distribution of the fragments still Indicating the 

original position of the beds* These fragments are angular when 

shearing has been elicit* but with more Intense deformation* they 

beoome lens-like In shape* (Plate 20)* This tendency for a 

harder band to break Into lens-shaped fragments* Is well seen when 

beds of quartclte have alternated with beds of psammltlc schist* 

P8ammltlo lenses* In turn* ooour In a semi-pelltlo matrix In many 

areas* Massive rocks have either been deformed uniformly through

out* as In the case of pelitio recks In which the foliation has 

beoome bnpersistent and now defines lens-shaped areas* or hare 

remained largely unaltered* as In the ease of thick beds of 

quartclte In which shearing movements have been confined to re

stricted planes (Plate 21)*

The extent of shearing deformation In Injection gneiss Is 

difficult to determine* In some areas* rocks with a foliation 

which trends parallel to the toralite contact* appear to be 

unaltered* In other oases* rooks with the foliation striking
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obliquely to the oontaot show evidence of shearing movements on 

clearly defined planes*

The field evidence Indicates that the country rooks have not 

been uniformly affected by shearing forces* Strongly deformed 

rooks generally occur In restricted areas* within these areas* 

rooks of all types have been much deformed* These areas are of 

very Irregular shape and distribution, and cannot be linked In a 

recognisable pattern* They may be many yards In extent* Between 

areas where shearing has been Intense* considerably larger areas 

of relatively undeformed rook occur. In whloh shearing deformation 

has been largely confined to restricted planes* Study of the 

distribution of the rock of different types In adjoining areas 

where deformation has been slight* Indicates that lithological 

boundaries In one area do not persist In the other* end suggests 

that the ocuntry rook may have been divided Into large masses* 

bounded by arose of strong shearing* The dimensions of these 

messes range up to a hundred yards or more*

The strike of strongly deformed rooks tends to bo parallel to 

the tonalite oanteet when In the vicinity of that contact* but with 

Increasing distance from the oomplex* the parallelism becomes lose 

exact* In general* shearing movements mainly appear to have taken 

place parallel to the direction of the prevailing strike of the 

eountry rooks* The dlreotlon of movement In the areea of strong 

deformation Is difficult to establish* The absence of signs of 

horlsontel "dragging* and "crowding** and the Impersletence of 

lithological boundaries 1* the horlsontel plane* suggests that the 

movement has probably bean mainly vertical* Mo linear structure la



Pl»te21® Folded psanmitie and semi~pelitle schists, a quarter 
of a mile from the north-west margin of the complex* The axes 
of the small folds are approximately vertical* The folds are out 
by shear planes which are approximately parallel to the margin ef 
the complex* Thin granitic veins occur on these planes*

Plate 22* An inclusion of psanmitie and seml-pelltic schists in 
the tonalite near the northern margin of the complex* The rocks 
in the inclusion have been strongly sheared and are out by / 
Irregular tongues of tonalite (T)*
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visible to support this conclusion (note the results of the petro

fabric study however, page 6l) and study of vertical rook faoes Is 

unrewarding, In view of the tendenoy for the planes of movemsaat to 

be oriented parallel to the foliation of the schists and gneisses*

When the strike of the country rooks lc oblique to the tonallte 

oontaot, localised shear planes are particularly noticeable. These 

planes appear as thin bands of fine-grained rook, under a quarter 

of an inch wide which normally extend over many yards, and may be 

straight or sinuous. The foliation of the surrounding rock Is 

deflected In opposite directions at the opposite margins of these 

planes. The tendenoy for small veins of a granitic nature to 

follow these planes near the tonallte contact, has already been 

mentioned (Plate 21), In general, the shear planes dip steeply, 

and only two flat-lying shear planes were observed near tha complex.

The orientation of the isolated shear planes was noted ir. the 

field, and it was found that within half a mile of the complex they 

tend to be parallel to the nearest tonallte contact, Thera are 

some deviations from parallelism, but, generally, at least three- 

quarters of the total number of shear planee are oriented approxi

mately parallel to the contact, A few of the shear planes which 

trend obliquely to the margin of the oomplex seem to belong to 

systems which oocur throughout the country rook. Irrespective of 

proximity to the complex. The number of oseee of parallelism to 

the tonallte oontaot would probably he increased If aocount could 

be taken of all the shear planes whloh are parallel the foliation 

of the country rooks, as sueh planes tend to be Inconspicuous, and 

probably have been overlooked In many Instances,
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From the Isolatod ahoar planas, unlike the area* of general 

deformation, It la possible to determine the relative movement on 

either side of the shear plane, either by the "dragging" of the 

beds, or by the dlsplaoement of distinctive bands* The dlreotlon 

and amount of movement are normally determinable only In the 

horlsontel plane* In the vertical plane, the steep dip of the 

sheer planes is so nearly parallel to that of the foliation In 

most exposures, that satisfactory observation of movement la 

Impossible* The extent of the horlsontel movement a on these 

planes does not appear to have been large*

Examination of the movements Indicates that In the northern 

areas easterly and veaterly horlsontel movements are equally 

oowenon* In the weetern oontaot areas the north-west blook 

(remote from the oomplex} has tended to move north-east. In 

the eastern oonteet areas, the more remote block has also tended 

to move to the north* In the north, a few observations were 

made of vertical movements, whloh Indicate that the northern blook 

(remote from the oomplex) has moved relatively upwards, seven 

times, downwards once* The two flat-lying shear planes also 

ooour In the northern oontaot areas, and on both fef these planes 

the relative movement of the lower blook has been outwards from 

the oomplex*

(lv) Small-Scale folding*

The amplitude of the folds under consideration ranges from 

a few lnohes to several yards*(Plate 21), Close to the oonteet 

between oountry rook and tonalite, suoh folds are very abundant, 

and locally the oountry rook haa a oontortad appearanoa. Thoaa
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areas of interae folding often ooour near areas of strong shearing,
a

and. In some instances, small folds appear to lead Into shear 

planes* Small folds may be out by shear planes, and some sheared 

fragments are folded* Folds of the slse under oonslderatlon ooour 

throughout the country rooks, and are not confined solely to the 

areas adjoining the complex, but very small folds appear to be more 

seamen close to the complex than elsewhere*

The fold axial planes. In the areas of country rook immediate

ly adjoining the tonalite contact, are oriented in approximate 

parallelism to that oontaot* For example. In an area of a quarter 

of a mile radius adjoining the western tonalite oontaot, the 

orientation of thirty steeply dipping fold axial planes was re

corded, All were found to differ in strike by less than ten 

degrees from the strike of the nearby tonalite oontaot* The 

parallelism Is less perfect In other areas, partly beoause the fold 

axial planes often tend to be oriented at right angles to the nearest 

tonalite oontaot (Plate 2l)j or to be parallel to the foliation of 

the surrounding rook* Generally, approximate parallelism prevails* 

This parallelism becomes less noticeable with Increasing distance 

from the tonalite contact, and, as with the shear planes, seems to 

be largely confined to a sone half a mile wide adjoining the com

plex* All smell folds within this sons have steeply dipping axial 

planes, and have axes which are either vertical or plunge at angles 

of greater than 60° to the south* Outside this sone, small scale 

folding Is still visible, and may locally be common* Axial 

planes In some instances can be related to major structures, and 

other trends which are apparently unrelated to the complex are
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discernible. These Include a series of folds. In the rooks to 

the west of the complex, which have sub-horisontal axes.

(v) ■general Structural Trends in the Country ocks adjoining the

The structural trends in the country rocks are indicated by 

the orientation of the foliation, whloh follows the original 

bedding, and also by the distribution of rocks of differing litho* 

logy. Complicating factors include the frequent occurrence of 

areas where the foliation shows little constancy in trend, and the 

virtual absence of bands of rook of a distinctive nature. Some 

distinctive horlsons were found, however, and, more than any other 

feature, they provide the key to the structure of the country rooks, 

ghfortunately, these distinctive bands rarely persist for distances 

of more than half a mile.

The traverses into the country rook rarely extended more than 

one and a half miles from the complex. In consequence, only a 

general indication was obtained of the trend of the structures in 

the rooks whloh do not appear to have been disturbed by the forma* 

tlon of the complex.

The country rook actually in oontaot with tonallte is usually 

foliated parallel to this contact, and to the foliation in the 

tonallte* The dip of the foliation in the oountry rook, in con* 

sequence, is usually steeply inwards towards the centre of the 

complex. In same areas, where shearing has been intense, the 

foliation of the oountry rook is, in part, of secondary origin * 

the direction of shearing now determining the orientation of the

atruotur* (Plat* 18). Fluotuatlona of thirty dagraaa or
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more In the strike of the foliation are oommon In the oountry rooks 

at the oontaot , however, and In some Instances, the foliation of 

the oountry rook In oontaot with tonalite strikes at right angles 

to the junction. The rooks with these unusual trends are never 

strongly sheared. Small folds may also be found In the aotual 

oontaot rooks.

In general, within halt a mile of the oomplex, the foliation 

of the oountry rook shows a marked tendeney to be oriented parallel 

to the nearest oontaot with the rooks of the oomplex, even In the 

areas In the north where the oontaot transgresses the dlreotlon of 

the regional strike In the country rooks. Considerable variations 

ooour, however, and In some areas the foliation Is very variable In

trend.

In the rooks within half a mile of the complex, large soale 

structures are normally lacking, but, occasionally large folds oan 

be discerned In the rooks. Large soale struotures visible In the 

rooks remote from the oomplex, are usually defleoted Into parallel* <

Ism with the oontaot within half a mile of the complex, and oannet 

be traced further (Fig. 9). The small soale struotures are often 

of a very confused nature, although, as has been lndloated, the 

orientation of the folds appears to be related to the attitude of 

the nearest oontaot with the tonalite. Xn this sone, half a mile 

In width, llthologloal boundaries often tend to run parallel to the contac1

for a few hundred yardsf, but »the. lithology. usually appears to vary In a

dlreotlon parallel to the tonalite oontaot. Thus, In the eastern 

ocntaot areas, muoh quart site adjoins the oomplex for up to two 

miles north of the River Carnoeh, while to the north, quartslte Is



largely lacking, and the rooks are dominantly psammltc sohlstc. 

Smaller soale examples of this phenomenon ooour elsewhere, parti

cularly in the rooks immediately west of the Strontien River*

This is one of the areas where the country rook ooours in large 

Irregular masses of differing lithology, bounded by sones of strong 

shearing.

The parallelism between the trend of the structures and the/ I
margin of the oomplex, extends much further into the country rooks 

on the east and west margins of the oomplex, than in the areas to 

the north. As the Geological Survey report (MacGregor and Kennedy 

1932) indicates that the regional structural trend In the country
4 *

rooks is north-south, no great signifioanco oan be attached to this 

correspondence. The presence of the injection oomplex in the north. 

Is an additional factor coaq>llcatlng the structural relationships.

Outside the sene of deformed rock, adjoining the complex, 

large soale structures prevail. In the oountry rocks to the west 

and north-west of the complex, the dominant structure is a large 

fold, with a vertical axle, and an axial plane whloh trends roughly 

parallel to the western margin of the complex. The eastern limb 

of this fold extends into the western contact region of the oomplex, 

and is there oonciderebly deflected end disturbed. Only limited 

information was obtained on the western continuation of this fold. 

Within this fold, a major lithological division Is visible, as was 

noted earlier (Page 99) - a belt of considerably injected pelltie 

rocks, lying between two bands largely composed of psanmitie rocks. 

The boundaries of this division become obscure near the complex.
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Near the north-west margin of the oostplex the eastern limb of the
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fold extend* to within a quarter of a mile of the oomplex, with 

no defleetion in trend* A further pelitio belt of eonslderable 

thioknesa oooure in thia area*

North-eastwards from this fold, the western margin of the 

injection gneiss is visible, but, as has been explained, this 

margin lc net a satIsfactory structural horlson* To the north 

between the western limit of the injection gneiss and the northern 

continuation of the large fold, the prevailing trend of the folia

tion is north-east south-west*

Mapping structarea within the injection gneiss Is e mors 

difficult task than in the other roeke* In uninjected rooks, the 

foliation and lithology provide a key to the structure, if it is 

assumed that the foliation originally followed a uniform trend, end 

that beds or a particular type of roek originally persisted for 

considerable distances parallel to the strike* In the gneiss 

suoh assumptions oannet be made* The production of injection 

gneiss seems to have been aoocmpanled by the oomplete recryetalll- 

setion of the original rook and, in ooneequenoe, the original 

structures may have been obliterated while the development of a 

roek of a particular type (e*g* augen gneiss) need not neeessarlly 

correspond with an original lithologloel division* Therefore caution 

must be exercised in Interpreting the struotures in the gneiss*

Much of the gneiss has a foliation with a very variable trend, 

although uniformly foliated areas ooour and the lithological 

boundaries and the foliation, do show a tendenoy to be parallel to

the boundary of the complex*



Sr«e of the feature* of the rooke whloh ooour at the eastern 

margin of the complex, hare been mentioned already. Struotures 

apparently trend parallel to the boundary of the complex throughout 

moot of the area between the complex and the Injeotlon gneiss, 

though at least one fold of considerable magnitude occurs* The 

llthologloal discontinuity In this area, whloh has been mentioned 

(Page 109) suggests, however, that the apparent structural uniform* 

Ity may be misleading.

K comparison of the rooks within this sone, adjoining the 

oomplea^ and half a mile in widths with the surrounding rooks , 

therefore discloses several structural differences* Not only do 

the rooka adjoining the oomplex tend to be more strongly sheared 

and folded, but as a whole, they have more 0 on fused struotures then 

the surrounding rooks. Large soale struotures are absent and 

llthologloal boundaries are lmperslstent In the vicinity of tho 

complex* Throughout tho rooks near tho complex there Is a tendency 

for struotures of all types to bo parallel to tho boundary between 

tho rooks of tho ooaplex and ths oountry rooks.

Mention may bo made hero, of tho examination of tho country 

rooks south of Looh Sunart. This examination was eonfined to tho 

rooks In tho Immediate vlolnlty of tho oontaot with tonalite. Tho 

struotures In those rooks shew no difference from the struotures in

the similarly situated rooks north of Looh Sunart. No Information 

was obtained on the structures In the oountry rook In oontaot with 

granedlorite or biotlte granite.
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-LYe-^LVATlOM AND INTERPRETATION OF THE W1DJMCS

Tho study of the structures whloh ere visible In a oomplex

of granltlo rooks end In the surrounding areas of oountry rook.

and whloh appear to be contemporary In origin with this complex.

should. Ideally, be preceded by a detailed petrological examination

of the rooks, as otherwise. It Is Impossible to Interpret the

structures satisfactorily, and without ambiguity (o.f. page 9 )•

The same structures oan be Inferred to have been formed In

different ways, depending on the particular process by whloh the

rooks of the complex are thought to have been formed, and the

atruotural evidence, by itself, does not enable the nature of thia 
a

process to be comprehended. In consequence, beforo/struotural
the mode of

Interpretation can bo made./fonavion of the rooks of the complex 

must be established.

The most satisfactory method of achieving this end. would 

be. as stated above, by means of a detailed petrological examina

tion of the rocks. In the present instance, as such a detailed 

examination was not carried out. the nature of the rock-forming 

process which operated at 6trontiant cannot be inferred with as 

groat a degree of certainty aa would otherwise be possible. A 

certain amount of evidence is available, however, whloh enables 

some estimate to be made of the probable nature of the prooess 

by which tho granitic rocks were formed. This evidence Is reviewed 

as a preliminary to the evaluation the structural data.



1. DISCUSSION OF MB NATURE OF THIS ROCK*FOKMING PROCESS,

It it generally accepted that granitic oamplefcwhloh are 

distinctly separated from the surrounding rocks* and which ooour as 

coherent units in the earth's orust* have been formed by the Intro* 

duotlon of material at that point in the crust* There Is consider* 

able difference of opinion* however, concerning the nature, amount 

and physical state of the introduced material* This controversy 

resolves itself essentially into a dlsousslan of whether the rooks 

have been formed by some process of transformation of previously 

existing rooks* or whether they have been formed by the intrusion 

of a magna, with the Introduction of the new material in a fluid 

state on a large scale* and the physloal displacement of the 

previously existing rooks*

The authors of the Geological Survey report describe the oom* 

plex as being of Igneous origin (MacGregor and Kennedy* 1932) and 

the evidence obtained in the present enquiry* while not conclusive* 

supports this viewpoint more than any other* Most of this evidence 

is of suoh a nature* that it doea not militate direotly against a
•t «•

theory that the rooks have been formed by a process of transformation 

and some of the evidence would actually seem to lend positive 

support to this theory* There are* however* eertaln phenomena 

which oan be explained much more satlsfaotorlly if it is assumed 

that the rooks have been formed by magmatio intrusion* The 

limited pstrologiosl examination* and the study of the contacts* 

provide the information whloh appears to be of greatest signlfloanoe 

in the present content* The critical evidence is listed below*
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Once wore, attention Is eonfined largely to the tonalite 

and granodiorlte, but brief mention Is made of the evidence which 

indicates the mode of origin of the biotlte granite and the 

granitic veins*

Tonalite*

The observations,whloh lend direct support to the hypothesis 

that this rook is of Igneous origin, and are difficult to explain 

on the basis that the rock is of metasomatle origin, are as

follows <•

(1) The Moine oountry rooks and the tonalite are structurally 

and petrologloally distinct*

(11) The oomplex seems to have served as a focus for the 

disruption of the Moine schists and gneisses*

(ill) The outer oontaot of the tonalite is generally sharp, only 

being gradational over a limited range when the country 

rooks ere of a type whloh would appear most likely to be 

assimilated by a magma*

(iv) The major lrregularltlee in the tonslite-country rock 

contaot could be interpreted ae having been produced by 

magnetic stoping. The rock, whloh forms the contactc

where these irregularities occur, is of a type whloh would 

be expected to yield to megmatlo pressure by brittle 

fraoturc* Smooth contacts, on the other hand, occur 

against rooks, which from their nature, would be expected 

to yield to magmatic pressure by plastic deformation*



(▼) The ocoeslonel occurrence of the coarser of the two 

contact modifications of the tonalite at tho outer 

contact, and the relations observed at the sharp contact a 

between these two modification*, suggest that a chilled
i

marginal shell has been fractured, and locally replaced, 

by a later surge of magma,

(vl) The occasional occurrence of snail inclusions la close

pecked aggregates separated by tongues ef tonalite, suggests 

that large inclusions have been split into fragments as 

a result ef veininr by tonalite magma, The sharp, planar 

contacts between sone of the Fine-grained basic inclusions 

in tonalite, also suggests that these Inclusions originally 

wars solid bodies in s fluid matrix*

(vii) The petrological examination o the tonalite, in ee ^ar 

as it was completed, supports the hypothesis that this 

rook is of igneous origin.

In addition, the following evidence, while not directly supp* 

orting the hype thesis that the tonalite la of igneous origin, does 

so indirectly by suggesting that metssooatlc origin is unlikelyi»

(vtii) The ^oine country rocks show little evidence of meta

somatic alteration in the vicinity of the contact with 

tonalite,

(lx) If the tonalite has been produced by the metasomstic

alteration of rocks similar to the Veins schists and

gneisses adjoining the outer oontaot, then this precess

must haw been capable of altering a very varied 
$ ■

assemblage of rooks into a unifern final product,

' ■ •... . ..
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(z) The process of alteration must have been capable of being 

nearly fully effective without any appreciable Intermediate

steps*

(zl) If a metasomatic origin for the tonallte is postulated*

then Inclusions of Molne schist and gneiss in the tonallte* 

by analogy with the outer contact* would be expected to
'•I

have a wide sone of modified tonallte surrounding them*

Porphyrltic ranodlorlte*

The arguments whloh support the suggestion that the granodlor* 

Ite is of igneous origin* are less comprehensive than in the case 

of the tonallte* of the points ennumerated above* (vi)* (vii) and 

(«1) would seem to be applicable to the ^ranodlorlte* Wile the 

gradational nature of much of the tonelite-granodlorlte contact 

might be Interpreted as indicating that the granodiorite Is 

metasomatlo In origin* the relation at the north-western contact 

between these two rooks would appear to oontradlet this view* The 

structural relations in this region suggest that this was originally 

a contact between magma and solid roek* (Pigs. 3 and 9)*

Granitic Veins*

The majority of the granitic veins* which cut all the mein 

units of the complex* quite clearly seem to be of igneous origin*

The oritloal evidence in this case* is that whloh indicates that 

dilation has occurred on the fractures now occupied by these velne* 

This expansion is made evident by the displacement of originally 

continuous struotures on opposite sides of the vein* The sharp 

contacts of the veins is further evidence supporting the viewpoint 

that they are o igneous origin*
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Biotlte Granite*

It teems highly probable that the biotlte granite has also 

formed by the consolidation of a magma* The bodies of this rook 

display sharp contacts against all types of surrounding rook and
I

do not vary In composition In harmony with the variation In corn* 

position of these rocks* The similarity In composition of many 

of the granitic veins to the biotlte granite would also seem to be 

erldenoe supporting the hypothesis that the latter Is of Igneous 

origin*

On the basis of the evidence which has been outlined above. It 

Is suggested that the three main units of the oomplex and the 

granltlo veins have consolidated from Intruded magma* There are 

certain arguments whloh could be put forward against this suggestion, 

notably the absence of any marked thermal aureole In the eountry 

rocks surrounding the complex, but, when considered as a whole, the 

evidence seems to offer more support to the viewpoint that the 

rooks are of Igneous origin than to any other hypothesis* On the 

basis of this assumption an attempt oan be made to Interpret the 

more purely structural data*

The texture of the granltlo rocks, and the geological history 

of the areas suggests that the rooks are purely Intrusive In nature.

and have not been accompanied by an extrusive phase*
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2. MODE GF INTRUSION OF MA,

The assumption that the rooks of tho Strontlan oomplex are 

of Igneous origin, necessitates that further assumptions be made, 

before a complete explanation of the prooess of formation of the 

oomplex oan be presented* Firstly, It must be assusied that magma 

formed, or was available, at some level In the earth*s orust.

It Is also necessary to assume that this magma moved to the level 

now exposed at the surfaes before being finally emplaced In the 

position now occupied by the rooks of the oomplex, as there Is no 

evidence to suggest that magma was generated In situ at this level 

during the formation of the oomplex. The full nature of the 

formative process oannot be Inferred with certainty from a study 

of the structures alone, end the evidence obtained In the present 

enquiry would seem to be of significance only In enabling some 

estimate to be made of the probable mode of Intrusion of magma. 

Further discussion 1s therefore largely confined to a consider

ation of this problem.

The Intrusion of magma must be accompanied by the displacement 

of previously existing rooks, and, with any Intrusive rook, dis

cussion of the Intrusive mechanism resolves Itself largely Into a 

discussion of the means whereby the oountry rooks have been dis

placed, Four methods whereby magma could be emplaoed are consider 

ed, those being the methods which appear to have the widest accept

ance in current geologioal thought, (e,g, King, 1964, Billings 1942 

pp,H94—6),
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(1) Intrusion by means of piecemeal a toping.

(11) Block subsidence of a large portion of the orust permitting 

Intrusion around, and above, the subsiding mass.

(Ill) Intrusion Into areas of tension produced by erogenic 

foroes. ("Permissive Intrusion” Mayo 1941).

(iv) Forcible Intrusion.

The possibility that the Intrusive mechanism may be oomplex in 

nature. Involving two or more of the above processes. Is not ex* 

eluded, but each process Is first considered separately.

In view of the different composition of the main components of 

the Strontlan oomplex, It would seem necessary to postulate that 

magma of different composition was Intruded at different stages In 

the evolution of the complex. The gradational nature of much of 

the oontaot between tonallte and granodlorlte, and the parallelism 

of the orientation of the structures In the gradational sone with 

the structure In the rocks on either side suggests, however, that 

the Intrusion of tonallte magma and granodlorlte magma was roughly 

contemporary. The wide extent of the gradational oontaot between
e

these rocks would seem to Indicate, that, for the most pert, tonallte 

magma had met completely consolidated when the granodlorlte magma 

was Intruded. The relations at the north-west contact between 

these rooks, suggests, however, that local consolidation of the 

tonallte magma had occurred before the final intrusion of the 

granodlorlte magma was completed. As a working hypothesis, it Is 

assumed that these rocks have been Termed as the products of a single
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phase of the Intrusive activity, whloh possibly extended over a
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considerable period of tine*

Only the node of intrusion of the tonalite and granodlorite 

magma la considered in any detail. Despite the ineonplete nature 

of the study of these rooks, an attempt is made to determine how 

magma to form the entire mass of tonalite and granodlorite could 

have been empleeed* The mode of intrusion of the biotlte granite 

magma la considered briefly at the end of this section* The 

process Involved In the formation of the granltlo veins appears 

to be straightforward • the filling of open fissures by granltlo 

magma,following the consolidation of the surrounding rocks, and Is 

not considered further, although the orientation of theeo fissures 

Is of significance In considering the meohanlsm of Intrusion of 

the other rooks*

(i) Mode of Intrusion of the Tonalite and Cranpdlorlte Magmas* .

The pattern followed In the presentation of the evidence Is 

adopted once more In the present discussion, points whloh appear 

to lend support to, or militate against, any of the four hypotheses 

under consideration, being discussed as they arise*

(a) Contaot Relations* The evidence obtained In the study of the 

oontaot between the tonalite and the granodlorite Is mainly of 

significance In establishing that these rooks are probably of 

Igneous origin* The relations at this oontaot have also been 

discussed above,In order to justify the decision to treat the 

tonalite and granodlorite as a single unit In the following disease Ion. 

Apart from these considerations, some of the evidence exposed at the 

tonallte<»granodlorite contact Is of direct significance In the present

context*
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Many of the observations at the tonallte-country rook oontaot 

would aeon to indicate that snail soale stoplng had occurred* It 

appears unlikely that spaoe for the Intrusion of the tonalite and 

granodlorlte magmas could have been orested solely by auoh stoping 

however, as the evidence suggests this process operated on only a 

small scale* The masses of country rook, whloh are partially 

detached by tongues of tonalite at the outer contact, are of oom* 

paratively Infrequent occurrence, and while Inclusions of country 

rock are not rare In the tonalite and granodlorlte, they never 

occur In the numbers whloh would be expected to accompany wide* 

spread stoping activity* It could be postulated that storing 

ceased a considerable time before consolidation took place, and that 

ell the fragments of oountry rock had time to settle or ascend 

In the magma, before It became too viscous to permit such movements* 

The occurrence of partially detached masses of country rook, and 

the relation between the trend of the outer contact and the shape 

of the strlp*llke Inclusion In the north*cast of the complex (Page 27), 

suggests, however, that stoping continued until overtaken by the 

consolidation of the magma*

In addition to suggesting that the tonalite and granodlorlte 

are roughly contemporary In age, the gradational nature of much 

of the contact between these two rooks excludes the possibility that 

space could have bean created for the granodlorlte magma by means 

of piecemeal stoping of tonalite* Limited s toping could have 

occurred at this oontaot In the north-west, but would seem to be 

unlikely In view of the lack of supporting evidence*



The macs of tons11to and granodlorlte would appear to be 

funnel-shaped If It la assumed that the attitude of the outer 

oontaot of the tonallte doea not change with depth* The Internal 

struotures suggest, however, that the northern portion of the corn- 

plex may be trough-shaped, a postulate whloh la dlaoussed more 

fully In the next section* Whether the mass of tonallte and 

granodlorlte Is assumed to be funnel-shaped or trough-shaped. It 

Is difficult to visualise how Intrusion oould have been effected 

by means of large scale subsidence of the country rooks* Cauldron 

subsidence on an arcuate fracture Is dearly exoluded, and If sub- 

sldenoe has occurred, then It is necessary to postulate that It 

has been accompanied by widespread deformation, with oomplete 

change of shape of the subsiding mass*

The elongation of the mass of ton®lie and granodlorlte In 

the direction of the regional strike of the oountry rooks, may Indi

cate that Intrusion was effected under the control of orogenle

foroes to some extent*

(b) Folin;Ion and Lincation

The possibility that these struotures post-date the formation 

of the rocks of the omplex can be readily dismissed* 'Evidence 

of particular significance In this context Includes the observations 

whloh Indicate that the crystals In many of the granitic veins are 

oriented Independently of the crystals in the surrounding roek, 

and It Is difficult to visualise how bodies suoh as the lens-shaped

baslo Inclusions could be oriented In a solid medium* As these

123.
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ineluslons define the seme structures ae the orystsls in the 

surrounding rook, It seems necessary to postulate that the oryetel 

orientation was imposed when some of the rock-forming material was 

In a fluid state, and also, that all of the oriented elements have 

been aligned in response to the same forees. In the areas where 

both a planar and a linear structure are developed, both struotures 

must be assumed to have a oomron mode of origin, as the llneatlon 

always lies within the foliation plane.

The possibility that the struotures defined by the oriented 

elements are rallot struotures has already been considered, and haa 

been exoluded by assuming that the rooka of the oomplex are of Igneous 

origin. In further dlsoussion, the struotures are assumed to here 

been produced after crystallisation had ooanenoed, but before the 

final consolidation of the magma.

Interpreting the atrueturee on this basis, two possibilities 

exist. Tho foliation and llneatlon could have been produced by 

the movement of the magma during Intrusion. Alternatively, these 

struotures may be tho products of the defoarmtion of empleeed magma 

by forces whloh operated prior to final consolidation. In the 

first case, the foliation would be produced by the viscous drag 

at the walls of the magma ohambar, the llneatlon by the alignment 

of elongated elements in the direction of flow. In the second 

osee, both struotures would result from the distension of the magma, 

the foliation being produced by foroes whloh eoted at right angles 

to the struoture and produced uniform distension, ths llneatlon by 

foroee acting in the foliation plane and producing dietension In a 

particular direction. In some respeots, the meohanlsm by whloh
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•truoturss would be produced would then resemble the stretching 

of the skin of a balloon during inflation, when a portion of the 

skin Is weaker than the remainder and oan expand to a greater 

extent* However, the mechanism by which the structures are 

formed In a magma need not Involve the expansion of the magma 

ohamber as a whole,In a manner similar to the swelling of a 

balloon during Inflation, and expansion may have taken place only 

In certain directions and been accompanied by contraction In 

others*

Where only a planar structure is visible, It must be assumed 

that uniform distension of emplaced magma has occurred, as it is 

difficult to visualise how this structure could be produced by 

magmatic flow, unaccompanied by a linear structure* By whatever 

process the structures are formed, only the final orientation will 

be preserved, and earlier structures may have been obliterated*

The orientation of certain schlleren In the granodlorlte suggests 

that this. Indeed, may be the case * (Page 45)* The structures 

must be Interpreted with considerable reserve, therefore, as they 

may be the products of only the final stages of the process whereby 

magma was employed* As a linear structure la looking in the

greater part of the tonalite and granodlorlte|the Internal 

structures In these two rooks would appear to have been produced 

In response to forces which acted after Intrusion had taken plaoe, 

and only In those areas where both a planar and a linear structure 

are developed, la the Interpretation of these structures contro

versial* Farther discussion is restrioted, therefore, to a 

consideration of the structures In the central and northern portions
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of the area of tonallte and granodlorlte, whloh adjoins Loch Sunart, 

It Is probable that planar and linear structures, whloh are

Identloal In nature, oould be produced by either of the processes 

desorlbod above, and only a study of the general configuration and 

relations of these struotures would seen likely to be of assistance 

In determining their mode of origin. The struotures produced by 

distension would be expeoted to show marked uniformity In trend, 

and to be Intensified In the vicinity of resistant bodies, sueh as 

the Koine oountry rocks at the outer oontaot, or the large Inoluslons 

of applnite and oountry rock. Magnetic flow would also seen cap* 

able of producing struotures whloh would show considerable mi form* 

Ity In trend, but abrupt changes In trend and local fluctuations 

and deviations due to turbulence, would not be unexpected. It 

would be anticipated also, that struotures produced In this manner, 

would be Intensified only In the vicinity of statlo bodies, not In 

the vicinity of Inoluslons which were being traneported In the 

etrean of magma, Reviewing the pattern of the struotures In the 

areas of llneated rook, there would seen to be more support for tha 

hypothesis that the struotures In these areee have been formed by 

magmatio flow, than for the hypothesis that these structures have 

been formed by a process of distension. This leads to the eon* 

elusion that the foliation and llneetlon In the tonallte and 

granodlorlte are probably composite In origin, having been pro* 

duced mainly by the uniform distension of emplaced magma, but 

being the products of magaetio flow In a localised area In the 

north.

The relatione at the north-western tonalIte*granodlorlte 

oontaot suggests that, in this area, the tonallte behaved ee an
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essentially solid mass when the granodlorite magma was Intruded, 

causing the defleotion of the structures in the latter. At the 

eastern tonallte-granodlorlte oontaot, the relations suggest that 

the structures in the inner tonalite were formed at the same time, 

and in the same manner, as the struotures in the adjoining granod- 

lorlte, If It is assumed that the struotures throughout the 

granodlorite are of the same age, these relations imply that the 

struotures in the outer tonalite were formed before the atrueturee 

In the inner tonalite end in the granodlorite.

It le possible to distinguish two rether ill-defined areas 

in the northern part of the complex, in whloh the struotures appear 

to differ in mode of origin, structural pattern and age, and whloh 

are in part separated by a line of recognisable structural dis

continuity, (Fig, 9), One area consists of an outer shell of 

tonalite, oharaoterlaed by a steeply dipping foliation, with a 

looal llneatlon following the dlreotlon of dip of the foliation.

Thia surrounds an area of granodlorite and tonalite, characterised 

by a flat-lying foliation, and usually by a sub-horisontal llneatlon, 

striking 206°, The boundary of these areas corresponds with 

the tonsllte-rranodlorlte emitact in the west and north,where it is 

a recognisable line of structural discontinuity, but lies wholly 

within the tonalite in the east and la ill-defined.

However, despite the differences which have been outlined, 

it le impossible to divide the northern part of the oomplex into 

two distinct areas, within which It can be said that all of the 

structures appear to differ in age, mode of formation and overall 

pattern of orientation. While recognising that the structures
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ere locally of a distinctive nature, therefore, and that they are 

not all of the same age. It seems better to treat the structure* 

in the tonalite and granodlorlte aa a tingle unit in further dis

cussion.

Any hypothesis whloh Is put forward to explain the prooess 

by sfaleh tonalite and granodlorlte magmas could havebeen emplaoed, 

must also provide an explanation for the pattern of the foliation 

and lineatlon In these rooks* This implies that the intrusive 

mechanism involved the distension of much of the magma after 

emplacement had been effected, and also, local fxcw of magma In a 

sub-horltontal direction In the northern part of the complex*

It seems probable that the source of the magma lias in the 

south of the complex* Study of the general configuration of the 

struaturaa alao suggests that the process of emplacement ef the 

tonalite and granodlorlte magmas may have occurred in two stageej 

tonalite magma being intruded first, followed by the intrusion of 

further tonalite magma and granodlorlte magma as a unit* This 

later intrusion may have taken plaoe into the centre of tho mate 

of ma©na already emplaoed, and have Involved the distension of tho 

latter before consolidation was complete*

There are several features whloh ere difficult to explain 

If intrusion le assumed to have occurred in this way, however, 

notably the absenea in the aouthern pert of the oomplex of 

structures whloh appear to be due to magaatlo flow,and the apparently
i

sharp nature of the north-western oontaot between tonalite and 

granodlorlte* These anomalous featurea indloate that the empleee- 

ment of magma must have been effected by a more oomplex prooess than 

that outlined above*
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It is difficult to oarry tha Interpretation of the atruoturea 

any further* and the available evidence la lnsuf'loient for the 

full comprehension of the prooeaa by whloh the pattern of the 

atruoturea In the tonallte and granodlorlte was produced* It la 

possible to reaoh oertaln oonolualona from the etudy of the foliation 

and llneatlon In the tonallte and granodlorlte* however* without 

at the same tine* providing a detailed explanation of how theae 

atruoturea were formed* Theae oonolualona arei»

(1) The final emplacement of the tonallte and granodlorlte 

magmas would appear to have been a single prooeaa* 

accompanied* In Its later stages at least* by the uniform 

expansion of the magma chamber * Thia expansion may have 

been progressive* and If the marginal regions of the

tonallte had consolidated when the oore was still 

expanding* oould only be effected by rautare In the outer 

regions* Thia possibility la dieeassed more fully In a 

later section*

(11) Movement of magma by flow also seems to have occurred In 

the northern regions during the final stages of emplace*
I

ment* but <robably occurred at an earlier stage* shortly 

after the present northern oontaot between tonallte and 

oountry rook was formed* Movement was probably from 

south to north* and may also have been upwards In tha 

vlolnlty of the northern oontaot (of* pages 41-42 ).

(Ill) The planer structure * irrespective of ite mode of origin*

probably refloots the attitude of the nearest oontaot with
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tons11to and granodlorite would soon to bo roughly slokle* 

shaped «► with roots In tho south, and a tongue-like 

protuberance to tho north.

Thoso conclusions aro qualitative,and not quantitative 

in nature,and It is impossible to estimate tho extent of tho move

ments whloh are thought to have taken plaoo, and, therefore, whether 

the emplacement of magma was effected solely by means of these 

movements or not. With this reservation, the results of the 

study of the foliation and llneatlon oan be related directly to the 

four hypotheses under review.

It would appear that forcible intrusion of tonalite and 

granodlorite magmas has ocoured - though possibly only sn a limited 

soale in the final stage of emplacement, when the magma chamber 

seems to have expanded as a whole. The uniformity in trend of the 

foliation and llneatlon in the northern part of the complex, while 

not sufficient to justify the Interpretation of these structures as 

being the produots of the deformation of magma following intrusion, 

is suoh that it suggests intrusion may have been effected by means 

of a process which was under the control of the orogenlo foroes to

some extent. The Inferred shape of the mass also suggests possible
* \

external structural control.

(o) Other Internal Structures.

The characteristics of the tonalite veins and sones of fine

grained granodlorite can be best explained on a magaatlo basis if 

it Is assumed that thesestruotures represent fractures, which formed
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before the consolidation of the surrounding roolc wee completed, 

end which were filled by residual tonallte or granodlorlte magma.

In this way. the nature of the boundaries and Internal structures 

In most of the tonallte veins and cranedlorIte zones can be 

explained. In the neighbourhood of Eilean a1 Mhulrloh. however.

It seems neoessary to postulate,In addition,that some deformation 

of the surrounding rook occurred whan the tone of fine-grained 

granodlorlte was formed (pages 65-66). The precise nature of the 

mechanism whereby this particular tone was formed is obsoure.

It seams to be impossible to relate the orientation of these 

structures to the orientation of any of the other structures In the 

tonallte and granodlorlte. No pattern of orientation which pre

vails throughout the complex la visible.

These struotures would seem to be of significance when related 

to the conclusion, reached In the previous chapter, that expansion 

of the magma chamber ooourred as part of the process of Intrusion, 

and that this expansion might have been effected by fracture, if 

marginal consolidation had occurred. The tonalltlc veins and 

sones of fine-grained granodlorlte may then represent the fractures 

produced In a nearly solidified shell , by the intrusion of fresh 

magma In the centre of the complex. The distribution of the 

tonallte veins would seem to be of' particular significance In this 

context.

The most satisfactory way of Interpreting the struotures 

which resemble sheer planes, la to assume that they are eotual
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shear planes* It Is then possible to explain the occurrence of 

these struotures in a similar manner to the two structures which 

have just been considered* The distribution of these planes 

appears to be significant once again, as they are more common 

In the outer regions of the tonallte than elsewhere*

Study of the three types of structure grouped together In 

this chapter suggests, therefore, that forcible Intrusion of 

tonallte and ^ranodlorlte magmas occurred on at least a limited 

soale*

(d) Fracture systems*

The salient features which emerge from the study of the 

fracture systems, ares*

(1) The fraotures which clearly appear to be contemporary In 

origin with the complex • the vein-billed fractures, 

are markedly concentrated In the outer regions of the 

tonallte*

(11) The rein-filled fractures appear to conform to a pattern 

of orientation which shows considerable uniformity 

throughout the northern portion of the complex. The 

outstanding features of this pattern are the abundance 

of vertical fractures, particularly the fraotures 

striking roughly east»west, and the abundanoe of 

fraotures with a north or north*east strike and a moder* 

ate westerly dip* (Fig. 7m).

(Ill) There appears to be no simple relation between the

orientation of the planar and linear structures and the 
orientation of the fracture systems in the

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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tonalite and granodlorite.

(It) The pattern of joint ^orientation, both within the northern 

part of the complex, and in the earrounding areas of Moine 

country rooks appears to be a feature whloh shows consider

able uniformity over a large area. It seems probable 

that this pattern is related to the faulting within the 

area and is largely unrelated to the formation of the 

complex. Vertical joints with an east-south-east strike 

(116°/bo°), may be related to the formation of the complex, 

in part, as these joints are numerous, are commonly found 

to be parallel to the veins, and trend approximately at 

right anglee to the llneatlon in the inner tonalite and 

granodlorite.

Considering theee points in turns-

(l) The concentration of the vein-filled fractures in the 

marginal regions of the tonalite, would appear to be of 

significance in view of the discussion in the preceding 

chapters. The distribution of theee fractures would 

seem to be explicable in the same manner as the occurrence 

of the tonalltio veins. It seems necessary to assume 

that a whole series of open fractures was formed at 

different times, the first being filled by tonalltio 

ma&na, the later fractures bjr successive intrusions of 

magma of granodlorltlc on granltlo composition. The 

movements whloh have occurred on theee fractures, are 

of particular significance to the present discussion, but,
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as described earlier, it seems to be impossible to dis

cover any definite pattern tc which they conform, The 

extent of these movements is difficult to estimate*

While eaeh Individual movement is of limited extent, in 

aggregate they may represent a considerable displacement, 

Nevertheless, it seems improbable that spaee for the 

emplacement of the magna, whioh haa consolidated to 

form the inner tonallte and granodlorlte,could have been 

created solely by movements on the marginal fractures in 

the tonallte,

(li) The pettern of orientation of the vein-filled fractures 

at Strontian appeare to be explicable by none of the 

aooepted theorlee of fraoturing, and whllat possible 

explanations for thia pattern may be put forward, they 

must remain speculative, in view of the limited knowledge 

ef the meohanlsm by which such fractures can be produced.

It is difficult to explain the orientation of the 

vertleal and flat-lying fractures by the same mechanism, 

and as the field relations indicate that the veins are 

not of the same age, it appears probable that the 

meohanlsm whereby these fractures were produced la com

plex in nature, and that different stresses operated at 

different times, producing fraotures which differ in 

orientation. Unfortunately, it was impossible to 

correlate the orientation and the age of the veins.

In view of the evidence which suggests that expansion 

of the magma chamber haa occurred, and that this process
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has been In part responsible for the formation of the 

fraotures, an attempt can be made to Interpret the rein

filled fractures on this basis* The vertical fractures 

with a vein-filling would seem to vary In trend with the 

tonallte-oountry rook contact to some extent, but are 

usually oblique to this contaet (see pages 73-74 

and page 78)* These fraotures oould be Interpreted as 

compression fraotures, produced by the expansion of the 

magaa chamber, but If this interpretation Is correct, 

then the vein-filled material must have been Introduced 

after the compressive force had relaxed* The evidence 

providing support for this suggested mechanism Is rather 

Inconclusive, therefore, and it Is possible to explain 

the formation these fraotures in other ways* In 

particular, the possibility that these are cooling 

fraotures cannot be excluded from consideration*

The flat-lying fraotures with a vein-filling oould have 

been formed by a horlsontal stress acting In a north-west 

south-east direction, the horizontal stress In a north* 

east south-west direction being, at the same time, less 

than this stress, but greater than the vertical stress*

Two sets of flat-lying fraotures could be produced by 

these stresses, both striking north-east south-west, but 

one set dipping gently to the north-west, the other to 

south-east* (Anderson, 1951, pp,lD-ll)* If the flat- 

lying veins have been produced by the stresses accompany

ing the expansion of the mages ohsmber, therefore, it
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seams necessary to postulate that these stresses were 

mainly directed In a horlsontel dlreotlon. nearly at 

right angles to the length of the outcrop of the tonalite 

and granodlorite. and that by some means one of the two 

sets of fraotures whloh oould have ’ormed (the fractures 

dipping to the south-west) has been suppressed. It would 

be possible to aocount for the postulated dlreotlon of 

the greatest horlsontel stress If it is assumed that the 

expansion of the magma chamber took place when the stresses 

assoelated with the Caledonian orogenoy were still In 

operation, but there seems to be no obvious explanation 

for the suppression of the fractures dipping to the south* 

east.

(Ill) In the absence of a simple relation between the orientation 

of the different struotures. the meohanlsm Invoked by 

Cloos and his associates to explain the formation of the
i

struotures In complexes where a definite relation has been 

found, cannot be utilised to explain the formation of these 

structures In the Strontlan complex.

(lv) Irrespective of the means by whloh the linear struoture 

In the Inner tonalite and granodlorite was produoed. It 

seems probable that this structure lndloates the dlreotlon 

of tension when the rocks of the complexes were being 

'ormed. On this basis. It would be possible to Interpret 

the set of joints oriented 115o/t)0? as tension joints 

which have been formed over a large area of country. In 

response to the same stresses whloh produoed the linear
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structure in the northern part of the complex. This 

would imply that aimilqr stresses operated both during 

and after the consolidation of the magma. As noted 

already, it is possible that orogenlo forces influenced 

the orientation of the linear structure, and the joints 

in question may hare been formed under similar control.

If this interpretation Is oorrect. reins with a 

similar orientation would be expected to occur, haring 

been formed when rein*forming material was era liable.

Such reins do ooour. frequently in large numbers, parti* 

cularly in the east. (Flga.7g • k). It is noteworthy 

also, that reins with approximately the required trend 

predominate in the centre1 regions of the tonallte end 

granodlorlte. (Peges 75*76 )• To the north and west, 

in the contact areas, as already indicated (pages 73-74) 

the most abundant vertleal reins ohange In strike through 

east to north*cast. If these reins hare formed on 

tension fissures, then it must be assumed that the north* 

north-east direction of tension (026°) was locally 

deflected in these areas, into a direction more nearly at 

right angles to the outer contaot of the tonallte.

It appears, therefore, that the conclusions which can be 

reached from a study of the fracture systems are restricted in 

scope, as the mechanism of formation of the fractures Is obsoure.

Vihlle the distribution of the vein-filled fractures suggests once 

more that forolble intrusion has ooourred. it is difficult to
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establish that there Is a relation between the orientation of these 

fractures* and the expansion of the magma chamber which must be 

presumed to have occurred. Xt is particularly difficult to 

explain the vertical veins on this basis* and it seems necessary 

to assume that orogenle forees were acting when expansion occurred 

in order to account for the orientation of the flat-lying veins*

The orientation of certain of the vertical joints* and many 

of the vertloal veins, suggests that fraotures may have been pro* 

duoed by the same stresses as formed the lineatlon in the inner 

tonallte and granodiorlte* These aleo may have been the etreeeee 

associated with orogenic movements*

(e) Structures in the i olne Schists and Gneisses*

As stated earlier* if intrusion of magma le assumed to have 

occurred* then displacement of the previously existing rocks is 

implied* In coneequenoe* the study of the structures in the 

country rocke would be expected to be of more value in the deter* 

minatlon of the probable mode of Intrusion of the mapaa than the 

study of any of the struotures within the granitic rocks*

The Molne echlete and gneisses seem to have been profoundly 

disturbed within half a mile of the complex* In this sone* the 

evidence of strong shearing movements seems to suggest that large 

scale vertical displacement of the country rocke has accompanied 

the format ion of the complex* This movement seems to have 

occurred largely on planes which ere oriented parallel to the 

boundary of the complex* These movements seem to have been 

accompanied either by rupture or by plastic flow* depending on
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the nature of the rooks Involved. (Page 103 )• The distribution

of the areas where signs of strong sheering are visible suggests 

that these movements were greater and more widespread In the 

immediate vlolnlty of the oomplex, and that muoh of the displace* 

ment was piecemeal, with large masses of oountry rook moving as 

unite*

The eountry rooks also seem to have been dlsplaeed horison- 

tally In the vlolnlty of the oomplex by foroes dlreoted outward 

from the margin of the oomplex. (PlJg* 9 end pages 106-8)

Study of the atrueturee suggests that these horlsontel movements 

were of limited extent, and did not play an important part In 

ereatlng space for the rooks of the oomplex* . In partleular. If 

lateral crowding had oeeurred on a large eeale. It would be anti

cipated that an Intense foliation would be developed in the eountry 

rooks in the vlolnlty of the oomplex, end that this struoture 

would be rigidly oriented parallel to the oontaot between tonalite 

and eountry rook* Sub-horlsontal thrust planes, which, in 

certain circumstances, could be produoed by lateral pressure in 

the vicinity ef a granltlo oomplex, are also virtually laeklng in 

the oountry rooks*

It appears probable, therefore, that spaoe for the intrusion 

of magma was oreated mainly by strong vertleal foroes, eeoempanled 

by limited horlsontel pressure exerted outward by the magma* The 

exact meohanlsm by whloh the eountry rooks were displaced cannot 

be Inferred with certainty from the available evidence* Sub

sidence would appear to be unlikely. In view of the Inferred chape 

of the mass of tonalite and granodlorite, end, therefore. It seems
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probable that Intrusion was effected mainly by moans of the 

vertical uplift of tho country rooks* Although muoh of tho 

evidence, discussed In the preceding chapters, suggests that 

forolble Intrusion occurred, It teems unlikely that the vertleal 

displacement of the oountry rocks was caused solely by the 

pressure of the Invading magma. As stated earlier (pagelld ) 

there Is no evldsnoe available whioh suggests that Intrusion took 

place near the surfaoe. If magmatlo pressure were sufficient to 

lift what must be assumed to be a very considerable load. It would 

be anticipated that a pressure of similar magnitude would also 

act horizontally producing far more widespread evidence of lateral 

crowding than Is visible. In oonsequenoe. It oust be presumed 

that some other agency facilitated the vertical uplift. In view 

of the other evidence which suggests that the process of Intrusion 

may have been Influenced by orogenlo forces. It seems logical to 

oonslder the possibility that the uplift of the country rocks may 

have been due. In part, to the action of foroee associated with 

the Caledonian orogency.

If this hypothesis le to be substantiated, it would be 

neoessary to show that there le e relation between the shape and 

structures of the complex, and the regional structural pattern ef 

the oountry rooks. As noted already, the elongation and inferred 

shape of the mass of tonallte end granodlorlte, the orientation 

of the foliation and llneatlon, the relation of one of the sets of 

dominant joints to these structures end the orientation of the 

flat-lying veins In the northern part of the complex, ell suggest 

that the process of Intrusion may have been under the control of
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oregenlo forces.

Apert from this evidence, little Information was obtained In 

the present Investigation, which Is of value In Indicating whether 

or not the mass of tonallte and granodiorlte and the undisturbed 

countryrocks conform to a regional structural pattern. The only 

large soale structure which was recognised In the vicinity of the 

oomplex In the area north of Loch Sunart Is the large fold visible 

half a mile west of the complex (Fig.©). As Richey has shown 

that this fold extends far to the north beyond Loch Shlel (1935, 

page 65) It oannot be assumed that this structure was produced as 

part of the deformation attendant on the formation of the complex.

The eastern limb of this fold Is clearly truncated by the complex, 

and It Is apparent, therefore, that the complex Is not conformable 

to all the large scale struotures In the country rooks.

There Is little published Information on the struotures In 

the oountry rocks In the vicinity of the complex. It has been
I

suggested that a large Isoclinal fold lies to the east of the 

complex (Bailey and Maufe, 1916, p.85 and Harry, 1954, p.291). If 

a series of such folds exists, and If the shape of the mass of 

the tonallte and granodiorlte has been Inferred oorrectly, then It 

Is possible that this mass forms a phaoollth. Leeds1 (1962,pp.37«8)

has suggested that the Strontlan and Cluanlc complexes may have 

been Intruded near a line of structural discontinuity. This 

author suggests that low angles of dip prevail in the Molne sohlsts 

and gneisses to the east of this line, steep angles of dip to the 

west. However, In the vicinity of the Strontlan complex, the 

angles of dip appear to be steep for a considerable distance to the 

east.
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Consideration of all the available Information on the 

struotures In the Ifiolne oountry rooks is Ineonelusive therefore, 

and while it seems possible that there may be a relation between 

the formation of the mass of tonalite and granodlorite and the 

Caledonian orogeny, this oannot be fully substantiated. Sn parti* 

oular, this mass oannot be assumed to be a simple phaeolith, for 

while there la evidence whloh suggests that the tonalite and 

granodlorite magmas may have been Intruded Into the arch or the 

trough «f • fold In the eountry roeke, there le aleo a considerable 

body of evidence whloh Indicates that the oomplex transgresses and 

disrupts the struotures In the surrounding Moine eountry rooks*

(f) Concluding Remarks*

Reviewing the entire discussion on the mode of intrusion 

of the tonalite and granodlorite magmas, It appears that the 

available erldenoe Is Inadequate for the full comprehension of the 

Intrusive meehanlem* There Is s considerable body ef evidence 

whloh suggests that the emplacement of magma may have been 

effected largely by foroes associated with the Caledonian orogenoy, 

but it seems desirable to assume that forcible intrusion has 

oeeurred on at least a limited eosle. In order to explain many of 

the etruoturee In the tonalite end granodlorite* However, 

although the evidence Is very Incomplete, end the limited con* 

elusions whloh have been resehed In the preeedlng discussion 

cannot bs fully substantiated, an attempt een be made to suggest a 

mechanism by whloh it Is possible that the tonalite and granodlorite 

magmas were emplaced* In thle way, the dleeusslon oen be eon* 

venlently summarised, end the field for possible reseereh In the
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future can be indicated*

It appeare that the tonallte and granodlorlte aagaii nay 

have been Intruded Into an area whioh wae under considerable 

horlsontal pressure, directed from the north-west and the south

east* If folds of the types described by Bailey, Meufe and 

Harry exist In the Maine country rocks, then this pressure would 

seen to have been expressed locally In vestleal movements, and If 

rooks with different physical characteristics reacted to thia 

folding In a different fashion, It Is possible that areas near the 

crests and troughs of these folds were under vertical tension as 

a result of the folding* In consequence. It Is conceivable that 

the Intrusion of magma could have been localised In these areas 

of tension*

If these Inferences are oorrect, then It Is possible that the 

tonallte and granodlorlte magmas may have played a largely passive 

role during Intrusion, rising Initially In responses to horlsontal 

pressure, and being finally emplaoed In a region of tension pro

duced by these horlsontal forces* It must be assumed that the 

moving magma had sufficient energy to overcome the Influence of 

the regional forces In the vicinity of the complex at this stage in 

order to explain the deformation In the Molne rooka In the vicinity 

of the complex, and the pattern of the foliation and llneatlon In 

the tonallte and granodlorlte* In thia way, the distinctive 

structural pattern of the complex and it a Immediate surroundings 

could have been developed, but, evidence sueh as the shape Inferred 

for the mass of tonallte and granodlorlte, and the trend of the 

planar and linear structurea In the Inner tonallte and granodlorlte.
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may Indicate that the regional control was still effective to some 

extent* It Is also possible that the energy of the moving magma 

was simply a localised expression of the energy expended In the 

orogeny* The evldenoe obtained from the study of the fracture 

systems* suggests that regional control may have become dominant 

once more when the magma was static and had consolidated*

It must be presumed that Intrusion of the tonallte end 

granodiorlte magmas took plsoe after the Caledonian orogeny had 

reached its peak* however* and when the regional stresses were 

waning In Intensity* The limited study of the blotlte granite 

suggests that these etresses had ceased to operate when the magme 

to form this rook was emplaosd* am no evidence of external structural 

oontrol Is apparent*

By means of the mechanism outlined above* It would be possible 

to explain all the phenomena obaerved In the course of the present 

Investigation* Xt Is suggested* therefore* that the agenoy whloh 

appears to have facilitated the upward expansion of the original 

chamber Into whloh the tonallte and granodiorlte magmas were 

Intruded* may have been a vertical tensIona1 stress produced 

locally when folding took place In the Molne schist and gneiss 

during the Caledonian orogenoy* Thia mechanism would be similar

to that by whloh many phacollths appear to have been formed* but it 

seems necessary to postulate that* at Strontlan* the Invading magma 

had sufficient energy to destroy the large-scale struotures In the 

Immediate vicinity of the magma chamber whloh had been formed when 

an original weakness In the crust was exploited and enlarged*

The sequence of events during the formation of the rocke of
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the complex may have beeni*

(1) Ascent of magma In the south of the area now occupied by 

the rocks of the complex, followed by Intrusion of some 

of the tonalite magma Into a aub-horlsontal region of 

tension In the country rooks (Arch or trough of a fold, 

with a sub-horicental axis?).

(11) Continuation of the Intrusion of magma and the expansion 

of the original magma chamber, the remainder of the 

tonalite magma, and muoh of the granodlorite magma being
I

Intruded Into the centre of the mass ef tonalite magma 

already empleeed* This second stage must be assumed to 

have taken place when the marginal tonalite was still 

plastlo, and It Is suggested that the marginal foliation 

and llneatlon may hare been formed at this time.

(111) Continuation of stage (1), the movements being of a

smaller order now, and taking place after the marginal

tonalite had solidified at least locally, Marginal 

tonalltio veins and the foliation and llneatlon In the 

central region of the tonalite and granodlorite formed*

(lv) Final small expansion® 1 movements, within a wide, solidi

fied margin of tonalite* Zones of fine-grained granod

lorite formed In the Inner regions, granltlo veins and 

shear planes In the marginal regions of the tonalite*

(v) Intrusion of the biotlte granite magma, followed by the 

formation of the last of the granitic veins*
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(11) ■ ode o-> Intrusion of the Blotlte Granite Magma*

The mode of Intrusion of tho blot Ito granite magma Is only 

considered very briefly, In view of the lack of detailed Information

on the struotures and relations of this rock* It seams probable
/

that Intrusion was effected by a process which differs from the 

process by which tonallte and granodlorlte magmas were emplaoed*

No evidence of widespread stoplng was recorded, and there Is no 

evidence whioh Indicates that Intrusion of blotlto granite magmas 

was accompanied by deformation of the surrounding rooka* The 

shape of the masses of blotlte granite appeare to be largely 

unrelated to the structuree In the oountry rocks*

These relations suggest that emplacement of magma waa not 

effected by piecemeal stoplng, "permissive" Intrusion, or forolble 

Intrusion* The vertloal contacts between blotlte granite and the 

surrounding rocks would permit the Intrusion of the mein mass of 

blotlte granite magma to ba explained by a process of oauldron 

subsidence,for If these contact surfaces were originally fracture 

planes, then the subsidence of a mass of rook bounded by such 

vertical fractures could have taken place, accompanied by the 

Intrusion of blotlte granite magma Into the cavity thus created*

The Irregular, outlying areas of blotlte granite could then be 

Interpreted as being produced by magma filling tension fissures, 

roughly parallel to the fracture which controlled the Intrusion of 

the main mass* Detailed examination of the structures at the 

opposite margins of these apophyses would be of particular value.

If It could be proved thereby that distension on a fracture had 

accompanied Intrusion* Hcwever, none of the available evidence
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lends direct support to the hypothesis that block subsidence 

preceded the intrusion of the blotIto granite magma*

I* STATS OF THE TCWAUTK AND O&ANODI QUITE MAGMAS WEN FINUALY
mPSTB*"..... . .. " ' '

As stated earlier, the Information obtained in the present 

enquiry seems to be of significance mainly because it enables some 

assessment to be made of the probable mode of Intrusion of the 

tonallte and granodiorlte magmas* From this evldenoe an attempt 

oan also be made to infer the physical state of the rock-fonaing 

material at the time of intrusion*

While magma may have been Intruded originally as a silicate 

melt, devoid of solid phases, the field and mioroscoplo evidence 

Indicates that the final stages of Intrusion took place after 

crystallisation was well advanced* Whether obtained from field 

or mioroscoplo examination of the rooks, or from petrofabrlo 

analyses, the evidence is consistent in indicating that the 

oriented crystals appear to be of early formation, and this evi- 

deuce. Indirectly, provided further support for the hypothesis that 

the rooks of the oomplex are of Igneous origin*

In the marginal areas of tonallte. It would appear that when 

the final orientation of the crystals, whloh is new preserved as 

linear and planar struotures, was Imposed, the liquid phase con

sisted essentially of the components which combined later to form 

quarts and potash feldspar* In the inner regions of the tonallte, 

blotlte,quarts and orthoclase, and In the granodiorlte, blotlte, 

quarts and some of the plagioclase and orthoclase, had still to 

crystallise when the effect of the orienting influences oeased*
I ' ■ ‘

i ■ , I____
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It appears probable, therefore, that In the final stages of 

emplacement of the tonalite and granodlorite magmas, the magmatic 

material consisted of a comparatively small quantity of liquid, 

essentially of quarts#*foldspathie composition, which contained a 

considerable quantity of crystals (probably as muoh as 70*80% of 

the whole, In some places). It Is possible that there Is a 

relation between the composition of some of the granltlo veins, 

whloh cut the tonalite end granodlorite, and the composition of 

thle Interstitial liquid,

4, CCMPAHISOH WITH OTHER A3EAS.

It Is possible to make only a very general comparison between 

the structures In different complexes, as few show muoh detailed 

structural similarity, and the majority appear to have Individual 

charseteristics whloh are not found elsewhere. The present 

seetion of the dleeusslon Is subdivided Into two portions!* (1) 

e comparison between the struotures In ths Strontlan oomplex and 

the struotures In other granltlo complexes where certain structural 

similarities are visible, and (2) a comparison between the struotures 

In the Strontlan oomplex end the struotures In the other Caledonian 

granltlo complexes of the Seottlsh Highlands, In both esses 

attention Is mainly oonflned to comparing the struotures In the 

tonalite and granodlorite with the structures In other granitic 

oomplexes,

(1) Comparison on the Basis of General Structural Similarity,

Consideration of the mechanism by which magma was emplaced 

In each granitic oomplex, would probably provide the most
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fundamental basis for a structural comparison, but in the absence 

of a clear understanding of the intrusive mechanism in the 

majority of these complexes. It seems preferable to contrast the 

main features of the structural pattern visible in each complex.

The three outstanding structural characteristics of a granitic 

complex, mould seem to be (a) the shape of the complex, (b) the 

pattern of all the struotures within the ccmplex, and (o) the 

type of deformation in the adjoining oountry roeka,

(a) It seems probable that the mass of tonallte and granodlor* 

lte at Strontian has the form of a harpollth, The paucity ef 

published descriptions suggests that granitic complexes ef 

similar shape are of rare occurrence elsewhere, even when funnel* 

shaped complexes, whioh only approximately resemble a harpollth 

in shape, are taken into account. The term harpollth wae defined 

by H, Cloee from hie work on the granltlo complexes of eastern 

Germany, particularly the Heusenberg massif. (Belk, 1948, pp. 74 • 

77, and Daly, 1933 p,l04), E. Cloos (1932) has described a 

granodlorlte offshoot from the main complex of the Sierra Nevada, 

which appears to be roughly similar in shape to a harpollth. The 

form of the Sagan age complex of Minnesota also seems to resemble 

that of the mass of tonallte end granodlorlte at Strontian, 

although Grout (1935) suggests that this complex was originally 

intruded ee a stook*llke meat, which has since been tilted until 

it is sub-horiiontal. Funnel-shaped granitic complexes have 

been described from Porcher Island, British Columbia (Smith,1947)| 

Loon Lake, Ontario (E,Cloos, 1934) f Flamanville, Brittany (Martin, 

1963) and from a few other trees.
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Although the evidonoe suggests that the mass of tonallte and 

granodiorlte is not simply related to the major struotures in the 

surrounding Molne oountry rocks, it has been suggested (page 144 ) 

that the mechanism of formation of this mass may be similar to the 

mechanism by whloh many phacollths have been formed* It would 

seem to be desirable, therefore, to Include flat-lying Intrusions, 

sueh as the Wolf Mountain Phaoollth (Stensel, 1936) and the 

phaoollthlo Storm King Granite (Lowe, I960), In the present 

comparison, as they are of approximately the same shape as the 

mass of tonallte and granodiorlte at Strontlan, Nevertheless, 

even when these additional examples of "floored” granitic oom- 

plexes are taken Into account, the number of such complexes does 

not approach that of the bathollthlo masses whloh apparently extend 

downward for an Indefinite distance,

(b) When the structural pattern In the tonallte and grano- 

diorite Is compared very generally with the struotures whloh have 

been deeorlbed in other granitic complexes. It Is apparent that 

this pattern seems to have no exact parallel elsewhere. In 

certain areas, resemblances to parts of this pattern are visible, 

but no other complex has been described, whloh Is characterised by 

planar and linear struotures and by fracture systems shoving a 

pronounced overall similarity In development and Inter-relations 

to the structures visible at Strontlan, The orientation of the 

planar structure in granitic complexes usually tends to follow 

the attitude of the contact with the oountry rooks, and it Is 

also noteworthy that the linear structure In these complexes almost 

invariably lies within the planar structure, and usually shows a

150.
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marked tendency to have a constant orientation. The pattern 

desorlbed by H. Cloos and his co-workers In many granltlo complexes 

(e.g. Balk, 1948, pp.113-116) where the foliation and the 1inac

tion define areh or dome-shaped struotures, and where the orienta

tion of the struotures of all types Is simply related throughout 

the oomplex as a whole, shows only a general resemblance to the 

pattern In the Strontlan recks.

From published date It would appear that only the Loco Lake 

oomplex (E.Cloos, 1934) possesses a structural pattern whloh shows 

a marked resemblanoe to that seen In the tonalite and granodlorite, 

and even In thia oomplex, the struoturesdlffer from those visible 

at Strontlan In certain respeots. Both a planar and a linear 

struoture are developed at loon Lake, and while the former 

resen&les the struoture seen at Strontlan. In Its general relations, 

the latter differs to some extent, as It Invariably follows the 

direction of dip of the foliation, and is a very widely developed 

struoture in the granltlo rooks. The vein-filled fraotures, as 

at Strontlan, tend to be oriented In oertaln directions, but are 

not simply related to the other struotures. No attempt haa been 

made by Cloos to provide a detailed explanation of the structures 

In this oomplex.

In some oomplexes only a planar struoture Is developed, 

either marginally, as In the Llano-Burnet Granites (Koppel, 1940), 

or througiout the whole mass of granltlo rooks, as In the 

Riesengeblrge Granite (Balk, 1948, pp.67-60) and the Flemanvllle 

Granite (Martin, 1983). To explain the formation of the 

struotures In these oomplexes a meohanlsm Involving distension
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and expansion o the magma chamber Is oten Invoked, and In some 

cases (as In the three examples quoted) It appeare to be possible 

to reconcile the orientation of the ractures la the ranltic rooks 

with this hypothesis* Throughout other granitic complexes, such 

as the Cammenellis Granite (Fleet end Bill, 1912, pp*217-8) tho 

Partaoor Granite (nraamall, 19 6) and the Stern King Granite (Lowe, 

1880), the struct urea are thought to have been preduoed by magnetic

lew* A linear structure Is generally developed throughout these 

complexes, and this structure any be accompanied by a planar 

structure, which nay be localised (Stern King) or widespread 

(Carnmsnelllo) In Its development* These structures wsy show 

considerable uni oralty in trend, with only local fluctuations and 

deviations (Storm King) or be generally very variable in trend 

(Dartmoor)* Such variations In orientation are thought to be due 

to turbulence* when considered ae a whole, the combination ef 

linear and planar structures visible in the tonallte and grenadier- 

lte at : trentlen, does net seem to occur elsewhere* It le note

worthy that In the Heusenberg complex, only a linear structure Is 

developed, end that this structure defines a uniform arch-shaped 

pattern, itnorin,; the attitude of the contacts of the granitic 

rooks* (Balk, 1948, pp*78-77), BsCloos has Interpreted this 

structural pattern ae the product of distension during the intrusion 

of the gr*»lfclo magma*

formally when tension fractures ooour in a granltlo complex, 

they are in intimate relation to the linear structure, end do net 

show the general type of relation to the structure which Is suggest

ed st Strontian* Occasionally, some similarities to the relations
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at Strontlan are visible, as In tha Storm King Granite (Lowe, I960).

In soma oomplexes there la evldenoe that marginal solldlfl* 

cation has occurred when a fluid oore was still In Motion, but, as 

In the Sierra Nevada Bathollth (Balk, 1948, p*65), the fractures 

whloh have formed are usually simply related to the other structures. 

In several oomplexee, sueh as the Snowbank Stock (Balk and Grout, 

1934), early Intrusions contain well developed planar and linear 

structures, while late Intrusions are devoid of suoh struotures, 

and are thus oomparable to the tonallte and granodiorlte, and to 

the blotlte granite at Strontlan respectively.

(o) Several granitic oomplexes have be<m described which are 

surrounded by sones of deformed rook, showing many similarities to 

the sone of rooks In the vlolnlty of the Strontlan oomplex. Normally 

It Is found that the struotures In the oountry rock are deflected 

Into parallelism with the boundaries of the oomplex, and that signs 

of deformation become more widespread In the vlolnlty of these 

contacts* The deformation Is often shown by the development of 

many small folds in the oountry rooks, and in many areas oonsldor* 

able shearing and stretching of the oountry rooks has been described* 

The deformation In the rooks surrounding the Sierra Nevada Bathollth 

(Mayo, 1941, pp,lOl2-8) and the Sagansga Granite (Grout, 1936), In 

particular, shows many similarities to the phenomena observed at 

Strontlan* It Is also noteworthy that in the vlolnlty of the Loon 

Lake oomplex, the trend of the struotures In the oountry rooks has 

been deflected Into parallelism with the margin of this complex* 

(fi.Cloos, 1934)*
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In many ir«i, a vertical linear structure in the country 

rooka, due either to oriented eyrstale or to stretched boulders 

in conglomerates, suggests tliat the vertleal displacement of these 

rooks has accompanied the formation of a rani tic complex. Xn 

the vlolnlty of other complexes there Is direct evidence, either 

in the form of doming (Tyrrel, 1928, p.161, and Hoble, 1962, p.46) 

or of sagging (Lowe, I960), to indloate that vertleal displacement 

of the country rocks has occurred.

In certain ether areas it appears that considerable lateral 

pressure was exerted by a granltlo magma when it was Intruded. In 

view of the conclusions reached from the study of the deformation 

in the Moine oountry rooks at Strontlan (page 139), the evidsnee 

of deformation in the rocks in the vicinity ef these oomplexes 

provides a particularly Interesting comparison with the similar 

evidsnoe at Strontlan. In the vicinity of the Flamanville Granite 

it has been found that both small scale and large scale struotures 

inthe oountry rocks are conspicuously "wrapped round" the granite, 

while an intense foliation has boon developed in these rooks for 

several yards In the vicinity of the margin of the granite (Martin, 

1963). This foliation ignores original bedding struotures, and le 

not accompanied by a linear structure. Similar phenomena suggest

ing that strong lateral pressure has aocompanied the intrusion of 

granitic magma have been described in the vlolnlty of the Snowbank 

Stock (Balk and Grout, 1934). The evidence in these areas supports 

the conclusion that no great lateral dlsplaoement of tho oountry 

rooks aocompanied the intrusion of the tonalite and granodlorite 

magmas at Strcntian.
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It was noted at Strontian that the deformation in the 

oountry rooks seemed to ooour In locallied areas, separated by 

areas of relatively undeformed rook, suggesting that large masses of 

the oountry rooks had moved as units (page 104), The few 

published desorlptions whioh suggest that similar deformation may 

have ooourred elsewhere include those of the Deadwood-Trojan Stook 

(Noble, 1982, p,46)j the Idaho Bathollth (Boss, 1936)> and the 

Kourae Granite (Richey, 1927, p,678)| but this appears to be a 

rather uncommon phenomena.

In summary of this chapter. It oan be said that the comparison 

of the structural pattern In the tonallte and granodlorlte at 

Strontian with the structural pattern in other granltlo complexes, 

tends to relnforoe the original Impression that most granltlo 

oomplexes have a distinct structural individuality. It Is 

Impossible to state whether or not the difference between the 

struotures at Strontian and the struotures In other oomplexes are 

of fundamental importance, In the absence of a olear understanding 

of the meohanlsm by whioh the various granltlo oomplexes were 

formed.

The only complex in whioh the struotures appear to show an 

overall similarity to the struotures within and around the mss 

of tonallte and granodlorlte at Strontian Is the Loon Lake complex. 

Unfortunately, as noted already, the struotures in this complex 

have not been studied In sufflolent detail fof further comparison 

to be rewarding.

One of the min oonoluslons reached in the present investi

gation was that space for the emplacement of the tonallte and
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granodiorlte magmas was created by the vertloal uplift of the 

oountry rooks (page 139>.

In Interpreting the struotures In granitic complexes, It Is 

frequently assumed that space for the Intrusion of mapoa ties been 

created largely by means of a mechanism Involving the vertloal 

uplift of the oountry rooks* The type of evldenoe on whloh this 

assumption Is based has been Indicated above, and the parallelism 

between the orientation ef struotures In the oountry rooks and the 

margins of a granitic oomplex. Is In many oases ssorlbed to 

"dragging* aoeompenylng this uplift and not to outward directed 

pressure* The upward dlspleoement of the oountry rooke le thought 

by many authors, to bo due. In part at least, to forcible Intrusion* 

In particular, the meohanlsm of Intrusion Invoked by H*Clooe and 

hie eesoolateo to explain the structures In many of the oomplexes 

they have studied. Involves vertloal uplift and forcible Intrusion* 

(With reference to the whole of the above paragraph see Ba Ik,1948, 

pp*112*7, and Noble, 1962)*

On many occasions It has been noted that granitic oomplexes 

tend to ooour In orogenle belts, end that these oomplexee tend to 

be elongated parallel to regional tootonio axes* The assumption 

that there le e relation between the formation of these oomplexee 

and orogenle movements appeare to bo eoooptod by most geologists*

The hypothesis that the Intrusion of mspm to form some of these 

oomplexee le directly controlled by the orogenle foroee, end le 

not due to energy Inherent In the magma Itself, has received less 

support* Harker, In his definition of a phaoollth (1909, pp.77-78).

Implied that Intrusion oould take piece under the oontrol of ore* 
genlo foroee, and this conoept has reoelved support from other
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authors (e,£, Billings, 1962, p,296> Daly, 1963, p,426>

Ghanbari in and Link, 1927) and. In pertioular, haa been elaborated 

more reoently by &ay© (1941, p,lC73), Tho lattar haa defined 

the tern 'permissive intrusion” to deserlbe Intrusion of this 

type, but* the evidsnee advanced by this author In support ef his 

hypothesis •the defleotion of structural trends In certain areas, 

boars only a general resemblance to tho evidsnoe at t trontlen 

whloh suggests that Intrusion nay have been controlled by orogenlo 

foroes. It Is else noteworthy that H, Cloos, who has dominated 

the study of the struotures In granltlo oomplexes with his 

researches, has suggested (1936) that ths intrusion of mages to 

form many of these oomplexes nay have resulted directly roa 

erogenic activity.

It la possible, therefore, that the neehanlan by whloh magma 

was Inplaoed at strontlan, may be fundamentally similar to the 

Intrusive meohanlsm whloh has operated In many other areas. If 

thle le the oaee, then looal ocnditlone seen bo have produced a 

structural pattern at strontlan whloh he a no parallel elsewhere,

(11) Ccta^rIson with the other Cr-Udonlan ' rant tie Cample***

Consideration ef the other granltlo complexes In the sottish 

highlands, whloh aro of the same age ea the Strontlan oomplex, alee 

surgest« that the latter Is structurally of rather an exceptional 

type. In the Geological Survey ftemolr, TThe Granites of Scotland* 

(Anderson, 1939) twenty-eight granltlo oomplexes are listed, whloh 

are stated to be viewer Granites* ef Caledonian age, and which 

ooour In the Grampian and Northern Highlands, Only a few of these
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oomplexes show muoh structoral similarity to the Strontian complex.

The shape of the mass of tonallte and granodlorlte at 

Strontian does not seem to be typical of the other Caledonian 

oomplexes. In view of the absence of any signs of a "floor" In 

the majority of the latter. It has been suggested that the 

Cairngorm granite and the Rata gain complex are laooollthlo 

(Hlnxman. 1913. p.63 and Nicholls. I960.p.334). LeedaVs des

cription of the Cluanio complex suggests that this complex Is 

flat-lying and tongue-shaped (1962. p.40) while. If the Ben 

Loyal syenites are lnoluded In the comparison, further examples 

of oomplexes which are roughly similar In shape to the mass of 

tonallte and granodlorlte at Strontian oan be found (King. 1943. 

p.149).

Most of the Caledonian complexes appear to be devoid of planar

and linear structure defined by oriented cyrstals and Inclusions.

Pochln«Mould has described a linear structure In the Foyers

oomplex (1946. p.263). and Hlnxman (1923. pp.65-66) describes a

planar structure In the Moor of Rannooh and Strath Ossian complexes.

whioh Is oriented parallel to the outer contact. Planar and linear

struotures have been described In the Skene complex, and. In

addition, the orientation of the fracture systems In this oomplex

appears to be related to the orientation of the other struotures.

(Cameron. 1946). A planar structure, which may have been produced

during igneous Intrusion, has been recorded In other Caledonian

complexes In the Scottish Highlands (e.g. Lairg and Kogart). but

In these oomplexes there Is a considerable body of evidence whioh

suggests that this may be a relict structure. (Read. 1926.pp.22-23 
and 1926 pp.148-9).
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The oountry rocke appear to have been extensively deformed 

In tha vlolnlty «r only © f©w ©f tha Caledonian oaaylaxoB. Th© 

email complex at Sategain le bordered by a breccia of country rock 

fragaante. and tha strike of the oountry rock le deviated In the 

▼lalaity ©f th© ocataet with th© rranltio rooka (Bloholla, I960, 

p.31j). Tha strike ef th© oountry rooks la also doflseted In th© 

▼lolnlty ©f th© Boy and Ardelaeh oowplaxaa (Horn©, 1923, p.41).

th© Cluant© oonplon (I.oadaj, 1962, p. 39) and th© oyora oonplax 

(Pochln-t ould, 1948, p,zB2), Th© strlk© of th© oountry rook© 

1© also ©ark©dly dariseted In th© vlolnlty »f th© Bon Loyal 

ayanlt©© (King, 1943, p.148).
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5. COMCUJDIHG tiEMARKS.

Ab a result of the preeant reseeroh, the earlier work on the 

Strontian complex hae been substantiated, and the knowledge of the 

structures In the rooks of this oomplex and the surrounding areas 

of Molne Sohlsts has been considerably augmented. The previous 

ooncluslon that the rocks of the complex are of Igneous origin is 

supported by the now ovidenoe, but although it Is possible from a 

study of the struotures to obtain some Indication of how magma wae 

emplaoed, the precise nature of the Intrusive meohanlsm which lias 

operated at Strontian remains obsoure. To some extent magma seems 

to have been forcibly Intruded In order to form the mass of tonallte 

and granodlorlte, but it does not appear to be possible to explain 

the entire process of emplacement by this means. There Is also 

evldsnoe which suggests that the emplacement of the tonallte and 

granodlorlte magmas may have been effeoted largely by means of 

forces associated with the Caledonian orogeny. The blotlte 

granite magma seems to have been Intruded In a different fashion • 

possibly by a meohanlsm Involving oauldron subsidenoe.

The Incomplete nature of the present Investigation Is partly 

responsible for the diffleulty experienced In Interpreting the 

evidexyse, and further research on the struotures of the Strontian 

oomplex would seem to be essential. If a satisfactory structural 

analysis is to be made. Ideally, the struotures and relations ef 

the rocks In the remainder of the complex, and of a large area of 

the sw"rounding Molne Schists, would require to be studied. In 

order that the complex could be seen In Its complete structural 

setting. The methods already used oould be employed once more.
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though possibly on a slightly less Intensive soale* As a pre* 

llmlnary to further Investigation, It would be desirable to make 

a detailed petrological examination of the rooks op the complex 

and the adjoining Molne Sohlsts In order to establish, with as 

high a degree of certainty as is possible, that the gran it io rooks 

are of Igneous origin* It would also be neoessary to discover a 

technique for obtaining a truly representative sample of the 

variation In the oharaoters of the fraoture system* This would 

probably require to be based on a mathematical analysis of the 

faotors Influencing the oolleotion of suoh a sample* The study 

of the fraotures in the areas already examined In detail could 

then be completed, and this study extended to include the rest of 

the complex and the country rooks*

The laolc of knowledge of the structures of the other boottleh 

granitic oomplexes of Caledonian age Is a further faotor which 

renders the Interpretation of the struotures in the Strontlan 

oomplex difficult* The existing Information suggests that a 

detailed structural study would be rewarding In comparatively few 

of these complexes - In particular, the Foyers, Strath Ossian and 

the Moor of Hannooh complexes* It Is notable that several of the 

oomplexes In whloh Internal struotures have been recorded lie near 

the Great Glen* No attempt oan be made to relate the structures 

In the Strontlan complex with the struotures In the Foyers oomplex 

until the latter has been studied In detail, but the results of the 

present Investigation suggest that suoh a study would facilitate 

the determination of whether or not these two complexes were once 

united*

-
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Structural Map of the Northern Portion of the 
S tr on tian Granitic complex and tho surrounding 
areas of the Molne Schist and Gneiss*
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